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Buyers of teleproduction consoles
and components feel quality and
reliability is of the utmost importance.
They made ADM the #1 choice in the industry.
We know how ADM equipment will perform. We
guarantee it for five years. We designed and built it that way.
ADM also developed many exclusive features which makes
ADM consoles easier to use and more flexible. We're flattered that
many companies are feverishly trying to incorporate these features in
their equipment. Fortunately, you don't have to wait. ADM nas them now.
Consider our ADM 1642 Series II. It has all the built-in quality and
flexibility of our larger consoles, including stereo panning a -id up to 80
pre -selectable imputs. It also features 16 mixing channels, 4-submasters
and 2 -masters. It is designed to handle your broadcast, production and
post -production requirements now and in the future.

If audio is your problem. ADM has the answer. Contact ADM Technology,
nc. - The Audio Company. 1626 E. Big Beaver Road,Troy, MI 48084
'hone (313) 524-2100 TLX 23-1114.

ADM provides more where it counts.
Can you afford anything less?

The

Audio
Company
WEST CENTRAL SALES
(817) 467 210

WEST COAST SALES
(415) 945-0181

MAIN OFFICE AND
EAST COAST SALES
13131 924 2100

Comark's "S" Series
UHF Television Transmitters
Sutpplit Sureit&m.

10kW/30kW/55kV1. model shovn

Integrating high efficiency, reliability and low cost, each rrodel incorporates state-of-the-art technologies to achieve a unique combination of
unparalleled features:
External cavity, full -band, field proven, klystron power amokfiers,
combining highest efficiency and compact size.
Broadband (no tuning), high power, Exciter System, featu-ing dual
channel (redundant) operation as well as Comark's CM-10CS Broadcast Modulator with IF S.A.W. filter.
Space efficient, mechanical and electrical layouts, fully engireerei
fo- maximum EMI/RFI isolation and cverall operator comelience.
FiDer optic telemetry for al floating high voltage metering functicrs,
incorporated into a comp ete, remote cortrol-compatible, latched
fault and status display system.

Clean, fully isolated, high voltage conpa-tnents, with dcuole-filte-ed
ai- cooling and front access. (No exposed high voltage in Klystron
areas.;

Comark's "S" Series transnitters are arailab e 'rpm 10kW tt-rough
220kW with advanced systerr options, irclucing beam current pulsers,
motorized RF switching systems, E.D. ani ICPM correction systems, aid
the services of Comark's 24-hcur field operations group.

COMaRK
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International Heedquarte-s

and -Sales OfficeE
PC. Box 275
Calmar. PA 18915

PO. Box 229

(2151 822-0777

14131 569-5939

Tele> 84-6075

Rt. 57. Feeding Hills Road
Soutiwick, MA )1077

SONY TRINITRONS HAVE BEEN
YOUR PICTURES CAN LOOK
1An Aperture Grille,
which doesn't warp,
instead ofa shadow mask,

which does-for high
color purity.

2Nine -hundred TV
lines for the highest
resolution of any master
control CRT-so details
are sharper, and noise is
never hidden.

3Advanced comb filterto achieve excellent

luminance/chrominance
separation with minimum artifacts.

±.5 mm convergence
4 within
center circleto prevent outlines
from appearing around
images.

5One -percent linearity

in center lines-to
ensure perfectly proportional images.

a Current feedback cir-

I/ cuitry-to reduce color
temperature drift to 1%
over 500 hours.

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED SO
THEIR ABSOLUTE WORST.
If this were live, and you
were critically evaluating
your video signal, you would
be looking blissfully at one
ofthe most revolting pictures
you ever saw.
You would, that is, if you
were viewing a new Sony
BVM-1900 or BVM-1201
Broadcast Trinitron:
The new BVM Master
Control Monitors have been
completely re -engineered
to reproduce your signal
precisely the way it was fed
into them.
If Tiny Tim's hair was
covered with snow, or his ukulele was making too much
noise, you'd know it. Because
these Trinitrons offer the
highest resolution available
900 TV lines.
This degree of resolution has been made possible
through Sony's extensive research and development in
high -definition TV
However, the real reason
they're the state of the art in
broadcast CRTs is that they
give you the highest resolution without ever compromising color purity or
brightness.
That's because instead
of using a shadow mask,
which suffers from the disadvantage of being spherical
(therefore causing it to warp

-

Sum Broadcast Products COMIXII. 1600 Queen -Anne Rd..
registered trademarks of Son Corporation.

from heat), Sony uses an exclusive Aperture Grille. It's
cylindrical, and is rigidly
held straight at the top and
bottom, enabling it to resist

thermal or mechanical
bending and ensuring white
uniformity.
And thanks to another
exclusive Sony feature, Auto-

matic Beam Control, when
Mr. Tim goes tiptoeing
through the tulips, they
won't turn into pansies right
before your eyes. Because
the monitor reads its own
signal and instantly corrects
for color drift.
Plus, all phosphors used
in BVM Broadcast Trinitrons
now match the industry's
U.S. standards.
For more information
on the one piece oftest equipment you shouldn't be without, the one with mixed
video capability, that's ready
to accept computer graphics,
and you don't have to be
Tiny Tim to afford, contact
Sony Broadcast today.
In New York/New Jersey
call Sony at (201) 833-5350; in

the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic
(201) 833-5375; in the Midwest
(312) 773-6045; in the Southeast (404) 451-7671; in the
Southwest (214) 659-3600; in

the West (213) S
841-8711.
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More cost-effective than you
thought possible
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The Model 710A - an
evolution in Time Code

Reader technology

Reads longitudinal time code forward & reverse at
tape speeds from 1/30th to 80X Updates from
Control Track/Tach Pulse input Compensates
1 -frame serial decoding delay in forward & reverse
Displays Time or User data using easy -to -read
front panel LEDs Multi -function video character
inserter displays both Time & User data simul-
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Full raster positioning of video display Multi -size

characters Automatically deletes Field & Frame
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24 -Frame Film Reads burst code format for film
Locks in & retains last valid Time Code Reading
Restored Time Code Output or optional True
regenerated Time Code Output Optional Frame

accurate program segment calculator Optional
Parallel/Serial RS -232/422 Data Outputs Rack

mounting - 1-3/4" high.

Price: an evolutionary $2450
And there's more! For a complete Data Sheet listing
all the benefits or for an in-house demonstration,
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Shure's new FP31 Mixer takes
a big weight off your shoulders.
Introducing the most innovative field production mixer of its kind. Shure's FP31. You won't
find another mixer this small with these features, dependability and ease of operation.
The FP31 measures only 65/16" x 55/16" x Ws",

and weighs just 2.2 pounds! Incredibly, it offers
the same important features as much larger
mixers. Plus, a few of its own.
Every channel has a mic4ine level and a
low-cut filter switch. And to prevent overload distortion, there's a builtin limiter with adjustable
threshold.
The FP31 can be powered by
two internal 9 -volt batteries, or
from an external 12 -volt source.
A green LED flashes to remind
you that the mixer is on. Phantom and A -B power are also
provided to operate lavalier and
shotgun microphones.

A slate tone can be laid

down on the tape for locating specific takes,
and there's also a built-in mic for voice
slating.
The mixer also has two separate mic/line
outputs for 2 -camera shoots and a tape output
to feed a cassette. For monitoring, there are two
stereo headphone jacks-one 1/4 -inch and one
for miniplugs. The FP3l 's rugged nylon carrying
case allows you easy access to every mixer function and lets you piggyback the mixer on your
VCR or other equipment.
For ENG, EFP and film use,
Shure's FP31 has everything
you need to make your mix a
perfect success. Coming from a
mixer this small, that's quite an
accomplishment.
For more information on
Shure's FP31 Mixer, call or
write Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,
IL 60204, (312) 866-2553.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS'...WORLDWIDE
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What were the significant advances in audio, video, RF, and 'T&M?
BM/E's editors distill the meaning of the NAB show.
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT SHAPED
KLYSTRON FOR LOWER
OPERATING COSTS.
How are you shaping up on reducing your UHF
transmitter operating costs? Not as well as you
should be if you aren't yet using EEV external cavity
klystrons.
The latest external cavity klystrons from EEV are
achieving major savings for an increasing number
of users.
With compatible drivers enabling efficiencies
well above 40% compared to
as low as 30% on some
integral cavity installations,
EEV klystrons are saving as
much as 55 kW on beam
power- and efficiencies above
60% are achievable with
Beam Control Device (BCD)
operation.
EEV was first to produce a high power
(45-58 kW) wide band external cavity klystron to
cover the whole UHF TV spectrum. What is more,
instead of 6 different tubes, now only one is
needed for either water or vapor cooled
applications. This also applies to EEV's medium
(30 kW) and low power (15 kW) klystrons - which
all means a substantial saving in spares inventory!
All this adds up to a package which could pay for
itself within three years
and is easy to install
Simple on -site tuning of
these alumina ceramic
external cavity klystrons
allows greater efficiency
than the pre -tuned integral
types.
This is why we
believe EEV external
cavity klystrons are the
shape of things to
come.
If you'd like to know
more, call us today.

EEV Inc, 7 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523, USA. Tel: 914 592 6050. Telex: 6818096
EEV Canada Ltd, 67 Westmore Drive, Rexiale, Ontario M9V 3Y6. Tel: 416 745 9494. Telex: 06 989 363.
EEV, Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsfcrd, Essex CM1 2QU, England. Tel: 0245 261777. Telex: 99103.
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EDITORIOL
Keeping Up To Date
The display of broadcast industry technology at the NAB
Convention was truly awesome. More than one weary attendee
wondered aloud how it is possible to keep up with all that is
new. Some even expressed the wish that the manufacturers
should slow down and take a breather, to give broadcasters a
chance to absorb the significance of the new systems. This
breather, of course, will not come about, because technology is
a runner's treadmill that never stops.
Besides the excitement on the show floors, there was a
definite improvement in the quality and breadth of the
engineering program starting with the pre -show sessions on
Saturday. In short, NAB '84 was a winner for all attendees.
But out of all the splendor we wonder about the "missing
majority," the many engineers who "did not get to go.- This
situation is particularly troubling for radio stations although
engineering attendance has been increasing. Some radio
executives have complained that the NAB Convention is
primarily a television show. We believe that this approach is a
short sighted one by radio station management. The exhibits
and technical sessions are a once -a -year opportunity to catch
up, to get first hand experience with new equipment, to
exchange ideas.
At any rate, radio broadcasters in a few months will have
another opportunity to exercise this catching -up process in the
form of the newly -combined conventions of the NRBA
Convention and NAB Radio Programming Conference,
September 16-19 in Los Angeles.
The new meeting is aptly called, "The Radio Convention."
Now that the two radio groups have achieved detente, this
convention should provide a single, recognized meeting ground
for all of radio
We applaud the long -overdue co-sponsorship and urge the
two groups to complete the burial of their past differences. If
the joint effort is to succeed, it will require the support of radio
broadcasters from all markets, large and small. One thing is
certain: this September convention cannot be criticized for "too
much television."
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The most dependable Cart Machine you can buy anywhere.
* We guarantee it unconditionally.
Superb electronics designed for :he purist. Low wow
and flutter from the direct drive synchronous motor and
52dB stereo S/N. Phase Lok IV head bracket for optimum
stereo phasing. Solid one-half inch aluminum precision
machined deck for stable cartridge positioning.

*Call Tim Bea/or today for a 30 day no risk order.
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4100 N. 24th ST

The best motor reliability.... no electronics to fail. Gold
to gold contacts on all PC board connections. Coolest
operation...possible only from a low voltage DC solenoid.
The most rigid quality control with 100 percent final
operational audit.

BROADCAST
=E ELECTRONICS
INC.

P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606, (217)224-9600, TELEX: 250142

Midwest puts
and creative capability. Field -proven Ikegami
cameras are chosen as the basic building block
of the system. The HK -322 Fully Automatic
Color Camera is in keeping with Midwest's "no
compromise" design philosophy: Quality, Reliability and Versatility.
The HK -322 sets the standard for picture res-

olution, signal-to-noise ratio and registration
accuracy. Full computer set-up takes much of
the hassle out of preparing for remote telecasts.
A Midwest M-40 Series mobile unit equipped

with Ikegami color cameras is the current

benchmark for quality in the television industry.

Ikegami HK -322 Automatic
Color Camera Makes Midwest

Picture Perfect

The Midwest M-40 Series is the most advanced
family of mobile teleproduction units available

today. Up to 47 feet of unparalleled technical

1L40
7

So, if you're in the market for a world class
mobile unit, contact Midwest. We will design a
system specifically to your requirements.

Because, at Midwest, we only put in the

best parts, like the Ikegami HK -322.
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Series teleproduction units, and the key to their
tremendous versatility, is the Grass Valley 1680
Production Switcher.

As the successor to the famed 1600 Series,
Grass Valley's new 1680 has a lot to live up to.
But thanks to a host of design innovations, the
1680 meets the challenge and has almost twice
as much production power as the 1600. With up
to 24 Inputs and 3 Mix Effects Systems, it's a big
hit with Directors. Editors like it for its control
flexibility, Engineers for its reliability and Man-

agers for its value. Since the 1680 is a basic

Grass Valley 1680 Production
Switcher...Key To Midwest
Mobile Unit
At Midwest, we design our units with the flexibil-

ity to handle the most complex creative requirements with ease and still produce the highest quality results. The heart of Midwest's M-40

component of Midwest's M-40 Series, they all
like our mobile units for the same reasons.
So, when you're ready for that large mobile
unit, come to Midwest. We can create one designed for your specific needs that will give you
the best possible results.

Because, at Midwest we only put in the
best parts, like the Grass Valley 1680.

p

MIDWEST
CORPORATION

Mobile Unit Group
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

606-331-8990

Call Toll Free

800-543-1584

(In Kentucky 606-331-8990)

Cincinnati, OH
606-331-8990
Columbus, OH
614-476-2800
Dayton, OH
513-298-0421
Cleveland, OH
216-447-9745
Pittsburgh, PA
412-364-6780
Detroit, MI
313-689-9730
Indianapolis, IN
317-251-5750
Louisville, KY
502-491-2888
Lexington, KY
606-277-4994

Bristol, TN
615-968-2289
Nashville. TN
615-331-5791

Charleston, WV
304-722-2921
Virginia Beach, VA

804-464-6256
Washington, DC
301-577-4903
Charlotte, NC
704-399-6336
Atlanta, GA
404-875-3753
Miami, FL
305-592-5355
Tampa. FL

813-885-9308
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broadcast industry
Regional Concentration
Rule Repealed by FCC
Citing large growth in the number of
media outlets, the FCC has repealed the
regional concentration of control provi-

sions of its multiple ownership rules.
This action is widely considered to her-

ald the loosening of the 7-7-7 station
ownership restrictions.

The regional concentration rules
have prevented any broadcaster from
owning three stations within 100 miles

nEWS

"substantial" cost reduction, but the

The 7-7-7 rule, however, has already

FCC staff did not supply any.

been the subject of an FCC proposal to
deregulate and is likely to be next.

The Commission further said that
these "economies of scale" will make
regional owners more likely to upgrade
facilities and take advantage of unused
allocations. Commissioner Rivera has
argued previously that few allocations
lack applicants.

Finally, the FCC hdpes that
permitting station groups to be more
geographically concentrated will give
rise to regional networks.

of each other and with overlapping pri-

Rivera cast the only vote against

mary service contours. Their purpose

dropping the rule, voicing objection to

was to prevent any regional owner from

the "all or nothing" nature of the

achieving "undue sway over public
opinion," but the FCC finds this concern to be no longer valid. The increased number of broadcast stations

action.

and new forms of media, it says, have
"diluted the potential influence of multiple ownership."
Reasons for repealing the rule, the
FCC found, include the savings broadcasters can realize on multiple ownership in a smaller area. At the en banc
meeting in which the rule was elimi-

for group ownership in limited geo-

nated, commissioner Henry Rivera
asked for figures enumerating the

The NAB embraced the Commis-

sion's decision, saying that it will
"pave the way for greater opportunities

examination of the fairness doctrine
that this agency has ever had," the in-

but the intentions of the lawmakers who

enacted it 30 years ago and its current
effect.

mission chairman Mark Fowler said
that those governing local markets,

ments and changes in the electronic and

such as duopoly and one -to -a -market,
are not being considered for alteration.

"may call into question the necessity of

According to the FCC, develop-

print media over the past 10 years
the doctrine." The Commission also
ventured to suggest that, in the face of
recent legal developments, "continued
adherence to the doctrine might be contrary to the public interest and constitu-

tional principles." For example, it
asked if new electronic services such as
teletext and home computers could blur

neering for WPIX, Inc., New York
City, was the recipient of the 1984
Engineering Achievement award
from the National Association of
Broadcasters. Freeman accepted
the honor at the NAB's engineering
luncheon on Tuesday, May 1.
Credited with leading the move to
erect the transmitting tower atop New

York's World Trade Center for imFreeman accepts NAB's 1984 Engineering Achievement award.

allows pictures to incorporate a sig-

The NAB convention also feted
Stanley E. Hubbard, chairman and

especially its chairman, Mark Fowler,
has been carefully worded out of the inquiry report, itself a model of fairness.
Described by the FCC as "the most
searching and comprehensive re-

deregulation was based.
As for the future of other provisions
of the multiple ownership rules, Com-

Co. and senior vice president engi-

TV stations, and is a member of IEEE
and SMPTE.

Fairness Doctrine, it is doing so with all
due caution. Any anti -fairness doctrine
bias on the part of the Commission, and

had filed the petition on which this

neering for the Tribune Broadcasting

Broadcasters All -Industry Committee, composed of 10 New York City

in its recently begun inquiry on the

graphic areas." In 1977 the association

Otis S. Freeman, director of engi-

nal from a remote location. He helped
design and build WPIX, where he became chief engineer in 1953. In addition, he is president of the Television

If the FCC is treading on unsure ground

quiry asks for comment on several aspects of the rule and its ramifications. It
questions not only the need for the rule,

NAB Honors Freeman
With Engineering Award

proved area reception, Freeman also
developed the genlock device, which

FCC'S Fairness Inquiry
Proceeds with Caution

founder of Hubbard Broadcasting,
who received the newly created Spirit

of Broadcasting award at the televi-

sion luncheon April 30. Peter B.
Kenney, former vice president,
Washington, for NBC, received the

1984 Grover C. Cobb Memorial
award for unusual dedication to improving broadcasting's relationship

with the federal government.

the lines between print and electronic
media in such a way that the fairness
doctrine could become untenable. It
also asked about the doctrine's effect
on debate of public issues.
As part of the inquiry, the Commission plans to hold at least one open en
banc meeting "or other oral proceeding" for interested parties to air their
views and provide information. Given
the strong emotions engendered by the
fairness doctrine, that meeting could be

a stormy one. Already House Com-

merce Committee chairman John
Dingell (D -MI) has expressed his opposition to repeal of the fairness doctrine,

and some legal experts challenge the
FCC's suggestion that it may be able to
modify the doctrine in compliance with
the Communications Act. Even within

the Commission, agreement is not
unanimous. While no commissioner
voted against issuing the inquiry,
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Technology to Power
Your Creative Imagination
You can give your creative energies free rein
when you have an Ampex AVC-series switcher
at your command. These microprocessor based production switchers provide more
creative power per M/E than any other
switcher. And they're so easy to operate
that you're firmly in control at all times.

Unparalleled Key Flexibility
Every video input and two external inputs can
become key sources on the AVC. The standard Key Memory System lets you store up to
four completely different key setups for each
key source. When a key source is recalled,
Key Memory sets up the key exactly as it was
stored-even when the key source is called
up on a different keyer in a different M/E.
Three unrestricted, full capability keyers
per M/E let you introduce any type of key on
any keyer: RGB chroma key, character generator and special effects keys, luminance keys

and-with an optional composite chroma
keyer-encoded chroma keys. And every
keyer has its own independent matte generator for matte fills or outlines.

Independent M/E Pattern Systems
Over 100 patterns are keypad selectable. Pattern borders can be hard, soft, soft colored
(halo) and half -halo, a feature that allows a
pattern to have one hard edge and one soft
edge. All pattern borders can vary in width,
color, luminance and saturation. These capabilities coupled with the AVC's exclusive pattern modifiers can produce a dazzling array of
effects and effect combinations. Try rainbow
border, pattern border hues that vary over
time and with position, rocking and spinning
patterns, even effects combining all these
variables.
Simplified Controls
With all their innovative technology, AVC
Series switchers are easy to operate, thanks
to logical and familiar A -B operation and simplified controls. Pushbuttons are used exclusively instead of knobs for fast, simple setup
and to let you set virtually every switcher
adjustment from one compact central panel.
The AVC's unique Panel STAR Memory"'
system with its extensive capabilities can

further speed and simplify even the most
complex production tasks.

System Compatibility
AVC switchers from Ampex are designed for
state-of-the-art on -air, production and post production systems. RS -422 serial communications capability assures easy interface with
other compatible equipment. Many users
have teamed the AVC with an Ampex ACE editor, Ampex VIRs and ADO for an unbeatable
system with completely compatible software
throughout.
Find out what an AVC switcher can do for
your creativity. Call your Ampex Sales Engineer for complete information.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies

Atlanta 404/491-7112 Chicago 312/593-6000
Dallas 214/960-1162 Los Angeles 818/240-5000
New York/New Jersey 201/825-9600. San Francisco
415'367-2296 Washington, D.C. 301/530-8800

MEWS
Henry Rivera expressed "reservations" about whether the issue fell
within the FCC's scope. Both Mimi
Dawson and James Quello questioned
parts of the inquiry, although concurring with most of it.

Kluge's Metromedia
Buyout Okayed by FCC
Metromedia has received FCC approv-

al for chairman John W. Kluge's purchase of most of the communication

company's stock.
Kluge, 69, plans to increase his share
of Metromedia voting stock from approximately 26 percent to 93 percent,
which will also give him 76 percent of
common stock. To assume this greater
control, classified as de jure, he needed
the FCC's go-ahead; as a stockholder
and officer he has held de facto control
for 25 years. The other seven percent of
voting shares will be owned by Kluge's
three vice presidents.
Station -holding companies wanting

to transfer control are usually required
by the FCC to file a long form applica-

tion, but the Commission has told
Metromedia that since the stock purchase will not involve a "substantial
change of control," only a short form
application is necessary.
Metromedia says that before the lev-

eraged buyout can be conducted-it is
the largest in corporate history-other
arrangements must be made, including
getting stockholder approval and settling financial arrangements.

Wheeler Leaves NCTA;
Mooney Will Step Up

THE ONLY
FULL CAPABILITY
VIDEO NOISE METER
Model UPSF2
-STORSPANNUNOSIA

-

dent of the NCTA, effective in July.
James Mooney, currently executive
vice president of the cable association,
will succeed him.
Wheeler, 38, gave notice at a meeting of the NCTA's board of directors,

who later chose Mooney to replace
him. Wheeler joined the association
eight years ago as executive vice president and became president in 1979. On
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DUAL -STANDARD: OD automatically determines
standard (525/625 lines), identifies it on the
display, and performs the appropriate
measurement.

Measurement Domain: Full -field, any individually
selected line, any individual "spot" (4 µs x 10 lines)
IEEE -488 (GPIB) Bus Compatible

Video Level Measurement: Luminance -bar
amplitude, or individual test -points selectable
in steps of 1 ps (range: -500 to +1500 mV)

leaving he will become president and
CEO of the U.S. division of the Nabu
Network, a new Canadian company

that sells personal computers and
monthly software packages to subscribers via cable.
James Mooney, 40, has held his cur-

rent title at the NCTA since 1981. He
heads up the association's lobbying effort and thus should ensure continuity
to ongoing negotiations for the cable
bill in Congress.
The NCTA's directors also elected
Edward Allen as chairman of the board
for the 1984-85 term. Allen is president
of Western Communications, which is
owned by Chronicle Publishing of San
Francisco. The voting between Allen
and outgoing vice chairman Gustave
Hauser reportedly was quite close.

Noise Measurement: Luminance (peak or rms)
or Chrominance (AM or GM). Range: 0-80 dB,
referenced to 714 mV (525 lines), 700 mV (625
lines), or actual luminance -bar amplitude.

Grass Valley Acquires
Dubner Computer

Send for our new catalog

Grass Valley Group, a major producer
of television production switchers, has
bought Dubner Computer Systems for
an undisclosed sum, Dan Wright, gen-

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
13 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042 (516)488-7300 Telex 96-0072

eral manager, has revealed. Dubner
will be operated as an autonomous,
wholly owned subsidiary of the Grass
Valley Group, which in turn is a subsidiary of Tektronix, Inc. The merger was
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Get it out of your system.
Television is an electronic medium. Yet
TV graphics still involve messy paints,
glue, air brushes, razors, and other
paraphernalia.

MCI/Quantel's Paint Box can put your
TV graphics into the electronic medium.
So you can get all the messy paraphernalia out of your system. Digitally.
The Paint Box lets you do a lot more
than you can do with traditional art
materials. A lot faster. And with typical
Quante' picture quality.
It gives you over 16 million colors. If
that's not enough, you can mix your
own, just like you'd do with paints.

It's incredibly versatile. You can
produce the look of oils, watercolors,
chalk, pencil. You can make stencils.
Air brush. Cut and paste. Even
animate.

Call your local MCIADuantel office.
They'll be glad to show you a demonstration :ape. Or get in touch with us
directly at 415/856-6226. Micro
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 50810,
Palo Alto, California 94303.

You can grab TV frames off the air,
resize them, retouch them, mix them
with graphics.

You can set type from a large variety
of the highest quality fonts.

And you can interface the Paint Box
to Quantel's DLS 6000 Library System
for a totally digital still -picture system.
It's awesome.
Graphics like this are easy on the Paint Box.

111110

MCl/QUANTEL
The digital video people.
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NEWS
made, according to Grass Valley, because the computer graphics systems

made by Dubner would provide "a
great synergistic effect with the television production systems that Grass Valley makes. More can be offered to our
customers in one package."
Henceforth, all Dubner products will
be sold and supported by Grass Valley.

Both companies expressed possible
plans for having Dubner products manufactured by Grass Valley as well. Har-

vey Dubner, founder and president of

Dubner, will continue in his present
role.

pected to top $220 million.
Under the terms of the agreement,

In a major move making it the biggest

Katz Radio, representing stations in
140 markets, Christal, in 90 markets,
and RKO Radio Sales (to be renamed
Republic Radio), with clients in 22
markets, will be combined as inde-

rep in radio, Katz Communications,

pendent subsidiaries of the Katz Radio

Inc. announced agreements to acquire
The Christal Co. for over $18 million
and RKO Radio Sales for approximately $3.5 million. With this $22 million
merger, total billings for Katz are ex -

Group. Ken Swetz, president of Katz
Radio, will also serve as president of

Katz Buys Christal,
RKO Radio Sales

the new division. The principals of
Christal and RKO Radio Sales will con-

tinue in their present capacities. Personnel at Christal will continue to work
at their present offices, but RKO's personnel will move to existing Katz Ra-

dio offices. Though each subsidiary
will have its own nonwired network de-

MEADOWLANDS COMMUNICATIONS

THE ONLY Fall_ SP) IECTIAM11
01A?)11011NATPON

SEV1107

partment, there will be a combined
nonwired network sales team for Katz
Radio Group.

Daytimers Get Another
Evening Power Boost
Class III daytime stations have received

1

NEWS

SPORTS

COMMUNICATIONS

VARIETY

TELECONFERENCES

NATIONWIDE

AUDIO

VIDEO

NS
nology. Fully redundant components, automatic switching and
continuous monitoring of operating parameters guarantee the

Meadowlands Communications'
full spectrum satellite origination
service - a nationwide system of
uplink centers providing premium
quality, cost-effective satellite
audio and video services from all

broadcast until 6:00 p.m. using a minimum of 100 W, with even more power
approved for many stations. The only

exceptions are those whose signals
would interfere with foreign stations.

The new power limits are based on

SATELLITE

DATA

blanket approval from the FCC to

calculations of full-time signal strength
occurring 30 minutes after sunset, rather than the signal that is available two
hours after sunset.
This new formula, the FCC reports,
will allow "many more stations" to use
500 W or their maximum daytime pow-

er. For those still below 100 W, the

of the nation's major news, sports,

transmission. Deliver your video
signal to one of our uplink

teleconferencing and programming centers. All Meadowlands
uplink centers are furnished and
maintained by AT&T Communi-

minimum limit will "provide effective
post -sunset service," if they do not interfere with foreign stations.
Last fall some daytime stations were

it to you.

given two hours of post -sunset time
with up to 500 W of power, but many

cations.

If

quality and reliability of each

centers, and we will uplink it to
your own space segment o to
another organization providing
7.5 kHz or 15 kHz. And Meadow-

QUALITY AUDIO
you have to transmit

lands Communications delivers
an

audio program from a remote
origination, then our digital audio

transmission system is just the

ticket. Thanks to the proven,
T-1 digital transmission technology, your audio is relayed with
the highest fidelity and no distor-

tion, in either mono or stereo,

true, end -to -end service. Deliver

your signal to one of our conveniently located uplink centers,
and we handle the rest.

QUALITY VIDEO
Each of our uplink centers provides network quality video transmissions, using the latest tech -

EXPERIENCE PLUS
Our service combines modern
satellite communications technology with the most extensive
telecommunications management experience available today. Three

of our operating officers boast
a combined 75 years of network
broadcasting skills. They're ready
to solve your transmission problems and save you money!

Ahm MEADOWLANDS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
320 Veterans Blvd., Rutherford, N.J. 07070 (201) 460-3555

broadcasters were disappointed by
small or nonexistent increases. The
Daytime Broadcasters Association requested that the FCC reexamine its calculations and put in a bid for 500 W
minimum for all Class III stations until
6:30 in the evening.
The association also asked for a second power boost for Class II stations.
However, the Commission found that
such a move would cause "devastating
interference losses to both groundwave

and skywave services" and thus reCircle 109 on Reader Service Card
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fused to take any across-the-board action in that area.

HGX Pro 1/2" Videocassettes.
Differences you can see, hear. And retain.
At last, tape performance
impervious to the whims of weather
and the rigors of editing. Harnessing
new Jape technology, Maxell brings
ENG dramatic improvements you can
see, hear and retain.
Smaller, more densely
packed Epitaxial" oxide
Molecular Fusion Binder
for a stronger, cleaner bond

The EpitaxialTM contribution:
higher video, brighter chroma.

A shell made to the industry's
toughest standards.

A new, smaller oxide achieves
unprecedented packing density.
Expect enhanced signal-to-noise.
Better definition. And extended
replays without signal loss.

Ours. The transport is quiet, jam -proof.
The housing immune to temperature
extremes.

Molecular Fusion Binder:
longer life bonding
for truer -to -life performance.
A bond immune to time, temperature
or mechanical stress. With no need
of plasticizers, so none can creep
to the surface. Anticipate far fewer
dropouts, less clogging and extended
tape and head life.

From open reel tapes to a complete
line of KCS/KCA U-Matics, audio and
VHS/Beta cassettes, we're getting
quality down to a science. And in your
hands, our science turns to art.

HGX Pro I/2" Videocassettes
in Beta and VHS.
maxell
Videoc.sede

New base, binder, backcoating.
Better support for the signal.

New base film
with improved
dimensional
stability
Molecular Fusion Binder

Friction -balanced backcoaling

No static. No noise. No dust.
The molecular -fused backcoating
assures diminished mechanical and
magnetic noise. And optimum running
smoothness, even in high heat.

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074
Circle 110 on Reader Service Card

maxell.
201-440-8020

MEWS BRIEFS
Goldwater (R -AZ) had held up

KSL-TV of

The New York State Broadcasters
Association has formed a political action committee. It says this is the first
state -level broadcasting PAC .
.
Dennis R. Patrick has been confirmed
as FCC Commissioner by the Senate
Commerce Subcommittee. Patrick was
appointed by President Reagan as a re-

transmitting in stereo soon. It has al-

placement for former Commissoner
Anne Jones and so will hold the seat

al logos or slogans, value -neutral descriptions of product lines or services,
and trade names, product, or service
listings. The Commission also clarified

SMPTE's 1/4 -inch Working Group has

tentatively agreed on a compromise
draft for a standard 1/4 -inch ENG for-

mat. The proposed format allows 20
minutes of recording per cassette; oxide

tapes are being sampled. The group
says it needs more time before it will fi-

nalize its decision

.

.

.

.

Salt Lake City plans to begin

ready equipped and wired its studios for
the change.

.

.

through the end of her term, June,
1985. Subcommittee chairman Barry

Patrick's confirmation hearing in an attempt to get White House action on another appointment.

The FCC has changed donor and
underwriting acknowledgement policy for PBS stations. Such spots may
now contain locations, non -promotion-

its prohibition on replacing regular
programming for non -station fundraising
. The FCC refused, however,
.

.

.

to give noncommercial educational
television stations blanket permission
to offer STV services. Several public li-

censees had requested the rule change
but were told that only individual waivers would be considered.
Class IV AM stations will probably

NOW...
System 50
with the New

have to wait till near the end of this year

if not later to broadcast with 1 kW of
nighttime power, though a go-ahead

O'Connor Dolly

could conceivably be ready by fall. The
FCC says it sent out Show Cause orders
so that a starting date can be set as soon

as possible with Canada and Mexico
after an agreement with Mexico has

SMOOTH MOVES ...

been arranged.
The FCC has preempted state and lo-

TILT, PAN AND ROLL!

cal regulation of FM subcarrier use,
in response to an NAB petition . .

The O'Connor System 50 is what you
step up to when your professional goals

.

deserve the ultimate in a camera support system to complement your
skills and experience.
Smooth moves...are designed into
every part of the system from the
Model 50-D O'Connor fluid camera head to the rugged, easily
adjusted Model 55M O'Connor
metal claw ball tripod, and
now the new O'Connor Model

.

.

The Institution wanted to broadcast
programs beamed to translators via microwave and satellite, but the Commission said it first wants to install Docket

80-90 stations and clear up channel 6
interference questions.

Taft has agreed to sell WGR/
WGRQ in Buffalo to CRB Broadcasting. Taft recently completed the
acquisition of KEX/KKRZ, Portland,
OR, from Golden West Broadcasters.
AMIP, the American Market for International Programs, will hold its second annual convention on November

move up to the O'Connor System 50.

17-20 in Miami
O'CONNOR ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES, INC.
100 Kalmus Drive
Costa Mesa, California 92626
Telephone: (714) 979-3993 - (213) 627-4057
Cable Address "OCELINC" - Telex: 685-641
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.

expanded FM translator services.

Contact your authorized dealer
for complete details, features and
benefits that await your professional appraisal and...a smooth

18

.

Moody Bible Institution's request for

53 tripod dolly-the ultimate
in folding ease, light weight,
rigidity and smooth rolling action.

O'CONNOR ENGINEERING LIMITED
14 AV. INDUSTRIELLE
1227 Carouge
Geneva, Switzerland
Tele: (022) 42 79 38
Telex: 421349

.

The NRBA plans to conduct its second
annual survey of nationwide SCA use
and is asking members to suggest topics
for inclusion
The FCC denied the

come into focus-when you know you

.

.

.

. The Western As-

sociation of Broadcast Engineers and
the Canadian Association of Broadcast-

ers will hold their first joint conference in Edmonton on October 21-23.
Turner Broadcasting has won two

Peabody Awards, one for CNN's
programming and another for a WTBS
documentary.

remote, automatic control
Now
of your entire transmitting facility
. . .
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Harris 9100 Intelligent
Remote Control System
In its various configurations, the Harris 9100
provides intelligent remote control; automatic
transmitter control; automatic logging; plant
protection through intrusion and fire alarms;

mote control system on the market.

Improve your manpower allocation. Increase
plant protection. Maximize equipment life. The

and automatic control of tower lights and build-

Harris 9100's automatic features are unmatched.

ing temperature. It can even exercise your
standby equipment...and operate up to three

Whether you're AM, FM, TV or Satellite (or any

remote sites from a single location!

The Harris 9100 watches over your transmission system and physical plant. It makes decisions automatically, based on pre-programmed
limits...with a minimum of operator intervention. Quite simply, it is the most intelligent re-

combination), the Harris 9100 Intelligent Remote Control System is designed for you-for
your security, efficiency and savings. For more
information, contact Harris Corporation, Studio
Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 623054290. 217-222-8200.

HARRIS
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LET US SHOW YOU
TWO WAYS TO IMPROVE
YOUR IMAGEAbekas revolutionized the digital still store market in 1983
with the A42 Video Slide Projector. In 1984, we intend to
set a new sta-lard of performance with our A52 Digital
Special Effects System.

The A52 Digital special
Effects System provides extremely high sic nal transparency,
smooth picture move nent, and a
control system ideal for both on air and post-productiin applications Effects include' variable axis
compressiol to zero, nfinite expans,on, picture repositioiing,
mosaics, poster nation, flips, tumbles, splits, freeze, multi -freeze,
background and border. Single or

The Abekas A52.

multi -channel system_

The A42 Video Slide Projector combires tue very latest in
51/4" Winchester disk drive and

full bandwidth digita video processing in a qua ity still store system that's both Powerful and
easy to use AdJptive digital signal process ng. E)ccelient multi generation capability for graphics
compositio 1. Or-line storage expandable to 1050 frames/21GO
fields. Practical and economical
digital tape
off-line storage in
cartridge. Sngle or dual -channel
system.

The Abekas A42.

Put the individual power of the new A52 or the A42 to use,
or digitally interface them to form an awesome creat ve
tool. For det2ils, contact Abekas Videj Systems, Inc.,
319 Lincoln Centre Drive, Foster City, CA 94404-,
(415) 571-1711.

Abekas
Video Systems, Inc.

argil! 113 on Reader Service Card

Rudy Dolinsky uses
SONEX a little differently...

0

and so do thousands of others.
Just listen --1. Rudy Dolinsky takes SONEX everywhere: it
deadens sound in the multi -image and recording studio, in the
projector room, and in school gyms where he mounts it in the
girders for better sound. He's with Potomac Media Productions
of the Seventh Day Adventists in Staunton, Virginia.

2. "As you can see, THERE IS SONEX EVERYWHERE!" says
Tom Hannaford, of Dixieland Productions in Atlanta, Georgia.
3. "Fantastic! SONEX eliminates reverberant frequency in front
half of the control room ceiling!' Joe Hudek, TSI Recording
Studio, Newton Falls, Ohio.

4. For Scharff Communications' (New York) video music
truck, SONEX cuts down early reflection, flutter from high
Irequency drivers and tightens the stereo prospective, says Bob
Aldridge. "It's excellent!' He designed the acoustics for the
truck, which has been used for the RCA Red Seal 32 -track
digital recording of "Live from Lincoln Center" television
productions.

5. Multi -Images Resources in Dallas uses SONEX for soundproofing one wall of a "cavernous" presentation room.
"SONEX is above reproach:' says George Minton.
Pictures do speak louder than words:k

When we asked our customers to show us how they used
SONEX, we weren't surprised to hear that it did the job. We
knew that this patented acoustic foam with a specially
sculptured anechoic design absorbs sound successfully. What
really amazed us was the number of different applications they
showed us. And what you're looking at here are just five
responses out of the hundreds we've received. Even so, you can
see (and hear) for yourself: Wherever sound is the problem,
SONEX is the solution.
SONEX is manufactured by Illbruck/usa and distributed
exclusively to the pro sound

industry by Alpha Audio. Alpha Audio®
Get all the facts by calling
or writing:

2049 West Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220
(804) 358-3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry

*SUBMITTED BY THIRD ROUND OF SONEX PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS.
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CHR Syndicator Turns to CD Quality
The compact audio disc, with its topflight sound quality, has an obvious appeal for audiophiles and sound purists
of every stripe. Sophisticated listeners
are hardly limited to the ranks of clas-

sical music listeners, however. Compact discs have been delighting more
and more rock fans for some time now.

With more radio stations starting to
broadcast music from compact disc, it
was only a matter of time before radio
syndicators discovered the discs' quality. One such syndicator is IS Inc., San
Francisco -based producer of the RKOdistributed Countdown America with
John Leader. This four-hour, weekly
program runs down each week's Top
40 CHR hits, as reported in Radio and
Records. The host, John Leader, is sen-

ior editor at R&R and the voice of
Drake-Chenault's XT -40 format. He
has been a well-known national radio
host and commercial reader for the past
decade.
Quality has been a concern at IS Inc.

since the company's inception three

Hubbard's small but well-equipped production room in San Ramon, CA, has
ATRs. Sony CD players are visible just above
an
the turntables.

probably 90 percent of the cases we go

series.) In anticipation of "wall-to-wall

direct from CD or disc to master,"

CDs," Hummel has purchased two

Sisco says.
The percentage of the show that orig-

Sony 200 compact disc players, which

he describes as "the one I'm happy
with after experimenting with a few

years ago, and is the moving spirit behind Countdown America. According
to vice president and general manager
Rob Sisco, who founded IS Inc. with Jo
Interrante, "When you're making a radio program, you have certain things

inates from CD varies from week to
week, depending on who's made it to

you want to be aware of-to be loud

ducer using CD material, is that

and crisp, stand out and have presence
on the dial, but also keep the cleanest
sound possible. For a commercial radio
station it's not always possible to sound

production of CDs often trails the hit

The push for a clean sound extends to

parade. In any given week, Countdown
America's CD content could be as high
as 50 to 60 percent or as low as 10 to 15
percent.

all material in the show, however, not
just that produced on CD. Hummel's
studio is well equipped to remove any
extraneous noise from both the music
and the voice track, which is recorded
separately at a San Francisco studio.
The Audio Arts Model 44 console has

like you're coming straight from the
tonearm to the air, but you can come
close in radio production. We're very
careful about the elements that go into
our masters."

First -generation quality
As much as possible, those elements
come from the compact disc. "The idea

is that we try to keep everything as
close to first -generation quality as is
humanly possible and practical," Sisco
explains. The show eschews carts en-

tirely, originating all material from

clean discs, CDs, or tape masters
supplied by the record company. "In

the Top 40. "Quality -wise, if we could

take everything from compact disc it
would be best," Sisco states. The reality faced by IS Inc. , and any other pro-

"As soon as the product becomes
available on compact disc, we switch,"
Sisco states. "But the list is so new that
current product often lags behind it. In
the past year so many new acts have hit

the charts-it's going to be quite a
piece down the line before they appear

on CD." The commitment to CD remains, however, and Sisco asserts, "If
it's available on CD, we use it."
Countdown America is produced for
IS Inc. by Ron Hummel out of his radio

production studio, Ron Hummel Productions. (Hummel also produces The
Hot Ones, another RKO-distributed

models." He expects, however, that it
will be another year or more before the
record companies produce. CDs in sufficient quantity for an all -CD show.

Cleaning up

four EQ controls for each of its 24 chan-

nels, and Hummel uses the EQ to obtain a more consistent sound from the
various music sources. He also has outboard processing equipment (most notably a UREI 1178 compressor, Biamp

stereo equalizers, and a Biamp reverb
unit), but these are used with discretion. An SAE impulse noise reduction
system is used to make sure that music

originated from LPs is as clean and
noise -free as possible, and a Dynex
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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noise depresser removes any unwanted
hiss or noise from the voice track.

Audio Test System

That Measures..

"A lot of shows process before going on disc," Hummel relates. "What

.

Harmonic Distortion
Intermodulation Distor-

It's as clean as the original record
would be." Each four-hour show takes
about 10 hours to produce, according to
Hummel. Countdown America is mas-

tered at 15 ips on an Otari MTR-10.
Other production equipment used for
the shows includes an eight -track Otari
MX -7800 deck and four Otari 5050B

tion

Volts
dB

reel-to-reel production/playback ma-

chines, plus Technics 1200 Mk II

Signal + Noise /

turntables.
Countdown America is not the only

Noise Ratio

Wow and Flutter
Stereo Phasing

Differential Gain in
Stereo Channels

MODEL AT -51

AUDIO TEST SYSTEM

Contact Us Now For Complete
Details And Descriptive Literature.

ITOMA C INSTRUMENTS

we send out is pretty much exactly flat.

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
130 1) 589 -2662

IS Inc. program to use the compact
discs. In fact, another IS series, The
Hot Ones-a one -hour, weekly artist
profile special distributed by RKO to
over 280 affiliates-just completed its
first installment with all music from
compact disc. The show, a look at the
popular group Culture Club, used ma-

terial from the group's two albums,
both available on CD. Hummel says
The Hot Ones takes about 10 hours to

produce, the same as the four-hour
Countdown America. "A countdown
show is a little easier to assemble," he

Circle 115 on Reader Service Card

explains.

The quality push for Countdown

en,.

America doesn't stop at the production
stage. RKO's extensive satellite system
allows the sound quality to reach affiliates in as pristine a state as possible.
According to Sisco, large -market affiliates nearly all receive the show via satellite, either airing it live or recording it
for later broadcast. Affiliates who still
lack receive dishes take the show on
high -quality 12 -inch discs, pressed at
Location Recording in Los Angeles.
RKO distributes Countdown America
on a network barter basis, under which
RKO retains 50 percent of the commercial spots within the program, leaving
the remaining spots for the affiliate to

op

The true measurement of success
If your business relies on precise audio reproduction, the Advantage
310 insures your success. Our Audio and Noise Level Meter is a low
cost, high quality, measurement device capable of delivering greater
accuracy than that achievable with more expensive general purpose
equipment.
The features of the Model 310 are tailored for audio test and troubleshooting. It offers:
Isolated, balanced. Trans -Amp' differential
inputs

10 Hz to 100 kHz Vide band" filter
20 Hz to 20 kHz multiple pole filter
400 Hz to 20 kHz multiple pole filter
"A" weighting filter
CCIR weighting filter

Three detector response modes: Average.
Peak. RMS
Large, easy -to -read, dual scale analog meter

P.O. Box 40306/2817 Erica Place Nashville. TN 37204 615483-4737 TELEX 558610 VAL PEOP

Export, Gotham Export Corporation, NY. NY/Telex 129269
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CDs on the charts
The percentage of CD -originated
material in this year -and -a -half old pro-

gram, then, provides a revealing chart
of public acceptance of compact discs

and their promotion by the record
companies. While that percentage may
vary considerably from week to week,
the overall trend is toward increasing
amounts of material on compact disc.

Full scale range select
Detector output
Preamplifier output return

Want to hear more? Put the Advantage in your corner!
Valley People Inc

sell.

NAS

And with each new release, more
and more radio listeners stimulate
demand.

BM/E

It copies tape
What else is there to say?
to be perfectly clear we should say that the Telex
Well .
6120 Duplicator copies reel or cassette tapes fast. Then we
should add that it does it automatically, easily, efficiently and
.

.

economically. In fact, we really should say that the 6120
produces high quality tape dJplicates - fast.
Yes, the Telex 6120 high speed duplicator has many timesaving, money -saving benefits, including many automated

You won't have to buy more system than you need because
the 6120 allows practical "building olock" growth. The modules simply plug together for easy economical additions to
your system. Each cassette slave position on the 6120 is
independent, so a jammed tape won't shut down the entire
system creating costly downtime. An LED indicator warns
you of an incomplete copy in case a cassette tape jams or

features such as end -of -tape stop and auto rewind on the reel

ends before the master, thereby preventing expensive

master, with a choice of auto or manual rewind on the cassette master. These automated features can eliminate unnecessary down time between copy cycles. All key set-ups
and adjustments are efficiently accomplished from the front
of the system, with all operating, function controls and LED
level indicators conveniently grouped together on the easy to -read control module. These automation and convenience
features allow even non -technical employees the ability to
operate the 6120 easily.

Make no mistake, the 6120 is fast. It has a speedy 16 to 1
speed ratio and copies both sides at once, so it will duplicate
full one hour programs in less than two minutes. As you can
see it's not just another high speed duplicator. To learn more
about the 6120, call or write today for complete specifications
and production tables. While you're at it, make an appointment to see our informative video tape presentation entitled
"Beating Real Time."

mistakes.

Call Toll Free in U.S. 800-828-6107

TEl EX.
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave. So Minneapol.s, MN 55420 U.S.A.
705 Progress Avenue, Unit 10 Scarborough. Ontario M1H 2X1 Conada
Le Bonaparte-Office 711. Centre Affres Paris -Nord. 93153 Le Blanc-Mesnil, France.
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In Minnesota Call (512) 884-7367

The best
there is!
The SDS-2
Signal

Distribution

SOS -2 MICROPATCH
OUTPUT

System

The perfect blend of
hardware and software
for versatile, flexible
and truly expandable
signal routing.
Compare these features:
Classical design...one crosspoint
for every path.
Highest density crosspoint array.
2048 crosspoints in only 8 RUs.
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DISPLAY LOCKS

96x96 video plus audio with
redundant power supplies
in only 72 RUs.

Field expandable from 32x32 up
to 512x512.

Reliable Hybrid circuits for video
crosspoints.
Audio processing fully balanced.
MicroPatchTM software includes Breakaway,
Status Display, I/O Locks, Real Time Salvos...
standard with the SDS-2.

Control ...varied and flexible for easy
expansion and system reconfiguration.
The most competitive cost per crosspoint.
Find out why the SDS-2 is the best there is.
Call or write today.

icniCENTRAL DYNAMICS
Central Dynamics, 401 Wynn Drive, Huntsville, AL 358)5 (205) 837-5180
New York: (914) 592-5440 Chicago: (312) 991-4720 Los Angeles: (213) 766-8185
Texas: Gene Sudduth Co., Inc., Paris (214) 785-5764 and Flin (214) 894-6303
Washington, DC: Wiltronix, Inc. (301) 258-7676
Montreal: 147 Hymus Blvd., H9R 1G1 (514) 697-0810 Tororrtl: .416) 446-1543
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programming fi production

Test for a Teleproduction Facility:
Make Firefox into an Arcade Game
Insert your headphones in the audio
jack, drop 50 cents in the slot, and se-

lect a mission route-easiest, moder-

ate, or hard. Choose carefully,

though-the route you take will profoundly affect the next minute or two of
your life.

You see, you are now the pilot of a
Firefox, a high-tech aircraft you stole
from inside the Soviet Union. They're
after you with MIGs, missiles, gun-

shots, and other Firefoxes-and

they're tracking you with radar. You
must avoid detection and, at Mach 5
speed, escape along your chosen path
or you've had it: You get blown up and
lose 50 cents playing Atari's first laser
disc -based arcade video game, Firefox.

The game, like the Clint Eastwood
movie on which it is based, is about ad-

venture and individuality. Alone behind enemy lines, you must fly through

alien territory overcoming unknown,
monumental obstacles. In a number of
ways, the production of Firefox was
also an adventure into the unknown-

Atari personnel at the facility's main console. Moe Shore, manager of video edit
lab (left) and Chris Crummet.

manly to produce video premasters for

Atari laser disc -based video games.

(The discs themselves are being

movie footage to digital graphics, vid-

pressed by 3M.) Atari Teleproductions
is also functioning as an in-house corporate facility. There are two off-line

eo special effects, and interactive

rooms with Sony 3/4 -inch BVU-800 re-

videodisc technology in a unique, unprecedented way. The production team

corders and a Sony BVE-800 editor,
along with a Panavision/CEI camera
for the corporate operation's use. Also

technique-interleaving-to the video

available to them, but used primarily by
the game production people, is an array

or at least the uncharted. In creating its

first laser disc game, Atari married

also introduced a new editing

game world. This frame -accurate technique creates constant, though unseen,

disc interactivity, making for an

of high -end Ampex gear-four VPR-3
1 -inch recorders, an ACE editor, AVC

Positive is very experienced in disc
premastering. Also, Joe Opeka, Positive's director of engineering, was
familiar with Atari Teleproductionsand some of its key personnel-since
its inception. In fact, he advised them,
informally, on what equipment to buy.
The production was a collaboration
between Opeka, who acted as special
effects coordinator, his staff of editors

and Paint Box artist, and three key
members of the Atari staff: game designer and project leader Mike Hally;
Moe Shore, Atari's video edit lab manager, who acted as supervising editor;

unusually wide variety of action for the
player.

switcher, and ADO-as well as an

Atari Teleproductions

separate graphics room featuring a

Rivera.
In many ways it was a project a Clint

Quantel Paint Box.

Eastwood fan would appreciate-an

venture for Atari-the building of a

The facility, while up and running
now, was not available for the video

full-blown production/postproduction
facility in Milpitas, CA, named Atari

portion of the Firefox production. Positive Video, in Orinda, CA, was used in-

open-ended, creative undertaking that
started with a videotape of the film, a
storyboard, and a few rough ideas. As

Teleproductions. Now about two

stead. The choice makes sense:

months old, the facility was designed
and installed by A.F. Associates pri-

Positive's hardware configuration is

The production of Firefox coincided
with a somewhat adventurous business

Otari 24 -track MTR-90 audio board in
a separate audio room. There is also a

very similar to the new Atari setup; and

and computer software man Greg

Joe Opeka says, "They came down
here with a concept, and we helped
them develop it from there. A lot of the
game was developed as we went along.
BM/E JUNE, 1984 29
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Working together we'd sometimes
stumble on an effect that changed the
course of the game itself."
As Moe Shore relates, there was a
period of experimentation at Positive,
during which long perspective shots
were selected from the film, and ideas
for effects were tried. But once the effects were, for the most part, chosen
and creative decisions made, there fol-

planes seem to be flying through the
background terrain and then twisting
away from the player, is one of the

plosions and the circular, digital graphic "enemies." The explosions were the
most painstaking, because they are ani-

technical highlights of the game. How
was it done? According to Joe Opeka,

mations, built one frame at a time, 30

frames long. According to Opeka,

"They [the Atari team] brought in

"Roger Mocenigo would start with a

models of the Firefox [on slide] and we

frame of video wherever the explosion

shot them with a camera and stored

was going to be. Over a period of 30
frames, with each frame the explosion
would get larger and larger."

VPR-3s were almost never turned off.

Mocenigo, our staff artist, would then
go in and do a stencil of the aircraft.
And with that stencil he would create a
working model that we would take out

The production

of the Paint Box and feed into the ADO.
That way we could get the ADO to sim-

lowed a month of grueling work, in

which the Paint Box, ADO, and

them in the Paint Box. Roger

Using a cell animation -type approach, the explosions were taken out
of the Paint Box memory and edited,

frame by frame, onto a submaster.
Then, as Opeka says, "If they were
happy with the effect, they would
squeeze it down with the DVE and

window as you fly through the clouds

ulate real flight."
In other words, the ADO was used to
do "travelling mattes." As Opeka explains, "We made a matte key out of it,
so we could use an external key coming

or along the ice -covered ground, for in-

out of the ADO itself. That way we

master."
The sound in Firefox is no less state
of the art than the video effects. Re-

stance. (Incidentally, you won't see all
24 scenes in one or two plays-it takes
quite a number of quarters to see them
all.)

were able to key it in-matte it in,

corded at Eureka Teleproductions

essentially-and use the ADO to take
the aircraft and give it the perspective
of doing rolls and diving into clouds,
and so forth."

(which was recently bought by Positive
Video) in San Carlos, CA, the 24 -track

Step one was the choosing of 24 different point -of -view film clips. Firefox

is based around these shots: You, the

pilot, are looking out the cockpit

matte it into the program-the

ground-are a number of enemy

vice for the creation of most of the other

stereo sound has a number of components. There is original sound from the
movie, sound effects of the planes and
the explosions, newly composed mu-

Firefoxes. This effect, in which the

major effects-the fiery, colorful ex-

sic, and 24 spoken phrases by Clint

Incorporated into this footagewhich serves as the game's back-

The Paint Box was pressed into ser-

A product of years
of refinem

Misted
FREE
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CATALOG
Winsted Matchmaker Systems
60 page, full color catalog includes complete
descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:

Our well known
Model "F" VHF television
transmitter is a sixth -generation
design. With solid-state circuits, modular
construction and our control logic bypass
system, it has proven reliability and cost-effectiveness.

Offered in power ratings from 250 W to the 30 kW model
shown here, it's available from:

I A Mei% F"Mmi
WI ISO la velli

LARCAN COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT INC.
6520 Northam Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V I H9
Telephone 1416) 678-9970 Telex 06-968055
In USA: Lewis F Page, 14440 Cherry Lane Court, Suite 201
Laurel, Maryland 20707 Telephone 13011490-6800
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Editing Consoles Video Consoles
Production Consoles Dubbing Racks
Equipment Cabinets Micro Computer Stations
Tape & Film Storage Systems
Winsted Matchmaker Systems... the Perfect Match
for all professional Video Equipment

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
9801 James Circle Minneapolis, MN 55431
WRITE TODAY OR
CALL TOLL -FREE

(800) 328-2962
TELEX: 910.576-2740
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Quartercanf from Bosch.
If you're going half -inch, you're only going half -way.
Bosch Quartercam leapfrogs half -inch technology
with a remarkable quarter -inch recorder -camera
Here's your current choice in recorder -camera combinations: either of two incompatible half -inch formats, or the
breakthrough Bosch KBF-1 Quartercam.

Quartercam is smaller than the half inch systems. Lighter-just 16 pounds
including lens and battery. More
maneuverable.

And the 20 -minute quarter -inch cas-

Quality? Outstanding. Bosch's unique Lineplex' format produces quality so good you have to see it to believe it.

Far better than current three-quarter inch tape. And the
audio is beautiful, too.
There's a lot more including field editor,
studio VTR, and other system components.
Quartercam is a full system.
Is there any point in going half -way with
half -inch? Go all the way with Quartercamthe new video recording standard.

Call your local Bosch-Fernseh office.
Or get in touch with us directly. Fernseh
Inc., P.O. Box 318186, Salt Lake City, UT

sette is about one-fourth the size of a Beta cam cassette. One -fifth the size of a VHS.

So small you can stuff it in your pocket. A
couple in each pocket!

84131 (80!)972-8000.
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BOSCH

If you're aiming for a satellite system

that provides broadcast perfor-

mance and reliability, you'll hit the
mark with Harris and Midwest.
The Harris 6.1 and 3 Meter Delta

Gain T' Antennas have 47dB and
41dB gain respectively, at 4GHZ.
Both are designed for C -Band and
Ku -Band operation. In addition,
Harris's superb Model 6521 Frequency Agile Satellite Receiver delivers broadcast signals.

As one of the world's largest

stocking distributors of Harris Satellite equipment, Midwest always has

the products you need, ready for

prompt shipment. Harris provides a
complete product line that includes

LNAs, controllers,
TVROs, Uplinks, and a wide range of

receivers,

antenna sizes.
Whether your requirement is for

fixed or transportable systems,
C -Band or Ku -Band, Uplink or
TVRO, Midwest's systems engineering expertise and Harris's
design capability can provide the

solution. So, for a broadcast quality

satellite system that's always on
target, contact Midwest at (800)
543-1584 for Harris products.
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MIDWEST
CORPORATION

One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

606-331-8990
Cincinnati, OH
606-331-8990
Columbus, OH
614-476-2800
Dayton, OH
513-298-0421
Cleveland, OH
216-447-9745
Pittsburgh, PA
412-364-6780
Detroit, MI
313-689-9730
Indianapolis, IN
317-251-5750

Louisville, KY
502-491-2888
Lexington, KY
606-277-4994
Bristol, TN
615-968-2289
Nashville, TN

Charlotte, NC

615-331-5791
Charleston, WV
304-722-2921
Virginia Beach, VA

813-885-9308
Grand Rapids, MI
616-796-5238
Clarksburg, WV
304-624-5459

804-464-6256
Washington, DC
301-577-4903

704-399-6336
Atlanta, GA
404-875-3753
Miami, FL
305-592-5355
Tampa, FL

TELEVISION PROGRaMMING
Eastwood. The effects were created

player, therefore, is always in one of

with a Synclavier synthesizer, and the
music was performed in one of Eureka's studios by an orchestra. According

four modes, or paths.
It is the way these paths were built,

to Moe Shore, Clint Eastwood's
phrases were digitized and stored on a
computer chip so they could be called
up at the appropriate moment. If and
when you are detected by radar, for in-

stance, Clint says, "They've got me
locked on." The completed soundtrack

was layed back at Positive with the

company's MCI .1H-110 layback
machine.

Interleaving
The editing technique, interleaving,

is in a sense the heart of the game,
though it is transparent to the player.
With interleaving, four parallel paths
are built. Moe Shore calls them sky

composite, sky explosion, ground
composite, and ground explosion.
When the player is on the sky composite path, he is seeing one of the 12 sky

shots and there are no explosions. In
sky explosion, the player sees a sky
shot with explosions. The same holds

true for the two ground paths. The

however, that creates fast, varied action, and sophisticated interactivity
with the Philips disc player that the
game uses. Each path is laid down,
frame by frame, in 30 -frame segments.

First, 30 frames of path A were put
down, followed by 30 frames of B, C,
and D. This pattern was repeated con-

sistently for the entire length of the
premaster-except when the transition
shots are inserted, or when the regular
pattern of play is interrupted by moments when you must make strategy
decisions.
Generally speaking, though, if you
are in sky composite and do not fire a

The Fire fox arcade video game is built
around laser videodiscs.

shot, the disc player will play 30

advantage of this technique is speedevery second something new can hap-

frames, then skip 90, then play 30,

pen without delay.

jump 90, and so forth. And it will happen instantaneously-the game player
cannot see the jumps. If you do fire a
shot, the disc player simply jumps to
the sky explosion track (which is adjacent to sky composite), you see a one second animated explosion, and then
the disc returns to sky composite. The

Also, technologically, "You are
getting more interaction out of the
disc," according to Moe Shore. "Every second, minimum, you're interacting with the disc-you're jumping.
And it depends on what you do. If you

shoot at something in that one
second-whether or not you hit it

That 7 of every 10 video cameras used to shoot the
84 Winter Olympic Games in Sarajevo were equipped with
Angenieux lenses shouldn't surprise you. Or that the COPAN
Olympics were shot with 39 Angenieux lenses. After all,
Angenieux was the first video lens to send pictures from the
moon and is still NASA's prime choice in space.
Obviously, reliability is a major factor in choosing
Angenieux. But, there's much more.
Innovation for one thing. AngenieuK has never believed
in leaving well enough alone. We invented the retro-foc_is
design and the finest practical zocm lens.
We have a lifelong commitment to optical superiority in
everything we design and make. That's why cameramen.
broadcasters and major studios consistently look to
Angenieux to enhance their images.

angenieux

Co -p. of America

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR WIDE F ANGE OF PRODUCTS
CONTACT THE FOLLOWING ANGENIEUX BROADCAST SALES 0 7FIC ES

North/South
Americas

Remainder
of Woad
7700 N. Kendall Drive
Canada
Miami, FL 33156
Tel. (305) 595-1144 Telex 80-8425

190 Don Park Road
Markham, Ontario L3R-2V8
Tel. (416) 475-5454

Opticam S.A.
Case Postale 31
1211 Geneva 17, Switzerland
Tel. (22) 362266
Telex 27670-Opti-CH
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The New VPA-380
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from SIGMA

0

PRoaRommima

s

The answer to your processing need; an ideal blanking processor for
a composite video switcher; a genlock processor for tape duplication
and editing, a C.C.U. for studio or field.
Feat ures:

Two Genlock Modes, VTR and Stable Source
Regenerates New Sync and Burst
Internal or External Reference
Adjustable Blanking Widths

SIGIVIA ELECTRONICS INC.
1830 STATE STREET, EAST PETERSBURG, PA 17520
(717) 569-2681
Circle 123 on Reader Service Card
Multi -function
Full 4AH Premium Battery
Dual -channel AC AdapterPacks for portable cameras.
Battery
Charger

It would be at that point that the disc
player, acting on instructions from the
computer, jumps to the explosion path,
stays on it for 30 frames, and then either

vourbnestop

jumps back to the composite path or
stays on the explosion if you've made

Two independent

sourcelor hightech batteries,
ac adapters,

ac adapters or chargers
in one unit. Model BPS -2

Model BP -14 (shown/

another hit.

Exclusive: extra map,
, connector for

marketplace convincingly-some

portable
lights

would say explosively. What's next on
the Atari Teleproductions flight plan?
Moe Shore is reluctant to divulge what

Firefox, thus far, has hit the arcade

13 Oz. "Mini -Fill"
camera light &
accessories.

FBP-90FC
High -Tech

Battery Pack

100 W.
12 -volt

's

they might have planned. Certainly,
there will be a steady flow of laser disc based games. And since Atari is owned

sed byABC Sports

chargers,

USA.

ZZ.',
1 -hour charge.

For recorders, cameras, lights.

material.

There will also be some further advances in the effects and applications of

Frezzi- manufactures and sells a complete line
of professional portable power & lighting equipment &

editing techniques. Moe Shore says

accessories. For comprehensive catalog call (201)) 427-1160.

ample of what can be done with

Frezzolini Electronics Inc.
7 Valley St.Hawthorne,N.1.07506-2084 USATWX: 710-988-4142
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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by Warner Communications, Warner
Brothers movies could provide some
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and the Atari team returned to its new
facility for the last stage of production:
the digitizing of the premaster. As Moe
Shore describes it, "After making the
videodisc, with all the frames on it and
all the explosions on it, we came back
to our own place and digitized the x -y
position of every frame.
"All that information is stored in the
computer program, so that when you
are shooting, the program knows that
your cursor is pointed at the appropriate
x -y coordinate and that you've made a

hit."

Frezzi

lights.

tected on radar. No problem. Just aim
the controls downward, the disc player
jumps 60 frames, and you are in ground
composite. Interleaving gives you the
ability to play these four different scenarios, and to move between them with
no time lag.
Once the editing was completed, the
video phase of the production was done

SPECIFY SIGMA!

camera

tudes), or you think you may be de-

Going digital

Differential Input

Tmating broadcast -quality
portable products for 50 years."

you're still jumping. But you don't see
it. You're not aware of the jump, because it's a matched -frame cut."
You begin the game in sky composite, but every 18 seconds you are given
the choice of changing your altitude.
Perhaps you are afraid of running out of
fuel (you use more fuel at higher alti-

that Firefox is a very conservative exinterleaving. For now, it might be wise
to leave your headphones and a stack of

quarters in a handy spot. You never
know what you might be going up
against next.
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STUDIO 13

VIDEOTEK

Line Select and 1H/2H Mode highlight the
1989 refinements to the ever -popular TSM-5A

Videotek, in only 10 years, has emerged as an industry leader
on the strength of quality products, competitive pricing, and
an unprecedented record of delivery and customer service.
The Studio 13 is the latest example of this Progress by Design,
incorporating more features and a higher level of quality
than any color monitor in its class.

Waveform Monitor and VS:v1-5A Vectorscope.

As we enter our second decade, our commitment to offer the best products. prices. delivery,
and service remains an uncompromised goal.
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125 North York Street. Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327-2292, TWX: 710-653-0125/9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (602) 997.7523, TWX: 910-951-0621
copyright 1984 -Videotek, !nc.
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Philips LDK 26
Examine the excellence of the LDK 26, the
new mid studio and field computer
camera from Philips. Excellence in picture
quality, operational flexibility and value for
money. Following and benefiting from the
technology, the brilliance of the top -of the -line Philips LDK 6.
See LDK 26 consistent picture quality
The result of 18 mm (2/3") Plumbicon tubes
and optimized digital scan correction,
shading and dynamic focus.
Work with LDK 26 operational
flexibility. To produce the best wherever
you are - in the studio or on location - and
whatever the weather and lighting
corditions. That's one result of the
interactive computer system with its
memories for quick set-up and smooth
operation in single or multi -camera
configurations.

The world's largest
broadcasting contract
Philips has won a massive multi-millioi
dollar contract to supply Mexico's Televise
S.A. with television broadcasting
equipment to cover the World Cup in
1986.
The contract includes 100 fully
automatic computerised LDK 6s, preeminent among television cameras, and
60 LDK 14s, the go anywhere portab e.
There are nine fully equipped mobile
broadcasting units, together with a la-ge
signal routing system, digital video effects
units and a lot more besides.
Philips has become the exclusive
supplier of broadcasting equipment f Dr the
1986 World Cup - through quality,
experience and capability.

Market
Leaders
Televisa runs the largest television network in South
America with four 24 -hour a day channels in Mexico
City, many regional stations, and a network of 40
Spanish speaking stations
throughout the USA, all
connected to Mexico City
via satellite.

LDK 26 Master and Operational Control
Panels.

As two of the leaders
in their fields, Televisa and
Philips will continue their
strengths in program
making and equipment
design and manufacture to
make 1986 a memorable
World Cup year.

World Cup

Football coverage

Save with LDK 26 value for money. Its
basic price is more than competitive with
any other computer camera in its class.
And a whole host of features contributes
to low cost of ownership. There's Max
cable as standard with minimum handling
and maintenance costs. There's
automatic set-up for quickly obtainable
and consistently high picture quality.
There's - optionally - instant recall of
operational memories for increased
production efficiency. There's diagnostics
for surveillance and to ensure minimum
downtime. And, if you want it, there's a
second order diagnostics system for fault
location.
The LDK 26 sets a standard of
excellence in television camera systems
that is unrivalled anywhere else in the
world. Outside the Philips LDK 6 family, of
course.

Circle no. 4:01

PHILIPS

The highest audience ever is
expected to see the 1986
World Cup. And Televisa will
provide spectacular

coverage - with 10
television cameras covering
every game at each of the
12 stadia involved.
At the International
Broadcasting Centre in Mexico
City, Philips equipment will

be there to handle the routing
and distribution of the
programs.

For further information use the circle nos or send the coupon to

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive, P.O. Box 618, Mahwah, New Jersey 07-;30 USA
Tel: 201-529-1550 Telex: 37-62558
Canada: Electro 8 Optical Systems Ltd 31 Progress Court, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada M1G 3V5 Tel: (416) 439-9333 Telex: 065-2543'

r Please send me further
information on
Circle nos Name
LDK 26 cameras
LDK 6 cameras
LDK 14 cameras
Mobile
broadcasting units

150 Status
151 Organization
152 Address
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COUNT EMME N' IN
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Count EMMET"' in as the new criteria for
excellence in computer assisted editing control. At EECO, we've wed the newest technology with the best of the past and the
foresight of the future. We've combined new
levels in creative expression with the flexibility of list management. And added a price
that makes others "high-priced."
Our concept: go with the best. Search out
and bring together the best qualified development team. Each one in the forefront of
editing expertise. Rely on their first hand
knowledge, listen to their many years of editing experience, let them pick and cioose the
best features from a multitude of familiar
editing systems and leave the door open to
the state-of-the-art. But don't stop there, add
input from a large cross section of professional editors.
Hand this talented team a clean sheet of
paper. Let them design the best of all possible worlds-and you have EMME, the EECO
Multi -Machine Editing System.
The secret to our solution is a selection
of creative workstations to match your creative style. From the Independent Creative
Workstation with its familiar dedicated keyboard to the Cinemagraphic Creative Work -

7

=

station allowing editing totally with pictures
and sound, EMME is a rare pairing of
sophistication and simplicity.
Count EMME in for the speed of a totally
active system and the complete list management of large data base editing systems.
Videotape and film editors alike will be at
ease with its computer control of any mix of
up to nine professional 1", 3/4", and 1/3"
VTR's or multitrack ATR's and a production
switcher.
Since 1967, when we introduced the first
time code editing system, our quality prod-

ucts have been top performers in editing
studios. Over thirty years of financial stability support our full line of computer editing
systems and peripherals.
For additional information or the name of
your nearest EECO Authorized Distributor,
call (714) 835-6000 Ext. 419. EECO Incorporated, 1601 E. Chestnut Ave., P.O. Box 659,
Santa Ana, CA 92702-0659.

EECO®
Computer Controls for Video Production
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BM/E Magazine's comprehensive analysis
of major technical trends at NAB '84.
PREPARED BY

Gerald M. Walker, Editorial Director
James A. Lippke, Editor Emeritus

Bryan Boyle, Contributing Editor

Robert Rivlin, Editor

BM/E also wishes to thank the following for having
supplied support services for the editors at the show:
Mark Wiskoff, Motorola C&E, for two-way radio
communications equipment; and Andy Innis, O.G.
Innis Corp., for the TeleVideo computers and word
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advanced production
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tape of magnificent
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TV AND VIDEO DEVELOPMENTS
ABC's Julie Bamathan is said to have
left NAB this year with the feeling that

he had wasted his time being therethat there was nothing new to see. In his
case, it's probably true. He already has

his Paint box and Mirage. He already
has all the latest mobile vehicle technology. He's already preparing the net-

work for teletext and multichannel
audio.
But for the other 34,999 attendees at
this year's show, nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, everything
was new, everything was exciting, everything pointed to the fact that, for the

first time in several years, the broadcast
industry is recovering from its economic slump. You could see it on the faces
of the manufacturers who were report-

ing a land-office boom-business up
over 100 percent according to some.
And you could see it on the faces of
those who were attending from stations

and production facilities. There may
not have been quite as many people at
the show this year, but those who came
came ready to buy, and buy they did.
True, Barnathan may have been dis-

appointed that research and development on those items which a network

BO&E president might find exciting
have temporarily been put on hold. But

the rest of the industry, those who in
previous years could only look at the
glittering product developments and
dream, this year found products they
could afford. And manufacturers have
never been more aware of the need to
develop products for small and medium
market stations. R&D has already been
spent developing the technology. Now,
in the words of Reaganomics, it's ready
to trickle down to the less capital -rich
segments of the industry.

Besides the specific technological
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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trends at this year's show, a comprehensive analysis of which follows,

there were also a number of major
business -related developments.

ADDA Corp., just prior to the show,
announced it has acquired Control Vid-

eo Corp., manufacturer of video
editing systems.

Comark, at a press conference during
NAB, announced that it has signed a

Again, the two companies' product

Acrodyne. The two companies' prod-

nounced it would buy Hughes Electron-

uct lines are said to dovetail perfectly.

ic Devices Co. (HEDCO) from Oak
Industries. HEDCO offers a line of
routing switchers developed along

letter of agreement to purchase

Grass Valley Group, itself a subsidiary of Tektronix, has bought Dubner

Computer from Harvey Dubner.

lines appear a perfect match.

Leitch, just after the show, an-

some well -respected high-tech ideas.

New Technology Invades
Camera Market
After this year's NAB show, the question in many people's minds seems to
have shifted from whether CCDs will
replace pickup tubes to when. RCA's
introduction of its CCD-1 solid state
ENG camera has convinced many in
the industry that the CCD is, in fact, a
serious contender, at least in the ENG
market, and camera and tube manufacturers are preparing themselves for its
advent. While the CCD-1, at $37,000
without lens, is no cheaper than comparable ENG cameras, its highlight han-

dling, dynamic resolution, lag, and
burn -in performance are demonstrably
better. It boasts an S/N of better than 62
dB and low light sensitivity of 3 fc. The
CCD's advantages should prove especially attractive to news crews, so often

faced with low light conditions and
moving targets.
Those advantages are not without attendant disadvantages, however. RCA,
with 10 years' CCD experience under

its belt, is working to address these
problems and was showing an experimental EFP-quality CCD camera in a

technology suite at the Riviera. In a
presentation at the suite, RCA engineers described several methods for
dealing with aliasing, mostly involving
varying arrangements of offset sensor

arrays and prisms. The experimental
camera produced excellent detail with
no apparent aliasing, as well as excel -

lent matting performance (often problematic with offset sensors).

As an added attraction, RCA had
fitted the camera with a special 1/500
second shutter (special optics were provided by Angenieux) that almost entire-

ly eliminated blurring of moving
objects, in live as well as taped demonstrations. It rendered legible the writing
on a moving soccer ball, for example.
While the idea is not new (RCA showed

a similar device years ago for its
TK-44), it has not gained acceptance
due to the light loss inherent in the sys-

tem. The CCD's greater sensitivity,
however, may rekindle interest.

RCA, of course, was not the only
manufacturer with a CCD camera.
NEC's SP -3, shown in prototype last
year and formally introduced as a product at SMPTE, has already been sold in

the U.S., primarily for nonbroadcast
uses. Without lens it is priced in the
$20,000 range. A company spokesman
concedes that horizontal resolution of
the SP -3 is less than for tube cameras,
but points out that VTRs resolve fewer
lines. The camera uses two of its three
CCDs for the green signal to maximize
resolution and minimize aliasing.

Interest is also picking up in the

HDTV area, with both Sony and
Ikegami showing systems for the studio

and for electronic cinematography. In
addition to the HDK-1125, an NHKstandard studio camera with a full complement of automatic features, Ikegami

introduced the EC-35HD, a high definition 2/3 -inch tube camera designed for electronic cinematography.
(The original EC -35 is still distributed
by Cinema Products.) Like its predecessor, the EC-35HD uses film -style
lenses and focus knob, with special
circuitry to approximate film gamma
curves. It offers 900 -line resolution and
has microprocessor -controlled auto setRCA's new CCD camera.
42
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up and registration.

Sony, whose HDTV equipment

Ikegami EC-35HD for electronic
cinematography.

heretofore has adhered to the NHK
standard, has been an active member of
the ATS committee and is maintaining

a neutral stance on HDTV formats.

Company president William G.
Connolly stated, in fact, that Sony's
sale of HDTV gear "should not imply
Sony's endorsement of any particular
high definition standard" and carried
the caveat that the equipment may be-

come incompatible with future systems." In addition to a complete studio
HDTV system, Sony showed a three tube HDTV camera for electronic cinematography, complete with fixed and
short zoom lenses, digital image enhancer, and digital registration.

Studio advances
Camera technology is continuing its
advance in the studio area, shown by
several companies' enhancement of
their top -of -the -line cameras. RCA's

TK-47, which has set the industry
standard for automatic studio cameras,
has now evolved into the TK-48 and in-

corporates several new features. Primary among these is factory preset
dynamic lens correction, which com-

pensates for lens errors during
zooming. Also new is an intelligent
viewfinder system, with functions
selected by 12 membrane -type

pushbuttons. The system can set and
store box cursors, control the motorized filter wheel, monitor R, G, and B
signals, and display a large number of
lens and camera parameters.
Philips's LDK 6 now presides over a

WE MAKE 'EM IN ALL SIZES!

We've been designing and building
mobile video systems since 1976 when

we delivered our first-a 40' production and post -production unit for the
ABC-TV Network. Since then we've
built video systems in every size and
configuration.

And with each one-from "minivans" to giant units which put
entire production and post production operations on the

road-we provide the same
meticulous attention to planning and execution.

We make certan that all the equipment-from VTRs to switchers-is
the most effective and efficient for the
job. We design for safety, comfort
and durability-carefully considering
the problems of human engineering, power sources, air-conditioning,
weight distribution and stress on the
vehicle. And we see to it that
your budget and delivery date
is on target!
At AFA we believe there are
no such thins as small mobile
systems. Only small designers!

APA

A.F.ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
AFA SYSTEMS DIVISION/100 STONEHURST COURT, NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000
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Emerging Formats for Video Recording
What was the most significant development in video recording at the show this

The question any serious broadcaster
must ask is whether any of the current

year? The Betacam versus M -format
wars? The arrival of full-scale quarterinch recorder/cameras? The announcement by SMPTE that agreement has

half -inch formats will indeed be in

been reached between Bosch and
Hitachi on a new quarter -inch format?
The agreement among U.S. manufacturers on 3/4 -inch rather than one -inch

recorders as the standard for a digital
tape recorder?

All these developments are highly
significant, of course. But the most im-

portant announcement wasn't made
publicly, and can't really be attributed
yet. It is that the 8 mm tape format, the
one agreed to by the entire Japanese
electronics industry (including manufacturers of both Beta and VHS formats), will almost certainly become a
professional product, and before too
long.
Kodak, which is the first company to
introduce 8 mm to the home market in

the U.S. (it is importing the Matsushita-manufacturered package) says
that development of a professional

recorder/camera-one that would
weigh significantly less than current

half -inch systems-would not be
surprising."
Additional confirmation is provided
by a spokesman from Matsushita itself
who says that a lot of money was tied
up in the development of the 8 mm format, but that it is going to take at least
five years before 8 mm makes a signifi-

cant impact on the VHS market.
"We're not going to just sit around
with all that R&D and wait for the market to catch up with us," he explained.
"Of course we're working on a profes-

sional version of the 8 mm format.
We're going to adapt it for broadcast
use in the same way that we adapted
VHS into M -format."
And despite the rumors that the cur-

widespread use for more than another
five years. Perhaps it is significant that
several of the new multi -event cassette
players introduced this year have facilities for changing the VCRs that act as
their playback units, insuring that if the
format changes in the future, the station
has not condemned itself to an obsolete
VCR.
All these upheavals in video record-

ing have the net result of giving the
broadcaster and producer an overwhelming number of choices. Competing half -inch and 1/4 -inch are
battling with 3/4 -inch for lines on the
ENG budget, while one -inch Type C
remains firmly entrenched in the production area, with Type B on the scene
but not a strong contender in this country. The one major new development in

the one -inch arena at NAB was
Hitachi's HR -230, which features a retracting entrance, exit, and main erase
head. The supply tension arm and audio
shield cover also retract. The company
claims these new features help minimize wear on heads and tapes alike,

along with easing tape handling.
Hitachi apparently is positioning the

HR -230 for sports work; the deck
recues a 30 -second segment in 3.5 sec-

onds and has minus one to plus three
times fast/slow motion range, providing real time reverse and field/frame
still motion, along with programmable
time compression and expansion.

Formats battle at NAB
The SMPTE Working Group's fail-

ure to write a single half -inch VCR

years to a decade away. Thus, two of
the potential DVTR developers, Bosch
and Sony, demonstrated their latest engineering models at widely separated,
invitation -only demos at the Hilton and
Tropicana hotels. They both make fan-

tastic pictures, according to invitees.
But they're incompatible to each other
and to Sony's impressive four -track,
one -inch component analog HDTV recorder shown on the NAB floor.
In an NAB Television New Technol-

ogy Session paper, SMPTE's VRRT
(Video Recording and Reproduction
Technology) Committee chairman
Bernard Dickens suggested that first

dormant camps of the digital component and 1/4 -inch analog VCR camps.
Continuing research in head, tape, and

1986. He then chided American broadcasters for their lack of involvement in

might be made in late 1985 or early

these crucial stages of standards
development.
The standards-setting/product development conundrum is being repeated in
the other format area directly affected
by the half -inch standardization effort

comodated, the same Matsushita
spokesman pointed out that there is "a

world of difference between metal
partical tape and evaporated metal

failure. A joint announcement

rereleased at the close of the 1983 NAB
by 1/4 -inch broadcast format developers

tape-a difference which should make

BM/E JUNE, 1984

faint hope among optimists that a practical digital recorder might not be five

deliveries of production model DVTRs

only 10 minutes of recording time if a
broadcast -quality bandwidth were ac-

46

encoding technologies established a

standard early in 1983 initiated significant directional and tempo shifts in the

rent 90 -minute cassette could yield

it possible to record at least 20 minutes
on a standard consumer -grade cassette
if the VCR's writing speed is modified
for the broadcast signal.

New HR -230 Type C VTR from Hitachi.

Bosch and Hitachi, and supported by
Studio de(:k for Bosch Quartercam
system.

Philips, stated their collective intention
to standardize by working with a spe-

cially appointed SMPTE working
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1740 Waveform/
Vector Monitor (Right)
Tek's new waveform/vector
monitor saves space, power
consumption and cost. Both
dc power and battery pack
options are available. It's
ideal for mobile vans and
field applications.
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118 -AS Audio Synchronizer
(Above) No more lip sync
problems! Tek's new 118 -AS

provides a practical solution
to the audio -to -video delay
caused by four -field memory
video synchronizers. The 118 AS features wide dynamic
range, low distortion and automatic and manual delay
correction.

1980 Automatic Video
Measurement Set
(Top center) Tek's Answer
System permits continuous,
unattended monitoring of all
your I -looming and outgoing
video feeds. It generates
complete reports automatically, alerts you when measurements exceed specified
limits, and can be programmed to meet your
changing needs.

Tek's newest product for
television:-new measurement capabilities detailed on
the following page. Take a
look!
Copyright C 1984, Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved
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Behind the sets, be
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glamor 01 television,
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I( l< s state-of-the-art 15)
MHz, 4 -channel port.ADIe
scope now offers a TV
option with backporch
clamp, display and

readout of any lire or
field. Also available: a Idlyprogrammaile
GPIB option.
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No one gives you better
tools for measurinc aid
maintaininc video signal
quality-quickly, CO'BIStently, confidently-than
Tektronix.
For more than 30
years, Tektrorix technology has stayed a s:ep
ahead to help you sorye
problems in color television: Wiether yo_.rre
broadcasting live feeds
from a bike race in north-

ern California...or sendirg signals via satellite to
thousands of television
stations around the world

-our procucts are helping you gel a clearer picture of the video
Tek instruments gyp,
you broad :est anc measurement capabilries.
They are accurate, easy
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to operate and ccripati-

494/494P Spectrum
Analyzer (Above) An
unprecedented value!
Counter frequency accuracy,
baseband throJgh
wave coverage anc unique
HELP mode tc guide

less experienced users.
Store up to nine displays
and ten set-ups in nonvolatile memory. Portable
and rugged, the 494
is backed by a three-year
warranty!

Circle 165 for Literature Tx 494

Circle 167 for Literature for 1743

Circle 166 for Literature fcr 2445

Circle 168 for Literature for 118 -AS

t le with other broadcast
equipmery. Above all,
Tektronix talevisioi products continue to meet
tie broadcast industry's
needs. Take it from us: no
one watches television
closer than Tektrcrix
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THE NEW
:1
M1750:
HEADS OFF PROBLEMS
YOU ']I 'T :1:[
YOU HAD...UNTIL
IT WAS TOO LATE!
Our new 1750 signal monitor
gives you a unique, dynamic
display of SCH phase
relationships.
You can see at a glance if a
video signal is properly SCH
phased... or just as easily,
compare two &gnats for color
frame matching.
Hit-or-miss SCH phasing
may have been tolerated in

the past-but now it's
costing you time and money

Correct SCH phase relationship is
clearly displayed on he 1750 when
dot on the calibration circle is aligned
with the vector on the -x axis.

Dot placement on the -x axis indicates an error in the colcr frame
matching of two signals.

every day.
The Tektronix 1750 can help
you regain control. By maintaining consistent SCH phase

easy installation in new or
existing facilities.
If you see the advantages of

...or by seeing potential problems before a glitch occurs,
you'll avoid the frustration of
multiple passes and enjoy getting it right the lirst time. Saving
time saves you money and
makes the best use of your
valuable resources.
SCH phase, of course, isn't
the only parameter you need to
keep on track, and SCH dis-

comprehensive signal
monitoring, you'll ike what

play is cnly part of the 1750's
comprehensive signal monitoring capabilities. At the push of

a buttor it also displays vector
mode ... or waveform mode,
enhanced by digital line selection throJgh the vertical interval
...or R-Y/sweep mode for easy
interpretation of differential
phase distortions.

Whether used for monitoring
video in production and editing

you see In the 1750.

This 17 -degree offset indicating a 17 degree SCH timing error, would be

impossible to perceke on an ordinary waveform monitor display.

making
environments, or
fast and accurate measurements during equipment maintenance, the 1750 Series is a
new benchmark for comprehensive performance in both
NTSC (1750) and PAL (1751)
standards.

A compact 5.25 nch package, mechanically Interchangeable with many other
"half -rack" packages, allows

For more information on this
or other Tek television products, or for the number of your
nearest Tek sales cAice, call
our toll -free information service
today: (800) 547-1512
In Oregon, (800) 452-1877.
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central
& South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Bor 1730
Beaverton OR 97075
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbox 827
1130 AV Amstelveen

The Netherlands
Telex 18312-18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
PO. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone 705/737-2700
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group on a1/4 -inch cassette -based VTR

stop and new restart, regardless of how
many new user voices chorus, "We're
not going to buy without a standard because it's too risky!"?

format. Meetings have been held almost monthly since then under the
chairmanship of ABC's Bob Thomas.

A user subgroup, chaired by

By June, the working group will

Westinghouse Group Four's Charles
Magee, prepared a target performance
specification against which manufacturer members have been shaping a

have met and may have announced a
firm agreement-or they will be considering disbanding because the two

single draft standard. In an NAB press
release, 3hitachi stated it is "proceeding

dle ground of technical agreement.
However, it now seems clear that if
Hitachi and Bosch can't agree on a
compromise format, there will be no

key format proponents can't find a mid-

to manufacture equipment using the
agreed -upon format."

Meanwhile, Hitachi's proprietary
format, introduced as a prototype at

broadcast industry sales potential for

NAB '82, was in evidence as a production model, already in use in Japan. The

Besides its own problems, 1/4 -inch
must also face the specter of the 8 mm
consumer format, which may well ap-

1/4 -inch.

product family includes the recorder/
camera, field playback unit, field edi-

pear in the broadcast industry when

tor, studio recorder/player with editing,

tensilized metal particle tape hits

and a commercial cassette recorder
player. The two -ounce cassette provides 21 minutes of recording time.

shelves as a supply item. (One sign that
the broadcast industry is preparing for 8
mm came from Otari, which introduced

Shooting package weight is 18 pounds,
compared, to 22 pounds for a Betacam
system and 45 pounds for an HL -79/

to NAB attendees its VL-800 auto-

BVU-110 system, all weighed with
lens, 20 -minute tape, and battery.

Down the aisle, Bosch was also
promoting 1/4 -inch business as usual,
showing several LDK-54 units in operation in its booth and around the town.
Bosch's system components at the

Otari VL 800 8mm videocassette
loader.

mated 8 mm blank videocassette loading machine, a $32,890 unit available
now.)

mer Olympics. In the Philips booth, international camera products marketing

single, firmly entrenched 1/4 -inch format for ENG and EFP, the new compe-

manager Gerry Spencer emphasized

tition will benefit broadcasters. The

that the camera in its LDK-54 recorder/

consumer -driven pricing of 8 mm will
establish it as the new economy ENG
format, continuing the downward price
pressure on 3/4- and half -inch hardware
and tape.

camera system "is far more camera

If that day finds 8 mm backing a

show included the KCF-1 half -inch
Plumbicon-equipped camera, a
Lineplex portable recorder/player

than we need to feed the'/4-inch record-

BCF-9, and a studio recorder BCF-10.
Both will accept Lineplex, component,

"The high -stability tubes give the

LDK-5 4 camera performance

MERPS battles

and composite analog input signals.
Both also offer full editing facilities

capabilities so good that we're planning
to market it as a portable companion to
the LDK-6," Spencer added.

Nothing related to the basic format
design, or the availability of portable
recording and editing suite interface

Philips people on the floor empha-

equipment, seems to indicate one-sided

superiority in either direction. This

Y/C dubbing, and baseband component

sized the versatility of the recorder
products developed by Bosch. The

analog and NTSC composite signal

Bosch BCF-9/Philips LDL-2000 on -

outputs for post -production processing
and airing.
The innovatively packaged BCF-20
field editor allows direct plug-in of two

camera VCR puts out a CVBS signal si-

including visible search, jog mode, and

stills. Selectable video output options
are head to head (RF) component and

BCF-9 units for immediate editing at
the scene of a shoot.
Because of the one and a half times
longer recorded wavelengths in this
proprietary design, Bosch claims that
the Quartercam system "can also meet
the more stringent requirements of the
625/50 market, and therefore for NTSC
applications, it has sufficient headroom
to allow its use for documentaries and
for electronic field production."
Quartercam system deliveries will
commence in the fall of '84, according

to a Bosch spokesman, and ABC will
be field-testing units during the SumBM/E JUNE, 1984

er." It uses Amperex Type XQ 4187
HS 2/3 -inch diode gun Plumbicon tubes.

multaneously with component analog,
has built-in genlock, and offers two full
audio bandwidth tracks. Longitudinal
time code from a built-in generator is

integrated on a longitudinal control
track. The LDK-54 price is $42,000
including zoom lens, VCR, and battery. All products in the LDK-54 camera family are now entering production,
with deliveries scheduled to start in late
1984.

"Business as usual" proceeds on
two incompatible 1/4 -inch VCR formats. Firm prices and deliveries are of-

year's battle is therefore being waged
on the MERPS, front.
The Type M camp (vendors of the
Matsushita VCR models-Panasonic
Recam, RCA Hawkeye, Ampex ARC)
believe they will win because of the
competitive availability of their inter-

changeable products. However, the
Betacam format, now officially designated ANSI Type L, is no longer available only from Sony. "Thomson-CSF

has a license to produce Betacam
equipment, and does, not only in
Europe, but they're offering it for sale
in this country under their own name,"
Sony Broadcast president and CEO Bill
Connolly said.

fered by three manufacturers offering

Convenience in editing from either

three different cameras. Will the

format to any other format, using any of
the leading computer -based editors, is

SMPTE working group have a chance
to slow that marketing momentum to a

evidently no longer a problem. A real

m"11111111111111111
Five alarm hotel fire,400 guests,
three competitors and one news editor
who eats cigars for breakfast.

Don't trust it to ordinary video tape.

Get it fast.
Get it right.
Get it done.
The pressure in this business
is extraordinary.
Which is why Fuji gives you
professional video tape that can
take anything you can throw at it.
Consider the latest advance in Fuji technology: the 414 inch H521BR U-matic
video cassette. It gives you the absolute minimum number of dropouts possible-less than
4 per minute. Its video and color S/N ratio are boosted up to +2dB over the outstanding
specs of our H521.
Superior back -coating technology and precision -engineering
ensure that Fuji stands up to all the punishment dished out in the
editing room. In fact, stop -motion capabilities increase to
over 180 minutes. And Fuji's smoother, denser BERIDOX
coating makes sure your tape heads suffer less abrasion
than ever before.
To find out more about the new 3/4 inch H521BR
and the other extraordinary video tapes we make, all you
have to do is a very ordinary thing.
Just call Fuji.

Nobody gives you better
performance.
01984

Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Products Div., 350 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10118
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Walking the exhibit aisles, it was
quickly obvious that the distance that
currently separates the MERPS needs
list from the several playback automa-

tion systems on display is wide and
deep. Sony currently stands alone in its

Betacart system design with four recording decks fed by a 40 -cassette
magazine. Its recording format is component analog, and maximum playing
time is 20 minutes.
Asaca's ACL-3000 Automatic Random Access Cart System has storage
for 300 half -inch cassettes, either Beta
or VHS/M format shells. Eight cassette

transports can be installed, either
Betamax or VHS color under units (up
Crowds gather at Sony Betacart
demonstration.

to several hours playing time), or
Betacam or M -format component

"No -Stretch"
Phillystran® HPTG

the only
flexible
FIELD
PROVEN

electrically
transparent
tower -guy system

analog units (up to 20 minutes playing

concern was raised at NAB about the
adoption of component analog to replace NTSC throughout a station or
production house.

time). It's not clear whether transport

This was addressed by MERPS
committee chairman Rupert Stow
(CBS Operations and Engineering,

expandable M -format automation systems. Panasonic's MVP -l00 is available in configurations of eight, 16, and
24 computer -controlled transports. Its
sophisticated operations controller was
designed and will be manufactured in
the U.S. by Merlin Engineering. Individual cassettes can store up to 20 min-

New York) in a detailed progress report

on needs identification at the NAB
Monday Television Engineering session. Salient among his points is the ab-

solute requirement that there be one
recording format on a medium encased
in an interchangeable cassette. It is easy

to infer that the medium will be magnetic tape. However the report's language does not rule our either a disc
format or a recording means other than

magnetic. But the medium must be
recordable while installed in the automated system.
The cassette design must eliminate
the current labor, equipment, and time

required for multiple handling and
tabbing of a commercial from edited
master to aired copy, which the report
estimates now casts a typical station
$250,000 a year. Recording quality of

types can be intermixed to create a
system.

Panasonic and RCA displayed

utes of individual messages-all the
spots of one sponsor, for instance-to
minimize scheduling problems. The
seventh and eighth decks can be programmed to build spot reels for backup
redundancy.
RCA's TCR-10B is limited to eight

transports. The system's presentation
memory has a capacity of 250 events.
Specifications for the three systems
seem to indicate that although recorded
cassettes may be interchanged among

them, housekeeping and operations
control software and procedures are not
compatible in any way.

or even better than, signals currently
aired from Type C machines.

Elsewhere on the floor, video systems houses Lake Systems and Kavco
exhibited multi -cassette playback automation systems that can accomodate ei-

How does the MERPS need relate to

ther 3/4 -inch, Betamax, VHS, or

the playback to air must be as good as,

all the contentions and confusions
about emerging formats? CBS senior

staff engineer Bernie Dickens expressed a CBS official position,
stating, "Digital is the way to go. Component analog for the audio is possible,
but its cost-effectiveness does not ap-

pear as good as digital for equal per-

formance. The component analog

1 . eliminates EMI and RFI
at broadcast sites

2.

simplifies installatidtof
AM, FM, AM directional arid TV
towers. Made with DuPont's
Kevlar4. Lightweight, flexible, yet
as strong as extra -high -strength
galvanized steel* . . . negligible
creep, negligible elongation with
new HPTG* for tension -once and
walk -away installations.

3.

maintenance free. Nonconducting, non -corroding,
nonmetallic. No internal
corrosion. No white -noise
arcing across insulators. No
insulators required.

4.

no more expensive re guying.
'Comparative stress -strain data and
information about other physical
properties available on request.

Call write for:
New literature
and proven solutions
to your tower guy problems.

M -format decks.

AF Associates demonstrated its
multi -functional Protel systems of
computer automation for the television
industry. The basic system automates
the functioning of a set of Type C machines, to create daily spot reels on one
machine by randomly accessing spots,
promos, and PSAs stored on others.

machines will cost more, and cost more,

New frame -by -frame recording

to keep running. The digital machine
should be knob -free."

capabilities of the Ampex VPR-3 and

Sony BVH-2500, coupled with

/Zeizi

(:---ry-

.c,2a/ern

I

20 Commerce Drive
Montgomeryville. PA 18936
Telephone (215) 855-8450
Telex: 84-6342
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EECO's newly announced EECoder
system for time -compressing 10 seconds of audio into a 1/20 second video
frame, might be a cost-effective addition to the Protel station break automation system. One frame each of a still
image and 10 seconds of audio offers a

minutes of video image sequences digitally in real time. Recorded sequences

can be processed or edited using the
imbedded computer or a host computer.

ed an environmental chamber testing
merits of a VPR-80 as well as the 196
tape, and an adjacent VPR-80 doing a
multiple generation test. Across the
aisle, a 3/4 -inch 197 cassette tape stood

still while the heads ran and ran and
ran. Product managers Morgan Rees

"I saw Henry," said the iridescent
orange lapel labels sported by people
who were invited to Quantel's Hilton

and Michael Wilke supplied the follow-

The 54,000 frames on one 30 -minute
tape (or videodisc) could accomodate
tens of thousands of stills and accompanying messages.
These emerging disc -based video recording formats are almost a collection

suite annual preview of a possible NAB
'85 product. In a word, Henry is a massive digital store (perhaps quite similar
in architecture if not in hardware selec-

chamber test (90 degrees F, 80 percent
relative humidity), an Ampex 196 tape

of Pandora's boxes. Those that were

tion to the PEL VSP) that is being developed into a next -generation editing
system with full animation capabilities.
The product is aimed at electrifying
the film production process, which now
requires "rostrum cameras" and ani-

tape shuttled through 1313 passes with

mation stands. Its control software,

56 minutes-or 4,290,200 head

managed by a mouse, allows operator
manipulation of images in procedures

scans-with no RF amplitude loss.
3M's Magnetic Audio/Video Prod-

linear tape length reduction of 150 to 1.

shown at the '84 NAB were each individually different from all the others in
all dimensions. It's safe to predict that
the models on display next year will be
"Mark II" models, supplemented by a
load of other incompatible boxes.
Frame -Star is Precision Echo's 200
frame per side magnetic disc system.
Three models with various signal processing and interface options are priced
in the $5000 range, with interchangeable discassettes priced at $50. Both re-

strikingly similar to the user friendliness of the Apple Macintosh.

ing results of the four days of tape
torturing: During the environmental
shuttled through 690 passes with no
stiction buildup. Another Ampex 196
only one percent RF amplitude loss,
and no dropout buildup (the dropout
counter was zeroed after the first pass).
In addition, an Ampex 197 cassette was
tested in stop mode for nine hours and

uct Division introduced new or im-

time (i.e., storage capacity in the digi-

proved products for all the current and
emerging videotape recording formats.
For one -inch machines, the new tape is

flect substantial reductions over the
original EFS-1 framestore pricing.
Track to track access time is 100 ms,

tal disk drives) is two minutes (i.e.,

480 Scotch brand, designed to with-

3600 animation cels). Since all recording and processing is done in the digital

stand the demands of handling and edit

with frame 0 to 200 jumps taking two
seconds. Volume deliveries are scheduled for late 1984.
Panasonic OMDR, which invaded
this country in late 1982 as a 15,000

components domain, unlimited reuse

poorer grade tapes. It is made with a totally new oxide, binder, and lubrication
system, resulting in dropouts of 10 -per minute maximum average.

frame color -under still store at
$35,000, appeared at NAB as two

seemingly similar TQ-2023 and
TQ-2024 still/motion picture models.
Both units offer "near digital quality
audio," with the TQ-2023 evidently
accommodating stereo.

Maximum continuous recording

and manipulation of images into
foreground/middleground/background
locations is possible. Editing decisions
are stored in a 68000 -controlled memory as they are made. Each finally edited
sequence from the images in memory
can therefore be substantially longer
than two minutes.
Creative people had many good suggestions on how Henry should be tied to

cycling that can lead to stiction on

3M 480 is claimed to be capable of
over 1000 edits from the same reroll
point without significant reduction of
picture quality. RF output/signal level
remains constant even after repeated
use. A proprietary lubricant cuts head

Capacity specifications for the eight -

"realization" techniques that only

wear to as little as 1.0-microinch/hour,
and the tape can withstand still frame
wear for longer than three hours.

inch disk are 15,000 still frames or

graphic artists understand. Deliveries
will begin within 12 months, at prices
"like Mirage."

videocassettes for more demanding
professional ENG and EFP applica-

eight minutes of full -motion video recorded concentrically, or 24,000 still
frames or 13.3 minutes of full motion
recorded spirally. Product literature al-

lows you to infer that audio can be
played back with frame -by -frame vid-

eo. Frame access time is 0.5 seconds
and motion -picture sequences can be
played back in five modes.
According to Picture Element LTD.

(PEL), its VSP video sequence

Quantel's Paint Box, and on visuals

Trends in tape
Tape has long been cutely referred to
as the razor blade that makes or breaks
the reputation of the VTR on which it's
used. But it's more than that. Bad razor
blades damage only your image, not the
razor. Bad tape both damages your im-

age and can destroy parts of the

processor "supports all standard TV

machine. Further, without special attention to the razor blade design, "spe-

standard graphics formats 512 by 512
and 1024 by 1024," indicating that the
system's broadcast application is the
assembly and variable rate playback of
animation sequences. It appears to be a
powerful product in this production/

cial trims" like stop motion just

formats-as well as HDTV-and

post -production application.
56

The company, however, makes no
mention of "sound" in its literature.
The recording capacity is up to eight
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wouldn't be possible.
Ergo, tape suppliers' energy levels in
using the forum of NAB to demonstrate
their product improvements since last
year are little short of hyperactive.
Ampex's torture test gallery includ-

New half -inch VHS and Beta
tions are Scotch brand Professional PB

(Professional Beta) and PV (Professional VHS) Super High Grade. They
use premium half -inch super High

Grade videotape with improved

dropout performance and excellent signal to noise ratio, and have color -coded

red doors and hubs for ease of
identification.
Marketing manager Frank Price announced an agreement with Sony Corporation under which 3M will produce
videodiscs to precise specifications and
furnish them to Sony on a private -label
basis. Sony currently manufactures and

distributes videodiscs and industrial
videodisc players to a wide variety of
industrial markets.

BARCO INDUSTRIES

Leaders in the race to ultimate stability
a major breakthrough in optical colour temperature stability
CTVM 4,51

Colour temperature stability has
alwEys been limited by the stability of
the CRT, but now BARC 0 INDUSTRIES
Introduces the CTVM 4 range with AKB
(Automatic Kinescope Biasing). The
AKE. system, developed by BARCO
INDUSTRIES, automat caly stabilizes
picture tube' colour temperature and
guarantees black levels which remain
constant with time, temperature and
CRT parameter drifts.
In contrast with stabilization systems
based on current feedback, the AKB
system also corrects for CRT leakage
currents.

4

Warm-up timE is greatly reduced and
the CTVM 4 rea:hes correct colour

service life. making (hem the most cost-

temperature in less than 30 seconds after
switching on.

represents the do of a new Era for

The BARCO INDUSTRIES AKB
system is suitable for use with all CRT's,
whether equipped with a delta or
unitized gun, and will be installed in the
entire CTVM 4 range (20"/14"/delta/ dotin-line/slot-in-line).
The excellent specifications, features,
reliability, and AKB stability of the
CTVM 4 range ensures that these display

instruments will require virtually no
maintenance throughout their long

effective you can buy. The CTVM 4 range

users, permitting greater corfidence in
ucticn and mating
colour re
\rnaintenance a :hing of the
troub
past.' 44.4

B

AG)

InDUSTRIES

For further information about the pacesetting CTVM 4 range, ring or write to
BARCO INDUSTRIES n.v. Th. Sevenslaan 106 B-8500 Kortrijk Belgium Tel. (0)56/21 11 24 TIx. 85 842 barind b
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STORAGE
FOR THE 80's
AND BEYOND,

chosen from an on -screen palette of

complex anti-aliased 3D forms, take a

2000 colors out of more than 16 million
colors total.

little time to reconstruct on the

Besides basic painting functions,

working on a blank screen or an
already -digitized image, there is a wide
variety of cut -and -paste, scaling, repositioning, and other graphics functions.

Once created, graphics can be sequenced on "slide trays" containing up
to 100 images each. Mass storage is on

5.25 -inch 40 megabyte Winchester
disks, each holding 120 frames; addition of a second drive and additional

drive storage units brings the total
frame capacity to 960. Cost of the
framestore addition is $30,000.

Aurora has added several new
software packages to its popular
STOR-MAX

AU/100 graphics system. Most interesting is the new 3D transformation
program, which takes an object or area
of the screen originally drawn in 2D
and allows it to be rotated about any
axis. Also new, and coming into more

prominence as TV's production

Engineered exclusively for the
broadcast industry, STOREEL's
modular, high density storage
systems are the practical solution for all of your film and
tape storage needs.
Designed specifically to your
requirements, STOREEL's
STOR-MAX and RAILRIDER

systems offer maximum flexibility. Built on a patented track
system, any unit may be
expanded or reconfigured as
your storage needs change.
Built rugged to withstand
active daily use, STOREEL

offers dependability instead
of high replacement costs in
the years ahead.

Call or write:

P.O. Box 80523

Atlanta, GA 30341
1404) 458-3280
Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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computer graphics programs that run
on smaller, business computers, then
transforming them for use in the broadcast environment. One of the most active companies here is Combicomp,
which offers a three-dimensional solids

modeling program that runs on the
company's graphics processor hooked
up to an IBM PC as the host computer.
This is a full framestore system with
512 x 512 pixel resolution and 16 bit
processing; 12 bits are used for color,
yielding a choice of 4096 colors from a
total field of 16.8 million. The model-

ing programs are nothing less than
spectacular, yielding the kinds of images associated wth truly innovative
computer graphics. Yet the cost of the
processor and software is only $9700
and it can be hooked up to any PC.

taken by new NAB exhibitor Symtec

lowing it to record single frames pro-

with its PGS III graphics generator

A somewhat similar approach is

strated at the Sony booth, using the new
Lyon Lamb VAS -Delta animation con-

priced at less than $10,000. Hooked up
to a PC as a host computer, the system
offers a choice of 16 colors from a total
palette of 4096. Pixel resolution is 512

troller ($9850) to access the 2500's

x 480. It offers 22 fonts, two image

single framing capabilities.
Dubner continues to demonstrate the
kind of effects that even other manufacturers in the business concede cannot be
beaten for the price-even if the system
is a little slower than real time. Perhaps
this is what attracted the Grass Valley
Group to purchase Dubner, announced
just prior to the show.
Dubner's CBG-2 is now running full
speed ahead with a 3D modeling and
manipulation program using advanced
technology to calculate 3D surfaces by
either determining which planes lie behind other planes and drawing the rearmost first, or else constructing them in
a real three-dimensional z-axis frame
buffer, an extension of Dubner's work
with run length encoding. The 3D programs are linked with a 3D curve draw-

planes with graphic overlays, and relatively rapid image retrieval and loading.
An under -$10,000 price tag seems to

ing program which automatically
calculates and displays the threeSTOREEL
2050-C Carroll Avenue,

As has been the case for several years
now, there is also a trend towards using

capabilities increase, is an interface
with the Sony BVH-2500 VTR, alduced by the AU/100 for animation
effects. This capability was demon-

RAILRIDER

screen, but they are truly awesome in
appearance.

dimensional forms created by curved
surfaces. This is also linked to another
major new program development-an
anti-aliasing feature that insures that

the curved lines come out looking
smooth and without the staircase -step
appearance of many computer graphics
outputs. The images, particularly the

be an important feature for many
buying graphics systems these days.
The PGS III described above, and the
Vectrix WITS described with weather
systems below, are just two examples.
Another is the brand-new Apis GraphPac , which offers full -screen color

graphics that can be keyed over live
video, with resolution less than 20 ns.
In addition to basic graphics displays,
the system also offers several other use-

ful production tools: a 10 -second

countdown display, color bars,
SMPTE time code readout, and a full screen slate.
Perhaps the most cost-effective approach of all is to use the basic graphics
capability of the PC, made suitable for

broadcast use through a genlocking
board, together with an off -the -shelf

business graphics or interactive
drawing/painting software package.
This is the approach taken by Video As-

sociates Labs with its MicroKey
system-now made compatible for the
first time with the 128 kbyte RAM PC
(it was previously shown only with Ap-

08 challenges
the imagination
with...2 Independent or Interactive Chainels of
Hundreds of Fonts...and Millions of Colors...
and Automatic Keystroke Sequencing ...anc
"Unlimited" Roil & Crawl ...and Pop -On Arimatior
...and Fade, Matte & Key ...and Full Stucio Timing
...the poss bilities are endless.
Q8 QUANTAFONT" FaceL3adabie
Teleproduct or Graphic Titling System.

a iecade of commitmert

Quanta Corporation 2440 So. Progress Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 (801) 974-0992 TWX 910-925.5664
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WHY BUY
OFF THE RACK WHEN
YOU CAN AFFORD
TAILOR-MADE?
THE ONLY SPECIALIST
POST -PRODUCTION
TELECINE.

THE ONLY SPECIALIST
DIRECT -BROADCAST
TELECINE.

Some broadcast equipment manufacturers would have you believe that one
telecine will neatly fit both film post production and direct broadcasting.
But there's one manufacturer who just
doesn't agree - and that's Rank Cintel. Now;
the only telecine specialist in the world has
two products that clearly make the point:
the Mk IIIC and the ADS I
The Mk IIIC is internationally recognised
as the best when it comes to high -quality
film transfers. Thanks to X -Y Zoom, it's the
only advanced telecine capable ofoptical
zooms and moves at full tv resolution. True
still -frame reproduction is another plus made

MK IIIC FLYING SPOT SCANNING CRT

.

When it comes to direct film broadcasting, everybody can appreciate the versatility
and sophistication ofthe Mk IIIC- but not
possible by flying -spot scanning technology.
everybody needs it. The new alternative is
And as for the pictures, they are outstanding
the ADS I
from positive or negative stock shot for
Designed specifically to meet the direct wide-screen as well as normal presentation.
broadcast
needs oftoday's tv-station, ADS I
Ofcourse, this impressive post -production
offers the right performance at
capability- even secondary r-,44the right price. This is achieved
colour - can be programmed I A
r
m
telecine
The
world
leade
by combining compact, multion Amigo, the simplest, most
plexed design with modern manufacturing
powerful telecine computer. And the FeRRIT
techniques and the latest in solid-state
sep. mag. sound -follower brings Rank Cintel
technology. For the broadcaster, this approach
to post -production audio.
quality
pays offhandsomely at time ofinitial purchase.
Then it pays offwith low daily running costs.
Then it pays offyet again when it's time to
expand. And important features like variable
speed, programmable A/B roll and a unique
dirt and scratch concealment system prove
that these economies have not been made at
the expense ofperformance.
So, the next time someone tells you
there's only one telecine, you can tell them
there are only two - and they're both made
by Rank Cintel. Ifyou'd like to find out more
about the world's finest telecines, contact
one ofour sales offices listed below.

-

.

Rank Cintel

ADS I CCD SENSOR BLOCK
SALES AND SERVICE: RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES INC
260 North Route 303, West Nyack, New York10094 Telephone (914) 353 1914. CONTACT: David Fenton.
13340 Saticoy Street, North Hollywood, CA91605 Telephone (818) 765 7265. CONTACT: Neil Kempt.
FOR SALES LITERATURE ONLY. 1411 EastJarvis Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 Telephone (312)297 7720. CONTACT: Claire Brogni.
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The maximum
for the minimum
In designing the HK -302, Ikegami kept the frills

-and the price-to a trjnimum wh 12 maximizing the
performance. And that helps keep a moderate equipment budget from interfering with first -quality program
origination.
However, staving with the basics doesn't mean
sacrifichg advanced technology. The -IK-302's highly
efficient optical system cc upled to 2/3' low capacitance
diode -gun Plumbicon' tubes and hich transconductance FET pre -amps deliver sharp, low noise pictures
(S/N 57dB) with excellent colorimetrs. And the compact camera head includes a full range of operational
automatics to ensure consistent signa; quality.
Built-in test, maintenance and operational features are integral pals of This camera's "basics" as
well. A comprehens:ve test pulse system lets you adjust the video with the pick-up tubes oif or removed.

Complete monitoring circuitry and a broadcast quality
sync generator with genlock are also standard features.

To add to the versatility of the HK -302, use the
Ikegami automatic highlight compression option. It
ensures highly detailed pictures even in high contrast
scenes.
With the HK -302 you don't have to mortgage
your station to afford prime time performance. So if
you're looking for the maximum in studio production
capability with a minimum of cost and maintenance,
look over the !kegami HK -302. For complete information
and a demonstration, contact Ikegami.

Ikegami

Ikegairi Electronics (USA) Inc.. 37

H K-302

Avenue Maywood. NJ 07607
Southwest: (71:3) 445-010(1i

Northeast: (201) 368-9171 f Midwest (314) 87-3-629C 11 West Coast (231 534-0050

Southeast (813)884-204

*Registered TM of N.V. Philt.s

J20x8.5B IE
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ple). The MicroKey system includes

introduction of the government's new

both genlocking ability and adjustment

RRWDS live local weather radar

of the output signal (H phase, burst
phase, and proc amp controls) and in-

displays. Several manufacturers are
now actively promoting systems that

cludes both RGB and composite

will allow a station to access this data-

keying. Price for the PC version of

especially Alden, which was first on
the block. The C2000R/S allows both
storage and display of the live feeds,
with colorization of six levels within

MicroKey is $2500.

Not all graphics developments fall
within these lower -cost boundaries, of
course. There are still the "mega" systems such as Mirage and the FGS-4000

the display and flashing on any level to

add emphasis. Naturally the system

if you have the inclination and re-

also offers access to other weather information databases such as NWS sat-

sources. Both systems are also
continuing to undergo development.
On the Mirage front, Quantel has now
added the new capability to expand as
well as compress the live video which

ellite photographs and weather data,

forms the image. This gives the system
not only the ability to expand the entire
raster, but also allows it to expand just a
local area when called for in an effect (a
globe, for instance, compresses images
at its edges but expands the area at the
center).
Another new option for Mirage gives
it the exciting ability to float the viewer's point of view anywhere within the

weather displays is to add a software

3D space surrounding the objectincluding a position inside the object
looking out. Previously, of course, although a 3D object could be defined
and rotated about an axis, the viewpoint
stayed stationary in front of the obect.
Now it is possible, in real time, to move
inside a cylinder and examine its walls

or take up a stance inside a globe and
watch the world moving by overhead.
Another new Mirage feature is that it
can now be configured without the rather costly 3D graphics compose station.

In this way, the production facility or
station which simply wants to add a set
of effects patterns without necessarily
modifying them or creating new ones
can simply read them in from a floppy
disk. The compose station can be added
later if desired.
No less spectacular are the develop-

ments in the Bosch FGS-4000 3D
graphics system. It already does the
kind of floating viewpoint perspective

now offered in Mirage. So to go one
better, Bosch now offers an incredible
3D editor. This basically gives the ability to instantly convert 2D images into

3D images by "thickening" them,
which provides the appropriate 3D perspective. Or the operator can type in the

X,Y,Z coordinates of the 3D object
directly.
Other new features of the system re-

late to its graphics capabilities. All
sorts of exciting effects can now be
added to previously created wireframe

which can be colorized to 16 levels.

Another way stations can increase
their productivity when it comes to

package to an existing art/graphics

product, enabling it to access the
various weather services such as WSI
and ESD. This is now possible with
Kavouras TritronX weather dispiay.

line drawings-neon glows, sparkling
trails, and so forth. The FGS also now
incorporates a full-fledged paint sys-

tem, allowing colors to be added
through a bit pad digtizer and then ma-

nipulated along with the 3D objects

new software for the MCl/Quantel
Paint Box. And the same is true of the
Thomson-CSF Vidifont Graphics V,
which has facilities for accessing both

WSI and ESD. A special feature of
Graphics V is that it can accept weather

data on two separate memory planes,
then display them together. In this way,

the WSI map can be taken in on one

through the standard keyboard.
Productivity is the name of the game,
no matter what the price tag of the system. To prove the point, MCI/Quantel
released a set of figures which included
the information that the BBC in London

the two manipulated separately. It is
also possible, through the Vidifont's
off-line entry capability, to have the

produced 1254 stills in just five days
using the Paint Box, that WCVB in

are simply slotted into prearranged

Boston was able to increase its graphics

output after only two weeks with a
Paint Box system, and that all NBC
news graphics material originating out
of New York is Paint Box created. Not

content to rest on its laurels. Quantel
has made some additions to the Paint

Box repertory, including a new,
90 -style typeface library, and the facility to take a cut out of either still or mov-

ing footage and paste it over live
incoming video. There is also now a
"tack" function which allows temporary pasting down while decisions are
being made.

Weather displays
The presentation of on -air weather
graphics is becoming a matter of great
personal pride to stations in every size
of market-one of those factors, along
with the personality of the newscaster,
which viewers seem to relate to (they
actually remember which station has
which kind of weather graphics).
This is being fueled even more by the

plane, and weather data on another, and

temperature data automatically updated

from the WSI feed. The new readings
windows without the forecaster having
to do any manual entry at all.

Dubner, Computer Graphics Labs,
and Aurora all also offer weather packages for their art and graphics systems.
McInnis -Skinner has been offering

its WeatherGraphics standalone
weather system since 1979. This past

year the company was acquired by
Beston Electronics, the maker of the
Newscan newsroom computer, and at
NAB WeatherGraphics was positioned
as a component of a total automated
newsroom. (This is possible because
one CPU operates all the newsroom
software, and the weather system as
welt). Also, the company continued the
development of the WeatherGraphics
system as a production graphics tool,
and gave the production configuration a
new name, Datagraphics.

As Datagraphics, the system offers
the same resolution WeatherGraphics
has had for the last couple of years, 640

x 480 pixels, as well as a high resolution, 1920 x 480 version.
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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The Environmental Satellite Data terminal keyboard and bit pad.

stations across the country, plotted in a
high -resolution, national radar summary once an hour.
Kavouras is a one -stop weather company that provides hardware, data, and
service. The company has its own data
service, called Real -Time Atmospheric

priced under $10,000. Like many
weather display systems, it accesses
most of the weather service databases
and produces full -color images based
on the data it receives. But this unit

Monitoring (RAM), which feeds

does a lot more, coming as it does from
its background as a computer graphics

Kavouras's own hardware, the Triton
X terminal (a high -resolution graphics

workstation. There are two main

system). Kavouras also offers a dial -up

radar system, GOES satellite images,

software packages: one is an interactive
painting and graphics program that uses
a digitizing tablet; the other, using sim-

Doppler radar, and a new downlink service. So far the company has sold four

ple BASIC programs, allows the sta-

downlinks to stations who do not
wish to access their information by
telephone.
Colorgraphics brought its latest generation of LiveLine standalone weather
systems, the LiveLine IV, to NAB '84.

high -resolution images, including 3D
models, frame -by -frame animation,
and so forth. A character generator is
included as part of the package, while a
camera -based digitizer is an optional
feature.

The system, which is based around a
$65,000 paint system called ArtStar,

Still stores

features a graphics computer and computer terminal, a monitor, graphics tab-

let, and telephone modem. These
peripherals are used to call up Doppler

radar, WSI data, dial -up RRWDS,
lightning strike display (called
FLASH), and graphics prepared on
Colorgraphics hardware by forecasting

company Accu-Weather. ArtStar is
also being positioned as a production

tool, and also as a component of
Colorgraphics' newsroom computer
NewStar.

Terry Kelly, the company's president, stresses that ArtStar is, in a sense,
expandable-it has "networking

capabilities." A station, he says, can
buy one ArtStar computer, and for
$25,000 each, they can buy additional

workstations. The workstation consists of all the hardware except the
computer.
Excitement is also running extreme-

ly high over the new WITS (weather
70

image terminal system) from Vectrix,
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tion to create an enormous array of

In every area of graphics, the move is
on to make systems that will be afforda-

ble to all industry segments, and still
stores are no exception. NTI America,
for example, has come onto the scene
with an exciting new digital still store,
DSS-11, priced at $10,000 for a single
disk system. One of the best features is

a maximum recall time of only 0.35
seconds to any of the 500 frames/ 1000

fields stored on each disk (maximum
system size is eight disks). Extremely
high image quality (50 Hz - 50 MHz
± 3 dB frequency response with 56 dB

S/N) is achieved with NTI's patentpending color compensated SPF system; rather than being separated, the
color signal is passed intact through a

phase filter to insure faithful color
reproduction.

ADDA is now proudly promoting
the virtues of its ESP -II still store offering a 30 percent reduction in equipment

caxx xls t°' 4etal's
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You can search the tape manufacturing facilities from Toledo to Transylvania and you'll go bats trying to find
a 3/4" videotape that'll render pictures like the new Sony K -Series.
In the deep recesses of the Sony labs, our scientists have discovered the secret to long life. No longer will multi generations draw the color out of your production. This is due in part to Sony's exclusive signal retention binder. It

keeps the signal on the tape under the most demanding uses, even extreme temperature fluctuations.
The tape formulation is equally unique. Sony K -Series features Vivax'' magnetic particles, which are smaller
than chrome oxide particles, and give you more information on the tape than ever before. So you start out with
more vivid, lifelike pictures. Demons like dropouts, which have a nasty habit of puncturing holes in your video,
have been dramatically reduced. As is the case for modulation noise. And the Sony K -Series has the highest color
Sony Tape Sales Company Sony Drive. Park Ridge. New Jersey 07656. ©1984 Sony Corp of America. Sony and U-matic are registered trademarks and Vivax is a trademark of Sony Corp.

CAN LOOK
GENERATIONS.

signal-to-noise ratio in the industry. This new Sony U-matic® tape is also distinguished by a
smoother tape surface. It reduces headwear. So you not only increase your tapes' usability, but
your tape recorder's as well.
101ffilt
And there's one other significant factor to consider. After close examination of videotape,
we've discovered one thing is consistent- the inconsistency of tape. This is a problem you won't
have to face with Sony K -Series. The millionth one you buy will be a mirror image of the first.
So if you're looking for a U-matic tape that gives you better pictures
that last longer, look for the one designed for the run and rerun and
The Tape Measure 1 El Video.
rerun and rerun. New K -Series from Sony.

wit
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300 Production System
This 300 production system at KTVY in Oklahoma City

is their third generation of Grass Valley Group production switchers. It is part of the reason thet creat-

Randy and the other directors at KTVY have discovered the 300 Advantage...The freedom to create!

ing video magic at KTVY has become a traditicn.

And the same is true for the engineering staff. "We
haven't had any real problems...lt worked out of the

But producer/director Randy Williams (aboe) will
quickly tell you that the MAGIC is not in the equip-

box." Fred Heineman, Technical Supervisor KTVY.

ment, but in the people who use it...The 300 Production System "is versatile enough to be operated by

everyone on our directing staff...at all experience

If the time has come to close the generation gap
in your facility, contact a Grass Valley Group sales
office and ask them to show how a 300 Production

levels."

System can bring out the MAGIC in you.
Circle 146 on Reader Service Card

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.®
PO BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA TEL (916) 2738421 TWX 910 530 8280
A
TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Offices; WEST; 21243 Ventura Blvd Ste 206, Woodland Hills, CA 91364, (213) 999-2303 SOUTHEAST; 1644 Tullie Cir NE, Atlanta, GA 30329, (404) 321-4318 NORTH
CENTRAL; 810 W Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514, (219) 264-0931 NEW ENGLAND & MID ATLANTIC; 499 Thornall St, Edison, NJ 08817, (201) 549-9600 SOUTHWEST; Seminary South Office Building Ste 316, Fort Worth, TX 76'15, (817) 921-9411 MIDWEST; 3585 N Lexington Ave Ste 238, Arden Hills, MN 55112, (612) 483-2594

size and a comparable decrease in cost
over its ESP -C still store. It's a completely modular system, offering exten-

sive special effects capabilities in
addition to basic still field/frame
storage, and the ability to manipulate
and composite stored images without
really having to resort to outside de-

vices. Effects, achieved with single
pushbuttons, include push ons and pull

offs, dissolves, and H, V, and corner
wipes.
Abekas, whose single -purpose "vid-

eo slide projector" got the whole
movement towards smaller still store
systems underway last year, this year
unveiled digital input and output ports
on the system, allowing it to interface

ated through one of the Iris's six user

for the VPR-3.

ports.
Ampex, too, is now offering a composition station for its ESS-3 still store,

Computer systems offer the advantages of precision and repeatabilitythe computer can memorize complex
camera moves and repeat them over

where the operator can assemble
portions of different images of virtually
any shape or size. Image manipulation

features include transparency control,
H and V mirror effects, blurring. and

luminance or chrominance keying.
Captioning has also been improved,
and the ESS-3 now uses scanned -in
video fonts rather than a character gen-

erator output. All of these effects are
achieved in the component digital format, insuring the highest quality.
Ampex is also introducing a new re-

system, priced at $19,900, uses

mote access station for the still store.
For on -air use, it can play a preprogrammed list of stills. Or, during offline operation, it is used to build and

5.25 -inch Winchester disk drive tech-

edit play lists.

nology to handle 1050 frames/2100
fields on line with a digital streaming

Animation systems

digitally with many other types of
graphic equipment. The single -channel

and over, making the system a special -

effects tool. Computer systems also
provide the option of recording one
frame at a time, or in real time.
Interactive Motion showed its Model
3565 Motion Control System, which is
essentially a $40,000 computer with a

keyboard and display, control units,
communications ports, motor drive
systems and software. The company
also features a Motion Control stage,
which includes a track, camera lifter,
camera mover, camera pan/tilt head,
and model mover. New options featured at the show were the Model 8000
Interface Console which, according to

IMC's Bill Bryan, is a "more streamlined control system," and an Operator
Interface Console. This $10,000 piece

of gear allows a facility to "attach

tape drive for off-line storage.
Although many developments in this
field are being designed to make sys-

One other trend in graphics is surely
worthy of note: the increasing emphasis

tems smaller and more affordable,
there is still plenty of room for the
larger, distributed processing schemes.

even at local stations. Part of this development is being fueled by the interest in
Sony's BVH-5000 single -frame anima-

Quantel, for instance, which recently

tion recorder, with both Lyon Lamb

Plus computer control unit. The

reduced at least the size of its still store

and now Aurora offering interfaces to
automate the recorder (in the case of

French -produced Magstand can take on

electronics package, is still making
progress with its Central Lending Library. The idea is that a user in the system can "borrow" an image stored in
the mass memory, then work on it using

a Paint Box or Mirage or other digital
processor, then ship it back to the cen-

being paid to animation at all levels-

Aurora, the animation control feeds
computer graphics images to the Lyon
Lamb controller, which records frames
one at a time on the BVH). This year,

Ampex, too, has joined in, offering
animation -style single -frame recording

system which consists of the Magstand

animation stand and the Automator
either a film or video camera, and features electronic focusing from a 1:1 ratio, production of curves with two or

more points, and coloring of video
logos in movement.
The Automator control unit includes
a control panel that permits the manual

control of six independent axes; a

tral library when completed. A new
feature on the system is a "privacy"

12 -inch monitor and a floppy disk unit
for the storage and recall of programs.
Forox offers a video -only computer

mode in which a slide can be designated

as private property of the user until

animation system. Components in-

work on it is completed and the slide released for general use.
For the Iris II, Harris has several re-

clude a copy stand with a JVC

KY -1900 camera connected to a
3/4 -inch VCR; an animation compound
table; and the Model SSA800 computer
controller. The camera is moved with a
keypad, and x -y -z axis instructions are
handled with a keyboard.
Elicon showed its $168,000 Camera

cent updates, including the IGS graph-

ics compose station, designed to
increase the still store's production
capabilities. IGS offers variable compression and expansion from Y) to 2x
size, variable positioning, bordering
from eight pixels wide and up with full
control of color, hue, and saturation,

Control System, a multi -axis camera
motion -control system that uses a Digi-

tal PDP-11 minicomputer along with
Elicon servo drives to control a boom
arm configuration that moves along a

cropping, and H and V distortion. Up to

nine stages of a composition can be
memorized by the IGS and then replayed on command.
Harris also now offers a mini -control
panel for Iris, designed to fit adjacent to
the IGS control panel in 5.25 inches of
rack space. The Mini -Controller can be
operated either as a standalone unit, or
several can be daisy -chained and oper-

Motion Control equipment to an online edit suite," says Bryan.
Euro Equipment showed a similar

track. The system does not have an ani-

mation stand, though it can be
retrofitted to them. Also included in the

Collins doppler radar system.

system is a follow focus, which operates with most standard film cameras.
The follow focus is designed to automatically keep motion picture optical
BNVE JUNE, 1984
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There is also some discussion, inspired by Quanta, over what it means to

call a character generator "font
loadable." According to Quanta, its
software -based Q8 is face loadable.
FontFlex, as the system is dubbed,
loads basic typefaces such as Times

Roman. Once loaded, the basic
typeface can then be manipulated,

changing point size, slant for

italicization, and so forth. In most other
systems, of course, fonts are married to
point sizes, so one needs Times Roman
12 point and Times Roman 20 point to
compose with both character sets.

II

am4

di.)

P.41

for the Chyron IV. Fonts are captured
one letter at a time. Once captured, the
letter can be edited to clean up the image, and the whole font manipulated to
produce text of different sizes and italic

configuration). The system features a
"fluid memory" architecture, which
allows for a number of sophisticated

slants.

K100 has a resolution of 60 ns and an
8000 -character memory that can be or-

Laird Telemedia had two CGs at its
booth: the 3600A ($2995) with a number of new options that include a second
channel and a dual disk drive; and the
7200 Communicator, which also now
offers a second channel option.
Knox introduced its latest CG, the
K100 Chromafont ($2990 for the basic

features for such a low-cost unit. Based

around a Z80 microprocessor, the
ganized as 64 pages or 256 lines of
characters. Two option packages are
also available which will allow for such
capabilities as character -by -character

color control, and an interactive computer interface that will allow for the
design and loading of custom fonts.

In a new development, Quanta will
shortly begin offering a twin 5.25 -inch

removable disk pack for both loading
fonts and storing messages. Besides
improving loading speed three times
over the existing eight -inch disk system, it means that hundreds of fonts and
messages can be stored on a single disk

pack. (Quanta at NAB announced the

delivery of its seventieth Q8
system,whose basic price is $33,000).

3M entered the lower -priced CG
market with its D -1000A and also
added some options to its D-8800. The

D-1000 features include: eight background and character colors; a built-in

keyer with genlock; edge and drop
shadows; four character sizes; three speed roll and crawl; 22 characters per
row; and independent edit and program
channels. The new optional features on
the D-8800 are software for interfacing
the existing D-8800 hardware to almost

any black -and -white camera (called
camera compose); and a "billboard"
software package, which provides for
automatic presentation of prerecorded

displays on the "program" channel
while simultaneously allowing compo-

sition and update capabilities on the
"preview" channel.

Minolta
Broadcast Meters
Remarkable versatility combined with superb accuracyMinolta meters conform to CIE Spectral Response Standard.
MINOLTA

TV COLOR ANALYZER II
Used for monitor set-up in
TV control rooms and for online quality control in the
manufacture of TV sets.
Analyzer mode for
white balance
Chroma mode for setting
white standard
Matrix system eliminates
cross -over interference
Four white -memory channels: four CRT memory
channels
NEW CHROMA
METER II INCIDENT

;to
ILLUMINANCE

LUMINANCE

METER

METER 1

Chyron, proclaiming itself to be the
manufacturer of the world's most widely used electronic graphics system, the
Chyron IV, has now introduced a new
version of the system with memory size
doubled over existing units. Although

all current programs will run with the
increased memory size, there are several new features, including 3D rotation

on any axis, "pinwheel" rotation on
any axis, perspective creation, enhanced bordering capability, scaling

and resizing, and cut and paste
graphics.

At the same time, Chyron also announced that it now has a camera -based

font compose option for its RGU-2similar to the font compose available

MINOLTA HAND-HELD
INDUSTRIAL METERS ARE:

Lightweight and compact
Battery powered for portability

Rugged-ideal for field use

Aft.
\IPF
MINOLTA

For more information. write Minolta Corporation
Industrial Meter Div 101 Williams Drive. Ramsey. NJ 07446
Or call 201-825-4000
©1983 Minolta, Corp
Product appearance and/or specifications subject to change withctit not c.
Circle 148 on Reader Service Card
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Mycro-Tek, a first-time exhibitor at
NAB, introduced a new CG to compete
with the K100, the Mycro-Vision Max

($2,995). Feature highlights include:
70 nanosecond resolution; two standard
fonts; and a 32,000 -character memory

that can be configured as 120 pages,
with 32 characters per line at eight lines

per page.

Wilk had its "preliminary" series
4400 CG at the show; it will be available 14-16 weeks from this writing. The
system offers four fonts, 295 pages of
memory, 256 colors and shades, automatic page rotation, cycling and centering, and full cursor -controlled editing

features. A series 4400 can also control
other similar units via telephone or cable lines; and each 4400 chassis can be

programmed from one or more keyboards or Apple computers. Options in-

clude a second channel, a second disk
drive, a graphics tablet, and multiple
character fonts.

New TV Technology: Neither Great
Threat Nor Opportunity Seen at NAB '84
DBS is not a threat. Multichannel MDS
is a new ballgame more as competition

to cable than TV; cable's main impact
has already been rendered. LPTV is not
STV but more like radio with pictures.
Unless broadcasters get behind teletext

matters that good programs are opposite each other-you view one and record the other. Recording habits among
working women move daytime soaps
for evening viewing.

it won't come about. Ten year old

Cable and over -the -air TV can coex-

VCRs will have more impact than new
technology on TV viewing habits and

ist, said Tom Wheeler, former presi-

SPORTS

88C-14

MAREEM'S CROWD
McLRIH'S COURT WOES
MILLER'S ACCIDENT
MBA RESULTS
ANL RESULTS
BASEBALL RESULTS

15
15
16

17
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patterns. Those five sentences are a

dent of the NCTA, who saw cooperation rather than competition

quick summary drawn from three different television management sessions

between the two services in the future.
Cable homes increase total viewership

NBC television teletext display.

held at NAB 1984.
The picture on the exhibit floor was a

despite some network erosion. UHF
and indie stations gained viewers as a

homes, or 78 percent of the total, short-

little different. There, teletext was a

result of cable, he said. Cable advertis-

technology battle between two systems
designed to win the hearts and minds of

ing has not hurt the broadcaster, ac-

broadcasters. MDS and LPTV trans-

Communications Resources Inc., and
former media security analyst. In fact,

mitter equipment was plentiful. On the
other hand, DBS, STV, and cable were
practically nonexistent. One exception
was Ancom, the joint venture between
Alcoa and NEC, which showed a home
terminal set for DBS.
The undeniable impact of the VCR

was articulated by Paul Bortz of
Browne, Bortz and Coddington, past
consultant to broadcasting, cable, and
MDS interests, among others. Public
awareness of VCR is extremely high,
said Bortz, since the product has been
promoted well for the last eight to 10
years. The price value point was estab-

cording to Ellen Gibbs, president,
she said, TV barter advertising is larger
than cable advertising.

Lilley observed that the big change
in network programming as a result of
cable has already occured. The cable
networks, such as HBO and Showtime,
have already captured the movies, the
variety shows built around celebrities
like Diana Ross, and some sports. This
has forced the networks into made -forTV movies and the miniseries. Bortz
pointed out that much talk of competition has been misperceived. He sees
four elements to the business: program

lished two years ago when recorders
reached $500 or lower. The product is

production, wholesale distribution

priced for takeoff, Bortz predicted. He
likened VCR sales volumes to those ex-

tion (over -the -air broadcast, cable,
MDS), and home consumption. The

perienced by color TV sets a decade
earlier. Their sales curves track, he
said. VCR penetration is now 12 percent; it could go to 20 percent this year
and soon to 40 percent.

new technologies have really only explored the wholesale distribution and
retail distribution portions. With the
growing importance of VCRs, he saw
good opportunity for either broadcast-

William Lilley III of CBS was in-

ers or the cable nets to produce pro-

(networks or satellites), retail distribu-

clined to agree and pointed out that pri-

grams for VCRs.

vate studies show VCRs are used half

DBS was given little hope of
success-except for possibly one
distributor-by Ellen Gibbs. She
foresaw cable passing 65 million

of the time to watch movies and the oth-

er half for time -shift viewing. Time
shift moves bigger audiences to the
78

strongest programs because it no longer
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ly. Thus DBS with five channels has
nothing to offer this group. The remaining 18 percent is a sufficiently
small market that it is unlikely to be

able to compete for programming.
The possibility for multichannel
MDS to succeed is there, said Bortz,
simply because MDS operators could
beat cable TV to the urban market. Although cable franchises may have been

awarded, New York City, Chicago,
Washington, and Detroit are not wired.
If MDS delivered first, it would cut into
the penentration cable needs, thus mak-

ing it unprofitable. But MDS has its
risks. Single channel MDS was inexpensive to install-$100,000 for transmitter equipment, $100 for subscriber
equipment. Rates of $16 turned in good

profits. Multichannel MDS, in groups
of four or eight channels (or more if
ITFS educational channels are leased),
requires a one million dollar investment
in transmission and $200 per subscriber

since decoders are necessary. The
product must sell for $25 a month, and
perhaps against cable.
It is the inability to acquire premium
programming that has dashed the hope
of some SMATV operators and LPTV

"networks." At the session on

programming low power television,
John Kompas revealed that only six
systems offer STV services. HBO does
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FUJINON's new 17X
studio zoom will permanently change the
way you use and feel
about a lens. More than
refining the studio zoom,
FUJINON has revolutiorized it to give you greater
control, flexibility and efficiency than ever before.
Downtime for adjustments and repair is
drastically reduced. And
the need to rerrove a
shroud is virtually elimiFUJINON INC.
672 White Plains Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914; 472-9800
Telex 6818115

nated. For instant access
to all important adjustments, just open one of
the two doors.
The new 17X zoom
incorporates more
"FUJIINON firsts" than
any lens in our history.
For example, you can
p -e -set limits on the zoom

range to match the lens'
outstanding ramping
characteristics to the
lighting levels of every
production. (If necessary,

FUJINON INC.

2101 Kdway
Suite 350
Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 385-8902

you can still override the
limit from the pan ba.) To
change the slow/fast
zoom speed, you do it on
the new pan bar zoom
control instead of somewhere inside the lens.
You also have the option
of adjusting servo focus
and zoom control ten-

sion-to get the exact
"feel" you want.
With the new 17X studio zoom every major
component is modular to

FUJI OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
118 Savarcna Way
4855 Atherton Avenue
Carson, CA 90746
San Jose, CA 95130
(213) 532-2861
(405) 866-5466
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make user servicing a
practical reality.
FUJINON's new 17X
zoom is the first generation studio lens of
the future. And it's
here, now.

For more information
on the P17X16.5ESM
studio zoom lens and
other fine FUJINON
products, contact
the FUJINON office
nearest you.
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not sell its programming to LPTV, ac-

a helpful adjunct to regular TV

cording to Ray Klinge of Satellite

advertising.

Programming Network. Most of the

The big question to the teletext

programming for LPTV is quite cheap
or free. The JPD TV network runs old
syndication and is not keen competition

panelists is, "When?" Unfortunately,

if there is other programming in the
area. SPN does counter -programming;
Community Television Services offers
country music. LPTV stations will survive, all of the panelists agreed, not by
network programming but by getting ad
revenues from local community service
type programming. LPTV is radio with
pictures, said Frank Camora.
Nor was there talk of teletext being a
big money raiser. If TV sets with inex-

pensive decoders finally arrive, and

teletext supporters have been their own

worst enemy in that they are pushing
two different standards: the British developed World System Teletext and
the French -inspired NABTS. Most
broadcasters have been reluctant to become involved until one or the other
emerges as a winner. But until more
teletext is broadcast, receiver manufacturers are reluctant to invest in sets with

decoders. Zenith is one exception to
date, but its World System Teletext equipped sets cost about $300 more
than regular sets, a price resisted by

customers buy, sponsors will be found
and there will be newspaper type ads
sold. But at most, said Terry Connelly
of Taft Broadcasting, profit is not visualized as being more than $100,000 to
$150,000 per year. Teletext is consid-

consumers. Panasonic is selling in

ered worthwhile even if it merely

Rockwell -made chip for NABTS was
announced at the session which should
bring costs for this system down to the

breaks even because of its self promotional value. Production costs
are not high, said Barbara Watson of
NBC. Frank Simonelli of Young and
Rubicam sees teletext advertising as

Charlotte, NC, a $300 NABTS decod-

at the Convention Center, displaying
information appearing on WBTV in
Charlotte, the first CBS affliate to begin a local service, and On the NBC
teletext service that will be used at the

New Orleans World Fair. VSAVideographics Systems of America

demonstrated a complete system,
VST-100, for the NABTS standard,
including the AT&T Frame Creation
System, Series 500, at the ThomsonCSF booth. Members of the Charlotte
news team were actually creating news

inserts on the spot. Aside from the
Frame Creation System, which has
considerable high resolution graphics
capability (the claimed NABTS edge

over alphamosaic teletext), the
VST-100 included a DEC 1/23 computer, a PDP "/23, loaded with VSA

er, but that price is subsidized. The
hopeful note at NAB was that World

software, and a VSA interface board. A

System sets would become available in

means for a local station to pick up the
network teletext feed. A multiplexer inserts the data into the vertical blanking

early 1985 for about $50 more. A

$100 range, said Jim Caruthers of
Norpak.
Teletext monitors were everywhere

VSA data bridge was shown as the

interval. A Panasonic decoder and
monitor completed the system. The decoder, the TU-1000X with wireless re-

mote control, was also part of the
Panasonic exhibit.

Lifesaver'
8 Hour Quad

The quality standard of the video industry.
30/13 Universal Batte

Anton/Bauer, Inc. One Controls Drive, Shelton, CT 06484 203-929-1100

Complete literature package available.

.03330.
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A data bridge and various pieces of
vertical interval encoding and decoding
equipment were on display at the EEG
Enterprises exhibit. The TE 510 which
can transfer NABTS data from one video signal to another costs approximate-

Touch Nor. for
Toloutsium

ly $8200. The Signatech Corp., a

Exhibits

a

Touch Nero for

Raft
Exhibits

nciudes Exhisits In

subsidiary of Compagne Continentale

Rev Istratton aims)

de Signalisation in France, demonstrated teletext transmission equipment

including showing how a personal
computer can format data.

Sony equipment for videotext, the
VDX-1000 using the North American
Presentation Level Protocol Syntax,

was shown in a special suite at the

1.Touch

wait for toha
1111111
2.Then seta- t letter. tcne
reii5ter;.
-Please soiect another latter

MGM Grand.

The Ameritext exhibit, describing
the World System Teletext approach,
was filled with equipment from various

manufacturers including Logica, VG
Electronics, Jasmin Electronics, Aston

Four screens from interactive information display assembled fcr NAB show by
Lynch Exhibits.

Electronics, Sanyo, Zenith, and others.
Ameritext promoted the cooperative effort that several companies will take at
the summer Olympics to demonstrate

Some new technology in the wings at
NAB 1984 included 3-D TV. N -Depth
3-D developed by Craig Development
Corp., Gaithersburg, MD, was demon-

camera lens captures the other image.
A pair of stereo images are formed one
above the other on the receiver. When

teletext. Companies participating in-

strated throughout the show at the

al wedge over the right eye causes the

clude KTTV Los Angeles, Harris,

Sahara Hotel. A feature of the system is
that only one channel is needed to shoot
scenes-a mirror offset to the left of the

two stacked images to be superim-

Keyfax, Sanyo, Taft Broadcasting, and
Zenith.

11114/./Aitefti

viewed with N -Depth glasses, an optic-

posed, giving the brain a threedimensional impression.

For Better Broadcasting,
Even Better SATICON®
Hitachi has done it again. Actually improved upon the
basic technology used in SATICON, one of the world's
most popular image pickup tube brands.
And the results? Enhanced color reproduction plus
suoericr resolution, whether you shoot with ENG or EFP
cameras, portable or studio models.
Considier the specific advantages, and you're sure to want
the new SATICON technology in your picture, too:
Minimal Highlight Sticking & Excellent After -image
Characteristics
A high -precision vapor deposition technique has been
used, along with a doping process that allows only in finites mal amounts of impurities, to produce a new
photo -conductive film for all SATICON III tubes. Not only
does this new film decrease sticking which takes place in
highlighted image areas when shooting bright objects, it
also improves the after -image characteristics so important
in pro onged shooting of still images.
Low -lag Characteristics (H9387D & H9386D)
The capacitance of the SATICON III photo -conductive
film jE just two-thirds that of conventional types, which
means better low -lag characteristics. What's more, a
special intermediate electrode, the New Diode Gun, is incorperated to reduce capacitive lag problems by supressing tt-e electron beam's thermal dispersion.

Magnetic Focusing & Electrostatic Deflection (H4125)
In addition to the new film and diode gun, the 2/3 -inch
SATICON H4125 employs an electrostatic deflection
method. So despite its small size, it offers high resolution
comparable to that of one -inch tubes. Best -suited for use
in studio subcameras and EFP cameras, it is light in
weigit, short in length, and easily applicable ii the
of compact TV cameras.
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Specifications
New Diode Gun SATICON III
Type Diameter Overall length Focusing
imm)
Nc
(max. mm)
method

Deflection
method

Amplitude response
(at 400 TV lines) (%)

Center limiting
Lag at 3F
C utput
resolution (TV lines)
capa /,it ince (pF)
(%)

Application

H9387D

25

163

Magnetic

Magnetic

70

1,200

1.2

2.5

Portable and
studio cameras

H9386D

18

106

Magnetic

Magnetic

60

1,000

0.9

1.8

ENG and
EFP cameras

65

1,100

0.9

2.5

Electrostatic deflection type SATICON III
H4/25

18

90

Magnetic Electrostatic

ENG cameras a. -id

studio subcameras

Note: SATICON° is registered in the United States. No.1047050

HITACHI
Head Office: Hitachi, Ltd. Electronic Devices Group, New Marunouchi Bldg., 5-1, Marunouchi 1 chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Tel: Tokyo (03) 212-1111 Cable: HITACHY TOKYO Telex: J22396, J22432, J24491, J26375 (HITACHY)
For more information contact: Hitachi America, Ltd. Chicago Office, 500 Park Boulevard, Suite 805, Itasca, iltinais 60143 Tel: (312) 773-0700
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Editing Takes a Cue from Film
Film and tape technologies have been
making tentative passes at each other
for years, but the courtship intensified
this year, with several new editing systems hinting at a possible attempt at un-

ion. Perhaps most symbolic of the
merging trend was Eastman Kodak's
introduction of Eastman Professional
Videotape, the first foray into video imaging by the film giant. Kodak is by no

means giving up on film and was
promoting both its high-speed negative
and low -contrast print stocks, as well as

its Datakode magnetic coating for recording time code on film, which is still
seeking acceptance.

It was in editing, however, that the
real excitement came as editing system
manufacturers explored their imagina-

tions for creative new approaches to
video editing. Two significant new systems, EditDroid and the Montage Pic-

bin," where they can be recalled if de-

sired.) At a command, the computer
will also scroll through any particular

clip frame by frame. This "picture
processing" and editing is clean, simple, and direct.
What makes the simplicity possible

is a powerful microprocessor, the
Motorola 68000, and up to 22 Z80
chips. Source material initially is recorded onto as many as 14 Beta Hi-Fi
consumer transports, which serve as
the sources for the console's digital images. The large number of VCRs, each

holding identical material, gives the
system its speed. They communicate
with the console via intelligent interfaces that read and generate time code,
although the user is never aware of the
code. The system is capable of instantly
trimming, splicing, and inserting clips

in any desired order and can produce

Convergence EditDroid system.

The cursor is moved by means of a
trackball on EditDroid's stripped -down
keyboard (alphanumeric information is
entered on a separate typewriter -style

keyboard). A large shuttle knob, designed to recall the speed controller of a

flatbed film editor, moves the video
forward and reverse and contains a
rocker switch for forward and reverse
jog. The trackball and shuttle knob,
with a couple of associated buttons,

ture Processor, created the most

several wipes and dissolves in addition

excitement. While both showed the in-

to straight cuts. It remains an off-line
system, however, producing a com-

control most editing functions. Twelve

relabeling themselves with LEDs as

Ron Barker, the president of Mon-

pletely clean EDL on floppy disk.
Two unusual options deserve special

tage, says he got the idea for the Picture

mention: a "storyboard printer" that

Processor from his hobby of flying

While it can control all kinds of
source machines, including VTRs,

manouver with his frontal lobes, however, nearly ended in an accident. Montage is an attempt to allow the editor to

turns the digital video on the 14 black
and white monitors into a hard copy
output, and an "electronic grease pencil" for actually writing on the frames
of video. All this advanced technology
does not come cheaply. A stripped down monaural system with seven Beta
transports starts at $150,000, with the

work instinctively, totally ignoring

fully expanded system (including

numbers and even words in the process.

stereo audio and 14 Beta Hi-Fi decks,
dissolve/wipe unit, two TBCs, auto -

fluence of film editing, they differed
radically from each other.

radio -controlled model helicopters. He

had no trouble performing difficult,
complex stunts as long as he worked in-

stinctively; an attempt to direct the

Scenes and takes are labeled with pictures for instant graphic representation.
The main console controls are a pair of

assembly driver with eight -inch floppy,

storyboard printer, and electronic
grease pencil) lists for $262,000.
EditDroid, the much -touted system

developed by Lucasfilms in conjunction with Convergence Corp., offers
the speed and simplicity of Montage,
but the comparison ends there. As its
parentage implies, the system was de-

additional keys control the rest,
their functions change.

EditDroid is built to take advantage of
what many see as the next trend in video editing, the videodisc. The unit in
Convergence's NAB booth was interfaced with three Sony disc players (a
standard EditDroid configuration can
control up to 32 machines).
The primary advantage of discs, of
course, is their rapid random access to

any point in the program material.
Their primary disadvantage is the difficulty of getting material mastered onto
disc. It is almost universally believed,

however, that disc mastering services
will proliferate and that the cost per disc

will drop dramatically from the rare
"secret supplier" who will do a non reproducible disc today for $300 to

possible. A CRT logsheet display,

large-scale commercial operations that
will churn out discs for less than $100.
Recognizing this, editor manufacturers
are losing no time in interfacing their

hand -sized knobs, supplemented by a

which can be user -configured, allows

small number of buttons for picture
editing and picture processing functions. At the editor's request, the sys-

systems to discs, following CMX's

the user to enter and store almost unlimited amounts of scene and take informa-

lead of 1983.

tion, including descriptions and

Film themes

tem will display head and tail frames of

durations. The screen also provides

The theme of film -style editing was

seven short clips of video, scrolling

graphic displays of editing functions,
with a cursor that changes shape, resembling a pair of scissors when cutting, for example.

reiterated by EMME, EECO's entry

Montage Picture Processor control
console.

through them on command and placing

desired takes in electronic "work
bins." (Unused bits go into a "discard

veloped to make the video editing proc-

ess as much like film editing as

into the high -end editing market. The

system (the name stands for EECO
Multi -Machine Editing system) was
BM/E
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co -developed with Swiderski Electronics of Elk Grove Village, IL, whose de-

sign team included Jim Adams and
other key people concerned in the development of the Bosch Mach One editor. EMME is a totaly new design that
controls up to nine VTRs and ATRs
plus production switcher/effects pack-

age. Particularly interesting is the
choice of three different kinds of keyboard controls. The main one, called
the Independent Creative Workstation,
is a dedicated keyboard in which single
keys are used to access all machine con-

trol functions. The second, the Integrated Creative Workstation, is an

interactive design that functions
through the video production switcher.

It features an active EDL and control
through trackball or mouse. The third
kind, designed specifically for film -

version of the IVES system that controls three VCRs, plus a production
switcher/effects system. Also, EECO
editing interface for half -inch record-

of which can be used to flag the next
key) and a user -definable display of
part of the EDL on the construction
page. The system is also now capable

ers. The project was instigated by

of complete multiple M/E control,

Panasonic, and the editing system, with
Recam recorder interface, was demonstrated at the Panasonic booth.

including the downstream keyer, on

has for the first time introduced an

The videodisc theme was carried

Ampex's AVC switcher.
Montage, too, is fully aware of the
trend to videodiscs, and had a system in

through several exhibits at NAB.

its hospitality suite using discs as

Ampex, for example, showed its ACE
system interfaced with a videodisc system from Spectra Image of N. Holly-

sources.

wood, CA. The Spectra Image laser
playback system has two lasers, allowing it simultaneously to read two

CMX, of course, offers videodisc interfaces for its new systems, the 3400
and 3400 + . According to company
president Phil Arenson, over 100 3400

points on the same disc and resulting in
one second end -to -end search. The dual

Active research

systems are in the field, with the second

lasers also allow A/B rolls off a single
disc. "It's literally real-time editing,"

generation of 3400s set for delivery

style editing, is the Cinemagraphic
Creative Workstation. No time code
numbers are displayed on the status
monitor and the editor simply makes

says an Ampex spokesman, Mark

ognition options, part of the 3400 +
package, have also been released and

selections about in and out points,based
on visual and audio cues; the edit decision lister takes care of the rest. EMME
sells for $35,000 to $65,000.

head -to -head competition with CMX.
The company had both the touchscreen

are now in use. The + Touch option is
$7000, while + Voice is $6000.
Arenson is adamant about his company's leadership in editing systems, and

and dedicated keyboard versions of

few would dispute him. "We spend

ACE on display, with new software of-

EECO also introduced an A/B roll

fering four user -programmable keys

two million dollars a year on research
and development," he states, "which

Record,

play
and dub
complete
sports
events
and full-

Gray. "It's so fast you can't keep up
with it." Ampex is working to position

its ACE system as a supereditor in

shortly. The touchscreen and voice rec-

Remarkable Low -Cost
PAL/NTSC Digital Image
Processor

Arrifik.
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ME -238 Kit for Type -C VTRs

ME -278 Digital Frame

ME -288 Standards Converter

Extend record/play time to 3

Audio Delay
Correct audio -to -audio timing

Unique in the field of digital

hours on Ampex VPR-80, VPR-2,
Marconi VTRs, Sony BVU 2000;

2 hrs. 40 min. on Sony BVU
1000/1100 recorders. Ideal for
master playback when dub-

bing to small format
machines or for automated programming.

errors when programs are
passed through framestores,

standards converters, synchronizers or digital effects systems. Delay is selectable
in frame or field incre-

ments using simple

arnEKLan

front panel control.

Merlin Engineering Works maintains complete design, engineering and fabricating
capabilities for custom systems and special products. Call for further information
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(each storing up to 100 events, the last
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video processing, the ME -288
combines TBC, noise reduction,
color correction, synchronizer,
field/frame store, H & V image
enhancement plus NTSC to
PAL/PAL to NTSC standard con-

version in one integrated unit.
MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS
1880 EMBARCADERO, PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 856.0900 TWX 910-3731782

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-227-1980

(Calif. 415/856-0900 Collect)

du4
is more than any other editing company
writes in orders." All those R&D dollars have helped develop new features
for the 3400, including expanded mem-

ory, multiple edit decision lists,
dynamic sort modes, match cut cal-

culation, and new GPI initializations. In addition, the company announced a new 12 for 340/3400 editing
systems, designed to permit control of

up to four machines capable of serial
interface.

The biggest excitement at the CMX

L

review the completed edit full -screen.

The system uses any video source,
including, of course, discs. Where this
concept will lead remains to be seen;
we'll have to wait until next year to see
if feedback from NAB visitors will lead
CMX to introduce a new product.
The idea of showing a series of video
frames like a strip of film held up to the
light has obviously caught the imagination of the editing community. In addition to CMX and Montage, Asaca had a
device that displays frame -by -frame

Asaca AEV 300 multi -image viewer.

video clips. Each of these units, of

VTRs or-you guessed it-videodiscs.
Perhaps recognizing the timeliness

technological concept tucked off in one

course, employs substantially different

corner. This product of CMX's R&D
department, while in no way a finished

of the idea, Asaca also showed a basic,

technology, but all display strips of
frames and allow the operator to scroll
through them during the editing proc-

off-line, single -function edit system
with lightpen control, built around the
EditMaster. The system controls four

ess. The Asaca unit, the AEV-300
EditMaster multi -image viewer,

source machines and is based on a per-

booth, however, was an unnamed

product, points to the possibility of
what could be the simplest, most direct

editing system ever. All editing func-

tions are performed on a monitor,
which displays two strips of video,
about seven frames each. Audio is
"visible" on the right of each strip.
The operator can scroll forward and reverse, selecting in and out points on ei-

ther strip by simply touching the
appropriate frames. The machine then
displays the splice, showing the new
"strip" created by the edit. It will also

141

displays four strips at once and interfaces to CMX and ISC editing systems.

(Interfaces for Convergence and

sonal computer (it was displayed at
NAB with an Apple system). Cost of
the EditMaster is $20,000, plus interface costs.

Datatron systems are expected shortly.)

The EditMaster also put in an ap-

Based on a digital memory system, it

pearance at the Interactive Systems Co.
booth, where it was interfaced to ISC' s
new System 51 large-scale editor. (An
ISC editor was operating at the Asaca

will scroll forward or backward at variable speeds and still frame. Audio appears as a ragged right edge, allowing

the editor to match an edit with a
break in the audio. Sources may be

booth, too.) The 51 offers several advances over its predecessor, System

Affordable Random Access Video Cart Systems
Cost effective, modular, and expandable
Component
Switching

and

Processing
Modified 3/4"

U-Matic Players with
Y-C/DOC outputs or 1/2" Type M with

YIQ outputs are switched through
our vertical interval Matrix
Switcher into a
MIN,
SECS
component
,SRS

Any Tape Format
Choose from 1" Type C, 3/4" U-Matic,
1/2" Type M, or any combination.

FRAMES

TBC.

Automatic
Directory
O"
"1
itA3 PECINS PLY
A,
Reading
Cassettes are
loaded randomly into any empty
deck. They rewind automatically to
the head and the directory, contain-

"O

1000

SHL

Or more with 68K

E'EN S

Multi -Event

Program-

mer and

Disc Drive.

The computer identifies, searches
out, and activates tape segments to
be cued and aired in the order
scheduled.
Lease Plans Available

ing a 4 -digit reel ID number with
precise start and finish times of each

segment according to their location

with reference to SMPTE time code is
read into memory. The status indicating ID found and VTR

location is displayed on
the terminal.
Send for Brochure
Lake Systems Corporation,

LA -KART

55 Chapel Street, Newton,
MA 02160 617/244-6881

TM

LAKE SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Prices Start at $89,900

© Lake Systems Corp. 1983
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41. For example, it has a hard disk
drive with 10 Mbytes of storage, as
well as 256 kbytes of memory for almost unlimited expansion capability. It
is available as a rackmount system or in
a standard console. A significant new

software feature is the Film Package,
which allows entry of film foot/frame

finer shuttle control than does the
screen, but the user must return to the
screen to complete the EDL.
California Paltex Corp., new owners
of the Datatron line, showed a production version of the Edit -Star system,
heir to the Tempo 76 series. Edit -Star
boasts a long list of features, including

information for either 35 or 16 mm formats with automatic offset calculation.
Also new is the Remote Terminal Emu-

a help function and three user -definable

lator, which allows the System 51 to
control equipment having an RS -422

Vanguard system and announced that it
has also acquired the IVC Editing Products Division of Cezar Industries, Ltd.,
including the ABR editing line.
An editor well -established in Japan

serial port. ISC is no newcomer to serial control; its editors have been taking

direct control of Sony and Ampex
VTRs through their serial ports, with

keys, each with storage for 20 events.

Paltex also showed the established

now.

but almost unknown here was introduced to U.S. broadcasters by Omicron, its exclusive U.S. distributor.

Traditional systems strong

EMX-7100 controls up to four ma-

Other editing system manufacturers,
while fully aware of the trend toward
film -style editing, showed more traditional systems. Sony emphasized its

chines with A/B roll capability. It has a

BVE-5000 editor as the heart of a Sony -

compatible eight -inch floppy disk. It
can function as an on-line or off-line

no interface needed, for some time

built "total system" consisting of one inch, 1/2 -inch, and 3/4 -inch VTRs,
TBCs, MCI 24 -track recorder and au-

dio console, and a GVG production
switcher.
United Media had a small version of

its established Commander editor, the
Mini -Comm, a two- or three -VTR A/B

roll system for under $10,000. CMXcompatible disk output is standard for

the unit, which interfaces with one inch, 3/4 -inch, and 1/2 -inch tape formats.

It is expandable to a full Commander II
system.

Videomedia's newest offering was

Manufacturered by Japan's Elecon, the

dedicated keyboard with remote control of playback machines and full EDL

management, producing a CMXsystem. According to Omicron, the
EMX-7100 has been used for seven
years in Japan, where it enjoys the
largest market share.

Telecines
As expected, the telecine areawhere film and video have been meeting for decades-showed few surprises
at this year's NAB. The chief news was
the first U.S. showing of Rank Cintel's
multiplexed, on -air CCD telecine, the
ADS 1 (also shown at the RCA booth as
the TKS-100). Rank had some new fea-

For more
information
contact
your nearby
Panasonic
Distributor.
EAST COAST
Chenault

Multi Image International Division

605 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10158

(212) 557-0598
Mr. David Buckley

SOUTHEAST
Optical Laser Systems, Inc.

4131 Northwest 132nd Street
Opalocka, FL 33054

(305) 687-1481
Mr. Robert Lyon

MIDWEST
Laser Data Technology

Hilltop Executive Center
1590 South Milwaukee Avenue
Suite 315
Libertyville, IL 60048

(312) 680-7794
Mr. Lou Skriba

WEST COAST/SOUTHERN AREA

the Eagle III i/2- and 3/4 -inch A/B roll
system, which boasts all the functions

tures on its Mk IIIC post -production

Interactive Video Disc, Inc.

flying -spot telecine, including a third -

of the larger Z6000 -E. The $30,000

generation telecine framestore,

11600 Washington Place
Los Angeles, CA 90066

system has SMPTE time code, but
switcher interfaces are limited. Other
additions to the Eagle line are the SM-3

triple SMPTE/EBU time code reader

option ($2800) and the EA -102
nonvolatile memory option -12 years
of memory for $1000. The company
has now released its Version 2 software

for the Z6000 series, a $1500 option
that fully releases the editor's power,
according to Videomedia.

Digiscan III, and an improved vertical

aperture corrector, Digivac. In addition, the company is marketing the
G.T.C. synchronizer, which permits
A/B rolls between two Mk llICs.
A related product at the BTX booth
was the new Cine Control System, designed to facilitate the interlock of a Mk

III with a VTR. The bundled system
consists of BTX's The System, a Cypher time code system, a Mk III inter-

Control Video, recently purchased
by ADDA Corp., now offers a keyboard for its LightFinger touchscreen
editor. The $2000 option is a simple

face, and choice of VTR interface.

dedicated keyboard that duplicates the
basic screen commands with a numeric

reminiscent of Rank's Amigo system,
can program all of the FDL's color corrections, storing up to 800 scene settings for later recall. Storage is in the
master processor's RAM, although the

keypad, rotary shuttle knob, and a
small number of keys. According to a
company spokesman, the knob gives
86
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Bosch enhanced its FDL-60 CCD
telecine with the FRP-60 film repro-

(213) 398-5966
Mr. Jim Gross

WEST COAST/NORTHERN AREA
Office Network. Inc.

50 West Brokaw Drive
Suite 64
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 294-7404
Mr. Ted Squillante

SOUTHWEST
Optical Documents, Inc

Capitol Executive Suites
5909 N.W. Expressway
Suite 202
Oklahoma City, OK 73132
(405) 728-0771
Mr. Gregg Lee

duction programmer. This system,

Panasonic.

Industrial Company

We've just cut
laser disc recording time from
six weeks to half a second.
The Industry's first and only laser
disc recorder has Direct -Read After -Write ("DRAW") capabil ty
in both full motion and frame -by frame modes. It eliminates the
usual four to six week wait for
video tape conversion into
laser disc.
This truly unique Panasonic
laser disc recording system has
several advanced features, including: the fastest access time
(0.5 seconds) of any apical system, two -channel audio, standard remote control, an RS -232
computer interface pon, and 3"

video discs (for cost and storage instant -access color recording,
space reductions). Now, the only with the Panasonic OMDF
accessory you need is a video
Why wait up :o six weeks for
camera Images can be recorded laser d scs when you can it stantly
from any video source directly
record them yourself? Contact
onto laser cisc.
us for more information about
Applicatic ns are as far-reaching the Panasonic Optical Me nary
as your imagination. Industrial
Disc System TO -2023 Recorder/
training, government simulation, Player or TO -2024 Player. Write
archive storage and retrieval,
or call: Computer Product;
security surveillance, and eduDivisioi, Panasonic Industrial
cational programs are just a few Company, Division of Matsushita
of the excitilg possibilities. V/hat- Electric Corporation of Arr erica,
ever your applications, you can
One Panasonic Way, Seca _ICUS,
produce finished laser discs at
N.J. 07 D94; (201) 348-700D.
a moment's notice, thanks to

Announcing the Panasonic
Optical Memory Disc Recorder.
It records directly,
plays back instantly,
in full motion and color.

panason1C

Panasonic.

Industrial Company
Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

.41/4.
11111111111111W

information may be transferred to flop-

py disk. Other features include
panscan, programmable film speeds,
and freeze frame. The $100,000 unit
has controls B format VTRs for direct
film -to -tape transfers with correction
for frame rate. The other large post production telecine, Marconi's B3410
line -array unit, was on view at the AF
Associates booth in the same configu-

ration as last year. According to a
spokesman, the company has sold eight
B3410s in this country.

ny, Micro Video, showed at the
Laumic booth its Edit-Calc software
system, which provides a film editor
with an EDL complete with SMPTE
time code. Information from the film
edit is entered through the small Commodore computer the system runs on;

the software automatically compensates for the frame rate differential. The
system, including software cassette, instructions, and a Commodore 64, costs
$2500.

Gray Engineering Labs introduced

Laird, L -W International, and

the FDG-241 film data generator, a

Magnasync/Moviola showed their

microprocessor -based unit controlled
by a Televideo TVI-950 CRT terminal.
It encodes the video with edge, reel,
scene, take, and SMPTE time code in-

well-known telecine systems. L -W's
biggest news, however, was its Athena
multimedia telecines, now available in

144
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formation. It should be available by the
fall and will cost about $8000.
Kodak is still showing its Datakode

magnetic coating for film stock. Although the company concedes the prod-

uct is "moving slowly," it says that
equipment utilizing Datakode is starting to appear. Coherent Communications brought its system for optically
recording time code on each frame of
film during production. Meanwhile,

Arriflex showed its VAFE "video assisted film editing system, which
utilizes a small video camera to record
SMPTE-encoded video during a film

shoot. The system is adaptable for
use with Arri 16 and 35 mm film
cameras.

a variety of diplexing and multiplexing

configurations. Magnasync/Moviola

introduced a companion unit to its
Videola film -to -tape transfer system,
the EdgeWriter. As the name implies,
this device imprints film edge numbers,
footage, and frames as a window dub
on the video. Control Video OEMs the

Video Processing: Bits
and Bytes

EdgeWriter, which is priced in the

Much of the industry is talking these

$12,000 range.
New telecine color correctors were
shown by Corporate Communications

days about the slow but inevitable prog-

the AS -2 audio synchronizer, at $4995.
The unit ofers full 16 -bit A/D conver-

ress from analog to digital-and the

sion with excellent S/N and dynamic

Consultants, a specialist in that field.
The System XL2000 is similar to the

products on view at the show this year
certainly bear out the transition. But in
the area of video processing, the revo-

response, and the ability to work in virtually every broadcast application.

company's previous offerings but

lution is already completely in gear.

Larkworthy, however, perhaps the

comes with a more traditional control
knob arrangement. It sells for $94,000
and is available in PAL and NTSC ver-

There's barely a company out there that
is processing video with analog circuits

most exciting new product introduction
is the Color -Ex system, an extension of
the Faroudja Labs Record -Ex noise reducer, handled exclusively in the U.S.

sions. The other new unit, System
EBM, is a tape -to -tape color corrector
for component video priced at $37,000.

Ikegami introduced an auto setup
telecine camera system, the TKC-990,
which the company says is a totally new
design. A separate color corrector with
optional scene -by -scene correction is
available for the unit. First-time NAB

exhibitor Hubcom, an outgrowth of

into small -format recording.
New in the For -A product line is the
FA -410 digital TBC's ability to handle

Dynamic Tracking signals from both

by Fortel. The new technique, which
works on any NTSC signal, reduces
chroma noise by up to 12 dB without
affecting the luminance. More significantly, the noise reduction is accomplished without field -to -field or frame -

to -frame averaging, preventing the
artifacts associated with DNRs. The

Hubbard Communications, has entered
the telecine field with HCF-One, a low-

the Sony BVU-800 and Panasonic VHS
VCRs. Eight -bit sampling, component
inputs, and a digitial DOC are just two

cost ($29,950) telecine camera with

of the systems's features-allowing

several unique features, demonstrated
in a hospitality suite. Designed as a di-

smooth image handling during both fast
and slow VCR operation, and also during freeze frame. Price is $7950.

price is only $4995.
NEC now has a new frame synchronizer on the market, the FS -18, with 4 x
fsc sampling and 10 -bit processing. To
the basic unit, priced at $9000. can be
added an optional $2800 TBC for heterodyne and direct VTRs; a $2000 four -

Certainly among the most exciting

field memory which processes the

new product offerings here is the Fortel
Digibloc synchronizer/TBC/"mini still
store," eight of which were recently installed at NBC's EJ operations center in

entire chrominance signal at the same
time to prevent picture shifting; and a
$1500 freeze function with three -line
digital comb filter. To go with the new
frame synchronizer is the AS -18 audio

rect replacement for either large or
small format existing cameras, its light
wheel control automatically adjusts for
changes in slide or film light levels. Its
camera control unit can be remotely installed up to 15 m away, and it also features a waveform monitor that displays

gamma characteristics using Kodak's
grey scale.

New York City-In addition to the
Fortel multi -freeze function and basic
freezeframe, the unit also offers up to

A number of devices designed to

four fields of internal memory. The

simplify video -assisted film editing appeared at the show. Going at it from the

price for the basic synchronizer starts at
$11,000.
Also now part of the Digibloc line is

film side, a Washington, DC, compa8a

any more. And as if to prove how advanced this corner of the industry is,
many companies this year have leaped
at the opportunity to offer component
as well as composite signal processing
to customers who are making the leap

According to Fortel president John
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synchronizer, with two channels
standard and add-on memory allowing
up to four seconds delay per channel.
The same kind of approach to audio

synchronizing is being taken by
Tektronix, newcomer in the frame syn-

The apple (above left) was processed through a conventional TBC and shows quality loss including chroma noise, ringing, detail loss and
luma/chroma timing error. The orange (above right) was processed through a Y-68832 TEC and the result is a sharp, crisp, more life -like picture.

THE BEST

3/4"

PICTURES
NO COMPARISON
The Y-68832 Total Error CorrectorTM gives you the best picture quality
possible from 3/4 -inch VTR's. Superior picture quality that has been
proven in hundreds of split-screen comparisons. Picture quality so

good, FORTEL offers a cash reward to anyone who can show better
pictures from a 3/4 -inch VTR using any other TBC, frame
synchronizer, or video processor.
TOTAL ERROR CORRECTION
Comparing video from a conventional TBC to video from a Y-68832
Total Error Corrector (TEC) is like comparing apples to oranges. A lot
of companies are talking about component processing, but the fact
is only the Y-68832 TEC processes component (Y-688) video directly
using the "dub" input and output of 3/4 -inch VTR's. The result is
dramatically improved picture quality. The Y-68832 TEC also uses
advanced signal processing techniques to provide even more
picture improvement by reducing luma and chroma noise,
sharpening chroma transitions, and correcting luma/chroma delay.
Even better pictures are possible using FORTELs RECORD 1TM and
RECORD 2TM (developed by FAROUDJALaboratones) to prevent
detail loss and automatically control Y-68832 TEC image correction
functions.

PROFESSIONAL POWER
The Y-68832 TEC is the perfect complement for the new professional
series 3/4 -inch VTR's. The exclusive DYNA-TRACTm feature of the
Y-68832 TEC works with the Sony BVU82OTM VTR to produce the
highest quality pictures from full -reverse speed to 3X forward speed,

including stop action and slow motion. In fact, the Y-68832 TEC
produces better picture quality from the Sony BVU8OOTM and
BVU82OTM VTR's than any other TBC, including Sony's own
BVT-800Tm High speed shuttle provides up to 40X normal operating
speed for reverse and forward search viewing.

DARE TO COMPARE
Quite simply, the Y68832 TEC produces better picture quality from
3/4 -inch VTR's than any other TBC, synchronizer, or video processor.
Mail the coupon on the back page for more information. Better still,
call or write FORTEL today and we'll arrange a split-screen
comparison in your facility against the unit you're considering. Dare
to compare! After all, you've got nothing to lose. But then, neither do
we.

Quality . . Made in USA
.

Y-688"

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

The only NTSC video corrector to use the dub (Y-688) input and
output of 3/4 -inch VTR's. Heterodyne processing is eliminated and
with it the major cause of picture quality loss.

Digital Sampling

Super -wide 32 -line dual channel digital memories provide more
headroom, better S/N performance, reduced luma/chroma crosstalk,
and the best slow-motion and shuttle performance.

Signal to Noise Ratio

Exclusive Phase-CompTM look -ahead chroma phase noise correction
for up to 18dB of chroma noise reduction without color smearing.

Exclusive DYNA-TRAC dynamic tracking for professional series
VTR's. Only the Y-68832 TEC uses high quality Y-688 "dub" signals
from the Sony BVU-820 VTR for the best quality pictures from
reverse to 3X forward play speed, including stop -action and
slow-motion.

High speed shuttle search gives you up to 40X normal speed
reverse and forward viewing.

(Luma)
(Ch roma)

Window of Correction

32 Horizontal Lines
(Combs Off)
(Combs Off)

Encoded In/Encoded
1.5°
Out

Differential Gain

Dub In/Dub Out

0.5%
Encoded In/Encoded
1.5%
Out
(Y-688)

(Residual Error)

Program
Out

On

Image
Processing

Input

mule

opr

n4g8

OP,

ByP

Enc

RP

(-3dB)

5.0 MHz
(Y-688 Mode)

1.5%

(Encoded Mode) 3%
Residual Error

(Luma)

±20nsec

White Clip

110 IRE Nominal
(Internally Adjustable)

Power

87-130VAC or
200-260VAC
50 or 60 Hz, 235W

Ambient Temperature

10°C to 40°C (50°F
to 104°F)

Ambient Humidity

10% to 90%

Weight

18.2kg (40 lbs.)

Dimensions

48.3cm
8.9cm
60.3cm
54.6cm

Exclusive one-year warranty on parts and labor backed by certified

Even better pictures are possible using FORTEL's RECORD 1TM and
RECORD 2TM (developed by FAROUDJALaboratortes) to prevent
detail loss and automatically control Y-68832 TEC image correction
functions.

0.5°

(Y-688)

(Residual Error)

K Factor (2T)

FORTEL service.

57dB Encoded Mode
60dB Dub Mode
Dub In/Dub Out

Differential Phase

Bandwidth

Two 3 -line adaptive comb filters separate luma and chroma
information and reduce chroma phase and amplitude noise by
4.2dB. Switchable combing below 2.5MHz eliminates vertical smear.
Drop out compensation is standard.

8 bits at 14.3MHz
8 bits at 7.2MHz

(19")W
(3.5")H
(23.75")D
(21.5")D
into rack

Specifications subject to change without notice.

.Y4388. Total Error Corrector, DYNA-TRAC, and Phase Comp are trademarks of FORTEL Incorporated
.BVU-820, BVU-800. and BVT-800 are trademarks of Sony Corporation
"'RECORD 1 and RECORD 2 are trademarks of FAROUDJA Laboratories and are licensed to FCRTEL by
Faroudja Laboratories
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video courtesy of WTBS (Turner Broadcast System) and the Atlanta Braves

The DIGIBLOC FS -2 has 2 full frames of synchronization capacity to provide perfect automatic color framing without horizontal picture shift. The
unrivaled power and performance of the FS -2 gives you perfect synchronization, direct and heterodyne time base correction, and when used
with the DIGIBLOC RES-1 Remote Engineering Station, exclusive multi -freeze for up to 4 -fields of still -store capacity (shown above).

THE ONLY
SYNCHRONIZER,
TBC,

MINI STILL STORE
NO COMPARISON
Only FORTEL offers a four -field synchronizer, an infinite window
TBC, and a mini still -store all in one with quality and reliability backed
by FORTELs exclusive one-year warranty on parts and labor. The
DIGIBLOC Series of digital video and audio synchronizers ... The
digital building block system for the 80's.

VIDEO SYNCHRONIZATION
At the heart of the DIGIBLOC Series are the FS-1TM and FS -2 Frame
SynchronizersTM Using the power of the latest microprocessor and
RAM technology, the FS -1 and FS -2 set new standards for
performance and cost effectiveness.
The FS -1 and FS -2 use state-of-the-art 64K dynamic RAM's to

provide four times the memory in the same space, and with lower
power consumption per bit than the 16K Ram's used in most
synchronizers. Both also feature 14.3MHz digital sampling and
optional 8 or 9 bit quantizing.

TBC options for use with direct or heterodyne VTR's, and both can
be used with the DIGIBLOC AS -1 Audio SynchronizerTM for
automatic compensation of audio -to -video path delay, or with the
AS -2 Audio SynchronizerTM for normal path compensation.

MINI STILL - STORE
Of course, the FS -2 has 2 full frames of synchronization capacity for
perfect automatic color framing without horizontal picture shift. In
addition to perfect synchronization, the FS -2 can provide direct and
heterodyne time base correction, and when used with the DIGIBLOC
RES-1 Remote Engineering Station?"' exclusive multi -freeze for up to
4 -fields of still -store capacity. Use the multi -freeze to capture "slides"
of video for later use in captioning, to freeze action sequences, and
to store and show weather pattern shifts.

DIGIBLOC Series of video and audio synchronizers, Mail the coupon
on the back for more information, or call FORTEL today for a
demonstration of the DIGIBLOC Series.
Quality .

.

. Made in USA

TBC & AUDIO SYNCHRONIZATION
The FS -1 and FS -2 are more, however, than just advanced video
synchronizers; they are the core of a powerful integrated digital
video/audio system. Both the FS -1 and FS -2 can be equipped with

1)101131.%^(: Series

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

Features standard with the FS -1 and FS -2 Frame
Synchronizers include:

Digital Sampling Rate

14.3MHz

Quantizing Bits

8 or 9

Dual Microprocessor memory function controls.

Window of Correction

14.3MHz digital sampling rate with 8 bit quantizing.

Bandwidth

Infinite Window

(Heterodyne)

5MHz
2.5MHz

Signal -to -Noise Ratio

(8 bit)
(9 bit)

58dB
60dB

2 frame synchronization for perfect automatic color framing without
horizontal picture shift.

Differential Phase

(8 bit)
(9 bit)

2°

Multi -freeze for up to 4 fields of still -store capacity when used with
DIGIBLOC RES-1 Remote Engineering Station.

Differential Gain

(8 bit)
(9 bit)

2%
2%

K Factor (2T)

(Direct)

1%

(Heterodyne)

3%

(Monochrome)
(Heterodyne)

± 20nsec

(Direct)

User Programmable hot switching to meet individual requirements.

The FS -2 includes all of the above standard features plus:

Optional features of the FS -1 and FS -2 include:
Direct time base correction.

Residual Error

Heterodyne time base correction and 3.58 feedback operation with
automatic switching between heterodyne and direct synchronizing.

Tilt

9 bit quantizing.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

(-3dB)
(-3dB)

1°

(Direct)

± 2Onsec
± 2nsec

(Line Rate)
(Field Rate)

1%

.DIGIBLOC Series, FS -1 Frame Synchronizer, FS -2 Frame Synchronizer AS.1 Audio Synchronizer, AS.2
Audio Synchronizer, RESJ1 Remote Engineering Station, are trademarks of FORTE. Incorporated.
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FORTEL

FORTELs exclusive UNITEC single P.C. board construction (above) provides light -weight (less than 15 lbs.), low power consumption (less than
100 watts), and rugged -durability in a single rack unit (13/4 -inch high); and all at a price that is thousands of dollars less than other manufacturer's
TBC's. Exclusive "personality" program cards provide easy interchangeable use with any major brand of Type "C" 1 -inch VTR or 3/4" U-Matic.

THE TBC THAT

SKIPPED
A GENERATIO N
NO COMPARISON

FORTEL introduces the most significant advancement in the history
of time base correction. The TBC32 Time Base CorrectorTM -a TBC
so advanced, so powerful that it surpasses every current TBC in
performance, price, size, weight, and power consumption. A TBC
that redefines the term "state-of-the-art," and has been described as
having, "...skipped a generation in the development cycle."

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE
Strong Statements for TBC32 performance, but consider the
following:

The TBC32 corrects time base error from all major manufacturer's
1 -inch VTR's, including those made by Ampex, Hitachi, RCA, and
Sony.

The TBC32 corrects time base error from 3/4 -inch and 1/2 -inch VTR's
with SC feedback, and with the TBC32 this is a standard feature,
not a costly add-on.

packed into a single rack unit (13/4 -inch high). FORTELs exclusive
UNITECTM single P.C. board construction and new exclusive chassis
design provides both light -weight and rugged -durability. These
features, plus total power consumption of less than 100 watts, makes
the TBC32 your ideal choice for the most demanding field and van
uses, as well as studio applications.

THE RIGHT PRICE
Like all FORTEL products, the TBC32 is backed by FORTELs
exclusive one-year warranty for parts and labor. Best of all, the TBC32
is priced thousands of dollars less than other manufacturer's TBC's.

TBC32 ... The most significant advancement in the history of TBC's
by the company famous for TBC's. Mail the coupon on the back
page for more information, or call FORTEL today for a demonstration
of the TBC32 There is NO COMPARISON.

Quality ... Made in USA

The TBC32 has a super -wide 32 -line digital correction window to
correct even the most severe time base errors, and provides
dynamic tracking without expensive memory options.

Exclusive DYNA-TRACTm dynamic tracking from 2X reverse to 4X
forward speed, including slow-motion and stop -action.

UNITEC SINGLE P.C.B. CONSTRUCTION
The most amazing part of the TBC32 is that all of this performance is

111C 32

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

The TBC32 corrects time base error from all major manufacturer's
1 -inch VTR's, including those made by Ampex, Hitachi, RCA, and

Digital Sampling

8 or 9 bits at 14.3MHz

Window of Correction

32 Horizontal Lines

Sony.

Signal to Noise Ratio

The TBC32 corrects time base error from 3/4 -inch and 1/2 -inch VTR's

as a standard feature, not a costly add-on.

(9 bit)

Differential Phase

The TBC32 has a super -wide 32 -line digital correction window to
correct even the most severe time base errors, and provides
dynamic tracking without expensive memory options.

58dB
61dB

(8 bit)

2°
1°

(8 bit)

(9 bit)

Differential Gain

2%
2% (Analog processing
yields less than 0.5%
DG; quantizing DG
limited to 2% with
currently available
A/D Converters)

(8 bit)

(9 bit)

Exclusive DYNA-TRAC dynamic tracking from 2X reverse to 4X
forward speed, including slow-motion and stop -action.
Shuttle mode viewing from 45X reverse to 45X forward play speed.
Phase Comp IITM velocity compensation, and unparalleled DOC
based on line averaging.

Optional 8 or 9 bit digitizing at 14.3MHz sampling rate gives you S/N
Ratio, K Factor, and differential phase and gain specifications that
meet or exceed every 1 -inch Type "C" TBC on the market.

Bandwidth

4.5MHz ± 0.25dB

K Factor (2T)

less than 1%

Residual Jitter

Exclusive UNITEC single P.C. board construction provides
light -weight (less than 15 lbs.), low power consumption (less than
100 watts), and rugged -durability in a single racK unit (13/4 -inch high).

2nsec
lOnsec
1nsec

(color)
(mono)
(sync)

less than 5nsec SCH
phase change due to
temperature

Exclusive one-year warranty on parts and labor backed by certified

Tilt

FORTEL service.

1%
1%

(Line Rate)
(Field Rate)

Specifications subject to change without notice.

87- 130 VAC or

Power

f`TBC. Time Base Corrector. OYNA.TRAC, and Phase Comp II are trademarks of FORTEL Incorporated

200 - 260 VAC,
50 or 60Hz, 65W

MK. Poettlen

Input

',too

10°C to 40°C (50°F
to 104°F)

Ambient Humidity

10% to 90%

Weight

6.8kg (15 lbs.)

Dimensions

48.3cm
4.5cm
58.4cm
54.6cm
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The above split-screen comparison shows the difference COLOR EX makes. The right side shows quality loss including chroma noise, chroma
ringing, and Y/C delay. The left side shows the same video playback processed through COLOR EX. The result is significant picture
improvement and restored rich, vibrant color content without the color smear and motion artifacts associated with digital noise reducers.

A DIFFERENCE

YOU

CAN SEE
NO COMPARISON

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE - SIMPLE OPERATION

COLOR EX Chroma Noise ReducerTM ... The better alternative to
higher priced digital noise reducers (DNR's). COLOR EX uses a
unique processing technique, developed by FAROUIZIALabaatories,

While COLOR EX gives you powerful performance, operation is
simple requiring only a video loop -through (video in/video out). Front
panel controls are power (on/off), program (bypass/operate), input
source selection, and Y/C delay control. Simply connect COLOR EX
to the video source, turn it on, select the appropriate input source,
and COLOR EX does the rest. Up to ± 100 nanoseconds of Y/C
delay is automatically corrected, additional manual control can be
used to correct more severe delay.

to reduce chroma noise and improve the color content without
affecting the luminance (luma) portion of the video signal. This
exclusive processing technique reduces chroma noise without
frame -to -frame or field -to -field averaging. The result is a crisp, clean
video picture without the motion artifacts associated with DNR's.

CHROMA NOISE REDUCTION AND MORE
COLOR EX works with any NTSC composite video signal, time base
corrected or not, to reduce chroma noise and restore rich, vibrant
color to your video picture. In addition, COLOR EX corrects
problems inherent in different video sources. COLOR EX virtually
eliminates quad banding from 2 -inch VTR's, and removes annoying
moirIand other interference patterns from satellite and microwave
transmission paths. COLOR EX gives more complete and
comprehensive improvement of chroma deficiencies from

COLOR EX is your alternative to digital noise reducers. Think about
it: better performance at a lower price. Mail the coupon on the back
page for more information. Better still, call FORTEL today for a
demonstration of COLOR EX in your facility and see the difference
for yourself.

Quality ... Made in USA

color -under VTR's (1/2 -inch and 3/4 -inch) than DNR's costing

thousands of dollars more. In addition to chroma noise reduction,
COLOR EX reduces chroma ringing by up to 50%, improves
chroma risetimes for sharper, crisper color transitions, and corrects
Y/C delay for improved luma/chroma registration.

COLOREX

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR EX features include:
Chroma noise reduction up to 12dB in the Heterodyne (Het) mode
and up to 6dB in the Direct (Dir) mode.

Signal -to -Noise Ratio

Differential Phase

Up to 50% reduction in chroma ringing.

(Heterodyne)

Chroma risetime improvement for sharper, crisper color transitions.

Differential Gain

(Direct)

(Heterodyne)

Automatic Y/C delay correction of ± 100 nsec.

Bandwidth

Manual Y/C delay correction of up to 280 nsec.

Use COLOR EX with any NTSC composite video signal, time
base corrected or uncorrected:
To virtually eliminate quad banding from 2 -inch VTR's.

With 3/4 -inch and 1/2 -inch color -under VTR's to reduce chroma noise,

improve chroma risetimes, and reduce ringing and Y/C delay.
To remove moire -noise and other interference patterns from satellite
and microwave transmission paths.
Specifications subject to change without notice

.COLOR EX is a trademark of FOROUDJA Laboratories and is licensed to FORTEL by Faroudja
Laboratories.

1.5%
2.0%

4.2MHz ± 1.5dB
2MHz ± 1.5dB
2.7MHz ± 6dB
over 28dB @ 3.58MHz

K Factor

(Direct)
(Heterodyne)

1.5%
2.5%

Tilt

(Direct)

1.5%
1.5%

(Full)

(Heterodyne)

To reduce moire -and noise from 1 -inch VTR's.

1.5°
2.0°

(Narrow)

Exclusive one-year warranty on parts and labor backed by certified
FORTEL service.

Chroma Noise Reduction (Direct)
6dB
(Heterodyne only) 12dB

Chrome Ringing
Reduction

(Heterodyne only) 50%

Chroma Risetime

Reduction withlus input
risetime
(Heterodyne)
Chroma/Luma Delay
Correction

Prwmf

65dB
(Direct)

500ns

(Automatic)

± 100ns

(Manua)

280ns

Power

117VACS, 60Hz, 40W

Ambient Temperature

5° to 45°C

Ambient Humidity

10% to 90%

Weight

5.0kg (11 lbs.)

Dimensions

48.3cm
4.4cm
55.9cm

(19")W
(1.75")H
(22")D

VIC NV,
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The C-YIQ32 Time Base Corrector unlocks the full power of Type "M" 1/2 -inch VTR's. Only the C-YIQ32 time base corrects pure YIQ component
signals for better picture quality than conventional TBC's. The super -wide 32 line correction window corrects more severe time base error from
shoulder -mounted Type "M" VTR's than smaller window TBC's. The above pictures show video shot on a roller -coaster without (top -left) and with
(top -right) C-YIQ32 time base correction.

PURE

COMPONE NT
POWER
NO COMPARISON

C-YIQ32 gives picture viewing in the search (jog) mode.

The C-YIQ32 Time Base CorrectorTM; the only TBC specifically

PICTURE POWER

designed to time base correct pure, undistorted YIQ component
signals. The C -Y1032 is yet another example of FORTEL's leadership
in component signal processing, and the only TBC that uses YIQ

component signals directly from Type "M" format, high speed
1/2 -inch VTR's. In fact, using any other TBC limits the picture

performance of a Type "M" VTR.
YIQ COMPONENT PROCESSING
The key to the Type "M" 1/2 -inch format is YIQ component
processing. YIQ processing eliminates picture quality loss due to
heterodyne processing or composite NTSC encoding and decoding.
Using the C -Y1032 for time base correction retains the full -bandwidth
picture quality of pure baseband YIQ component video signals.

The C-YIQ32 gives you performance flexibility far beyond the Type
"M" format. The C-YIQ32 can be used to time base correct video
from 1/2 -inch VHS and 3/4 -inch U-Matic VTR's with 3.58 feedback for
full -bandwidth operation. The C-YIQ32 provides a 2 wire Y-688 "dub"
output for dubbing to 3/4 -inch U-Matic VTR's. Tapes dubbed from
1/2 -inch Type "M" to 3/4 -inch tape using the Y-688 "dub" output of the
C-YIQ32 gives 3/4 -inch picture quality rivaling that of a live camera.

Mail the coupon on the back page for more information, or call
FORTEL today for a demonstration of pure component power.
Quality ... Made in USA

TOTAL TIME BASE CORRECTOR
Field trials have shown that a 32 line window of correction is
necessary to correct the large gyroscopic errors produced by the
high speed, shoulder mounted Type "M" VTR's. The C-YIQ32 has two
32 line digital memories for separate time base correction of the
luma (Y) and chroma (1,0) components of the color video signal. Not
only does the 32 line memory assure the power to correct severe
time base error, but correcting the luma and chroma separately
improves picture quality by reducing luma/chroma crosstalk. In
addition, the TBC control input from a 1/2 -inch Type "M" VTR to the

32

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

The C-YIQ32 time base corrects full bandwidth, pure baseband YIQ
component signals for the best picture quality from 1/2 -inch Type "M"

Digital Sampling

VTR's.

The C-YIQ32 has two 32 line digital memories for separate time base
correction of the luma (Y) and chroma (I,Q) components of the color
video signal. Not only does the 32 line memory assure the power to
correct severe time base error, but correcting the luma and chroma
separately improves picture quality by reducing luma/chroma
crosstalk.
The C-YIQ32 uses the TBC control input from 1/2 -inch Type "M" VTR's
to permit viewing in the search (jog) mode.
The C-YIQ32 can be used to time base correct 1/2 -inch VHS and
3/4 -inch U-Matic video with 3.58 Subcarrier Feedback for full bandwidth operation.

Better than 57dB (p -p signal to RMS
noise, per channel at defined p -p input Y
and chrorninance levels)

Differential Phase

Encoded In/Encoded Out
YIQ In/YIQ Out

1.50

Encoded In/Encoded Out
YIQ In/YIQ Out

1.5%
0.5%

Differential Gain

0.50

Residual Jitter

± 7.5 Nanoseconds (Stable Input)

Bandwidth

(-3dB)

K Factor (2T)

Luminance
I Channel
Q Channel
Subcarrrier
(3.58 Feedback)

4.5MHz
1.5MHz
1.5MHz

YIQ

1%

4.5MHz

Subcarrie
(3.58 Feedback)

1.5%

Power

87 - 130VAC 50 or 60HZ

Ambient Temperature

10°C to 40°C (50°F to T04°F)

Ambient Humidity

10% to 90%

Weight

18.2kg (40 lbs.)

Dimensions

48.3cm
8.9cm
60.3cm
54.6cm

Crrnfra

Off

3.58MHz

32 Horizontal Lines

.C.Y10. Time Base Corrector is a trademark of FORTE!. Incorporated

CArIQ

3.58M Hz

Signal to Noise Ratio

Exclusive one-year warranty on parts and labor backed by certified
Specifications subject to change without notice

14.32MHz

Window of Correction

The C-YIQ32 provides a 2 -wire Y-688 "dub" output for dubbing to
3/4 -inch U-Matic VTR's. Using Y-688 signals for dubbing produces
picture quality that rivals a live camera feed.
FORTEL service.

Y Channel I Channel Q Channel -

(19")W
(3.5")H
(23.75")D
(21.5")D
into rack

HIGHEST
PERFORMANCE,
LOWEST
PRICE
NO COMPARISON

PROVEN PERFORMANCE WORLDWIDE

The CCDHP Time Base CorrectorTM is the world's highest performance heterodyne Time Base Corrector, at the world's lowest price.

Over 3000 CCD Type time base correctors, are in use worldwide in
NTSC and PAL formats. The legendary performance and durability
of CCD time base corrector has given it the nickname, "The
Workhorse." That same rugged -durability and proven performance is
built into every CCDHP, performance and durability so good that
each CCDHP is covered by a one-year warranty for parts and labor.
The CCDHP is a full -function TBC that meets all FCC requirements;
use it to correct time base errors to RS170A specifications, do A -B
rolls, and even special effects.

COMPONENT PROCESSING
A lot of companies are talking about component processing, but the
fact is FORTEL perfected component processing in conjunction with
CCD (Charge Coupled Device) technology over 8 years ago. The
CCDHP uses many of the same circuits patented in our original CCD
time base corrector, including Y, R -Y, and B -Y component baseband
processing.
INNOVATION IMPROVED

While it has taken other companies 8 years to discover the power of
component processing, FORTEL has used that time to perfect and
improve its original innovations. The CCDHP incorporates all our
knowledge and experience in TBC design including digitally
controlled CCD memories and a Y/C separator, developed by
FAROUINALaboratories, for better component separation. The
result is picture quality unequaled by higher priced TBC's. In
addition, noise reduction and horizontal enhancement control are
standard features - not costly options.

Proven performance, rugged -durability, and the world's lowest price
... Is it any wonder the CCDHP is the world's most popular TBC?
Mail the coupon on the back page for more information, or call
FORTEL today for a demonstration of the CCDHP.

Quality ... Made in USA

CCDHP

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

The world's highest performance, lowest priced, heterodyne
TBC features:

Window of Correction

2 Horizontal Lines

Signal to Noise Ratio

60dB (NTSC),

Full function performance that meets all FCC requirements and
corrects time base error to RS170A specifications.

58dB (PAL)

Y, R -Y and B -Y baseband component processing for improved
specifications and picture quality.
Y/C separator, developed by FAROUINALaboratones, for superior
component separation

Differential Phase

0.5°

Differential Gain

1.5%

Bandwidth

2.8MHZ (NTSC),
3.2MHZ (PA_) at

- 3dB

Patented digitally controlled CCD (Charge Coupled Device)
memories.

K Factor (2T)

2%

Residual Error

Corrects wrong field edits automatically.

Full proc amp control.

± 25nsec
± 2° relative to burst

(Luma)
(Chromal

White Clip

95 IRE to 130 IRE
(Internally adjustable)

Available in NTSC and PAL models.

Tilt (60HZ)

1%

Exclusive one-year warranty on parts and labor backed by certified

Lock Up Time

Noise reduction and horizontal enhancement control.

(V Lock)
(Line Lock)

FORTEL service.

33msec
3sec

Power

Specifications subject to change without notice.

105-130VAC or
200-240VAC

"CCDHP Time Base Corrector is a trademark of FORTEL Incorporated

50 or 60HZ, 100W

Ambient Temperature

50°C to 45°C
(41°F to 113°F)

Ambient Humidity

10% to 90%

Weight

11.4kg (25lbs.)

Dimensions

48.3cm (19") W
8.9cm (3.5") H
47cm (18.5") D
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QUALITY
THAT'S BUILT I N

NO COMPARISON

In many companies, Quality means making sure a product works
"out of the box," hopefully, as described in a sales brochure. At
FORTEL, Quality results from a pervasive process that begins with
the conception of a product and carries through in the way the
Company is organized, the way the product is designed, the care in
manufacturing, and the structure of the field support system. At
FORTEL, not only do we build Quality into every product before the
QC label goes on, but we keep working throughout the product's
lifetime to assure value to the user year, after year, after year.
PRODUCT DESIGN
A basic specification for every FORTEL designed product is that it
equal or exceed competitive models in every respect. Our standards
for transparency set the pace in the industry. Circuit designs are
simple and conservative to avoid drift and deterioration from heat or
age. Exclusive UNITECTm construction allows on-line
troubleshooting, without extender cards or board removal.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Even FORTELs organization reflects our commitment to quality. At
FORTEL the Product Assurance Manager reports directly to the
President to avoid pressure to "get the goods out the door." Our
Product Assurance Manager has both QC and Customer Service
reporting to him. If the product isn't right, he has to fix rt. Better yet,

every field problem is analyzed so he can initiate Engineering
Change Orders to maintain high product standards.
WARRANTY

Because we believe in our products, they are backed by a one-year
warranty, parts and labor. Most other companies provide that
coverage for 90 days, or less. The difference in warranties speaks for
itself.

TECHNICAL MANUALS
Nothing is perfect. If a problem should arise, every FORTEL product
has a Service Manual considered by many to be the best in the
industry. One reason is FORTELs exclusive Parts Locator System.
Other companies give schematics and diagrams and let you try to
find the defective part hidden in the P.C. board component jungle.
Not FORTEL. Our Parts Locator System (PLS) combines standard
reference designations with consecutive numbered rows to make
component location a snap. Need to find resistor R623? Simple just look to the 6th row, 23rd component, and there is R623. Use the
FORTEL Technical Manual and PLS to reduce the time and
headaches of troubleshooting.
Quality... Not just a slogan but a way of life. Only from FORTEL.

.UNITEC is a trademark of FORTEL Incorporated.
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Y-68832 Time Error Corrector
C-YIQ32 Time Base Corrector
TBC32 Time Base Corrector
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effects including

pixelization,

posterization, and forced -color imaging. It is a seven -bit component device
designed for all 3/4- and 1/2 -inch

systems....Leitch's new framestore
Fortel Color -Ex chroma noise reducer.

chronizer field last year with the
introduction of the 110-S 10 -bit synchronizer. This year the product line
has been expanded with the 118 -AS,
designed to compensate for the delay

between processed video and unprocessed audio.
Excitement continues to mount over

the Digital Video Systems DPS-103
component digital TBC-a totally digital product, including a digital sync
separator. The 103, which uses only a

single rack unit....ADDA's VW Series
digital TBC/frame synchronizer, and
the AC -20A dual -channel TBC/

synchronizer and the VPA 331 video
processing amplifier....Nova Systems'
Model 500 compact, low-cost digital
TBC with eight -bit, 4 x fsc sampling,
featuring only 50 W power consumption in one rack unit....Apert-Herzog's

synchronizer.... Harris' s HVS 632C
component frame synchronizer with

H2 TBC synchronizer and A2 full
frame synchronizer....Thomson-

digital noise reduction, compress/
positioner, and digital keyer, plus the
HVS 690 frame synchronizer/
TBC ....James Gruner & Assoc . /Cel

CSF's new Mark IV Series of image en-

Ltd.'s TBC/frame synchronizer with
infinite window and color corrector

hancers with 255 dB S/N, combed H
and crispening, and automatic sensing
to prevent over-enhancing....J. Osawa/
Protron's FS -1000 frame synchronizer
to convert RGB computer output to

with proc amp. It also has some digital

NTSC.

single clock and component processing, maintains lock from 40x reverse to 40x forward and color through
10x. Priced at $8950, the system offers
a 16 -line window, velcomp, self diagnostics, and RS -170A output.
A brand-new digitial TBC was also

unveiled by Hotronic. The AE61,
priced at $6000, is a full -function unit

occupying only 1.75 inches of rack
space. It uses 4 x fsc sampling with

Special Effects Back in
the Black Box
"The networks, top market stations,
and major production houses have already invested in big -ticket digital ef-

eight -bit resolution and has a constant

fects systems," observes Tom Lyon,

H phase for matched frame editing.
Other features include full proc amp

ADDA's senior project engineer. "Our

controls, adjustable H and V blanking,

and both heterodyne and direct
operation.

research tells us that the majority of
broadcasters in small and medium
markets...(also) want the programming
flexibility of digital effects, but the sys-

day when a plant will be totally interfaced so that video never leaves the digital domain until the last moment before
it is transmitted, more and more broad- .
casters find themselves far more able to

afford individual pieces of digital
equipment that will get the job done all
by themselves, without the need for extensive interface.

tem must fit their tighter budget

Leading the way with this kind of

shared among several VTRs-the

restrictions."
ADDA, of course, has been taking

product is Abekas, which last year un-

brand-new TS -102 time -sharer. Video

advantage of its development work

projector"-a simple, "black box"

and audio from up to four VTRs are

with lower -cost TBC/frame synchronizers for some time, the results of which

approach to still- stores which uses a
5.25- inch internal Winchester disk to
hold 1050 frames on line-just enough
for most production tasks. This year,
Abekas has wowed the industry with a
similar approach to digital effects-the

Transimage International has the
perfect solution where a TBC must be

plugged into the rear panel connectors,
parameters are set for each source, and
the operator then simply presses a front
panel switch to select the VTR's signal
that will be corrected and fed through
the system. Based on plug-in modules,
the system makes provision for extensive control of the audio signal as well.
Don't forget about already existing
products such as the Harris 690 digital
frame synchronizer/TBC. The 9-bit/4 x
fsc system has an extremely high 59 dB
S/N and full 4.2 MHz bandwidth. One

of its main features is a carefully designed cooling system, allowing it to
operate well in tight spaces.

There were also a number of other
significant developments in the video

processing area. Among the more
important...

1750 digital
framestore/synchronizer, housed in a

MCl/Quantel's

are now found in the VIP -C effects
processor. A major part of the excitement surrounding this system are its
control panels-including both a "basic" model for news applications with
pushbutton control to achieve effects,
and a panel offering more advanced
production capabilities such as a three axis joystick, and programming of up
to 224 events.
But ADDA is not the only company
involved in this kind of development.

veiled the now -popular VSP "slide

A52, priced at only $55,500 for a single
channel system with a second channel
optional. This is no low -budget effects

package, and includes compression
along any axis, infnite expansion, repositioning, posterization, mosaics, flips,

jumped on the bandwagon early to sup-

tumbles, freeze and multifreeze, etc.,
etc. Equally important is the attention
paid to image quality. Sampling is at
14.3 MHz, with digital decoding down

ply "mega" effects systems that could
be interfaced with other pieces of digital equipment to form the core of the
"electronic graphics studio of tomor-

to the 4:2:2 international digital
standard. This approach to processing
shows both in the smoothness of movements and the smooth edges of the ef-

row," today's needs at the typical

fects themselves, both the result of
advanced digital anti-aliasing tech-

For although many manufacturers

broadcast station are a lot more down to
earth. And although many dream of the

niques.
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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The Personal Routing Switcher
For mind stretching control power
over those rapid-fire multiple -input,
multiple -output switching requirements,
hitch a personal data terminal costing
less than $500 to your DYNAIR
Series 25.

It allows you to PRESET the next matrix
set-up and SALVO the switch at the
right instant. Check status of the matrix
at any time. Change one or all of the
input-output combinations... on a
single or multiple basis.

This twenty -input, twenty -output video,

Video -audio splits? Of course!

audio routing switcher and terminal
is THE right combination for those
complex situations which require
frequent rearrangement of facilities.

Write or call DYNAIR. Give us the
opportunity to tell you about our
ready -for -the -future, 35 MHz Series 25.

DYNAIR
5275 Market Street, San Diego, California 92114

Telephone: (619) 263-7711; TWX: (910) 335-2040

Circle 160 on Reader Service Card
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Perhaps the most exciting feature of
all on the A52, however, is the brilliant

approach to the control panel. Designed for both on -air and post production applications, it features a
small display screen built ino the panel
itself which shows the types of transitions available immediately above the
single keys necessary to achieve them.

Loaded from E2PROMs, the effects
can either be used as supplied by the
factory, or else user programmed following a simple, prompted program,
directly from the control panel.

A unique approach is taken to offline storage, using both a streaming

tape drive and also a Datakey-an
E2PROM in the shape of an ordinary

lock key that stores a single effect.
Once the key is inserted, the effect is

loaded into one of the memory
registers.

This tendency towards lower -cost
yet high image quality systems is nowhere better exemplified than in Encore, MCl/Quantel's brand-new digital
effects processor. The cunning British
have found a way to exceed even their
own DPE effects system-which will
now be replaced by Encore.

Essentially, each Encore box
consists of both a full 13.5 MHz/4:2:2
digitizer and image manipulator, but
with the addition of a built-in combiner. One of the combiner's inputs is from
its own manipulator. But the other is set
up to automatically receive input from
another Encore. Thus, while the single
Encore is a relatively straightforward
black box, it can also be combined with
up to seven other Encores or Mirages to

form an enormously powerful

multichannel effects system using a status display monitor to track the effect.

The effects themselves incorporate
just about everything that is now possible with digital effects, including un-

limited expansion and compression
with Quantel's characteristic image
quality maintained until just before
invisibility itself. Three-dimensional

perspective is an integral part of this
system with the exciting addition of

shading to the perspective, further
enhancing the illusion of depth by hav-

ing the portions of the image further
away from the viewer and the perspective view made to appear slightly dim-

mer. In addition to all the standard
effects-rotation, re -positioning, pulls
and pushes, and so forth, Encore also
accepts an input key.
As predicted, Harris has entered the
digital effects arena, using Toshiba Ja-

Floating viewpoint control panel for Quantef Mirage.

pan as its manufacturing source for a
brand-new effects system. The HDE
comes in three versions: HDE-100 is
the basic model, with variable

option that adds the equivalent of a

compression and positioning, programmable multi-pix freeze, H and V

Newsrnatte or Ultimatte, then manipu-

inversion, mirroring, and so forth.
HDE-150 adds variable expansion,

ADO's joystick. Rather than manipulating the whole raster, it is therefore
possible to move only a single object

programmable trajectory, mosaic effects, flips and tumbles, sequencing of
up to 150 events per effect, and a removable bubble memory for off-line
storage. The HDE-200 adds automatic
input switching, decay, and prewiring
for the second channel option.

Digital Services Corp. (DSC) has
also been busy with new, low-cost digi-

tal effects packages. The Illusion system is its latest offering-a full -frame
effects system offering a barrel roll effect, posterization, flips and tumbles,
bordering, chroma key manipulation,
and other effects, priced "substantially

under $50,000." The price also includes DSC's Optical Perspectve 3D
perspective rendering program. Illusion can be used as a two -channel device with the second channel either
another Illusion, or another digital effects processor, or DSC's FlexiKey
digital efects system, which provides
image repositioning, split images, matrix wipes, H and V squeezes, flips,
tumbles, Otation, and compression/
expansim,ow offers a Key Klean-Up

mode that eliminates ragged edges
from poor key sources.
This movement back towards simpler, more affordable systems is seen
even in companies which also manufacture the larger effects devices. One
is Ampex, seeking to secure its position
in the broadcast business with a broad-

cast version of ADO. Rather than
creating the same effects from scratch
each time a show such as news is run,
the TD simply loads up to 20 effects
from a pre -formatted disk. Cost of this
ADO version is $86,700.
Another exciting new ADO development is Digimatte-a $9500 hardware

half -channel of extra processing power. It takes the input key source and the

input key fill from a device such as
lates the two signals together using

and have the background remain static.
(Other new effects on the ADO system

are software updates including
posterization, solarization, luminance
inversion, and more.)
New from Central Dynamics is a digital video processor interface designed
to work in conjunction with its Series
80 switcher. It automatically controls

and sequences up to 49 effects
"moves" that have been rehearsed and

stored in an effects sytem such as
NEC's E -FLEX (shown operating at
NAB). It is thus possible to simultaneously use video processing and digital
effects together to achieve transitions
such as wiping off a picture as it is being squeezed.

Central Dynamics now also offers
Flexiwipe, which automatically creates

new wipe patterns for the Series 80
switcher from a logo or picture image
input by a camera. It uses a soft key
processing scheme that integrates the
captured image into a switcher's pattern selector so it can be selectively repositioned as a wipe effect.
There's also a brand-new effects system on the market from Chroma Digital
Systems (CDS)-the Chromafex 766,
priced at only $14,750. The neat little
package incorporates an infinite
window TBC and framestore, and performs a wide set of effects including
compression, repositioning, and inversion, together with push-on/slide-off
transitions. Deliveries are slated to be-

gin in June, although the product
shown in a Las Vegas hospitality suite

still required additional engineering
work on its color circuitry.
One of the most cost-effective sysBM/E JUNE, 1984
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tems around continues to be the NEC
E -Flex, which starts at $68,000 for a
basic, single -channel system. There is
a new E -Flex combiner/chromakey
unit, priced at $22,500. It combines the
video outputs and key signals of two
separate E -Flex processors and enables
the editor to treat complex effects as a
single source. The same packages are,
of course, available as an option for the
Grass Valley Group's Mark II DVE.

puts than the T -120D TBC only, and

al effects control for greater creative

also adds freeze-frame capability to the
effects inventory. The S -230D can be

control. The BC itself is priced at
$14,995 ($9000 for a heterodyne -only
version), and feeds full -bandwidth video to the effects processor over a single
coax cable.
Microtime continues to expand on its
T2E-120 A/B roll effects system-now
with the addition of the S -230D TBC/

frame synchronizer. The new unit's

Grass Valley, by the way, introduced a significant new production

frame synchronzing capability (it can

switcher, the Model 100, which represents the company's first entry into the

processor) allows a wider variety of in-

"cost-conscious" end of the market.
The 100, which lists for $10,000, is
aimed at small -market broadcasters and
high -end professional video users look-

ing for top quality and low price. The
multilevel mix/effects system allows
the user to mix or wipe between backgrounds, mix or wip to or from a key or

preset pattern, mix or wipe backgrounds behind a key, and change
backgrounds while simultaneously
adding or deleting a key. Included in
the M/E system are eight looping video

inputs, 10 wipe patterns with rate -

controlled positioner, a variety of
wipe transitions, and other effects
possibilities.

Graham -Patten had an interesting
development: a halo generator, which
has the ability to change the position of
a key or border and move it to produce a

halo effect. It's not a product yet, and
the company was displaying it to see if
there is any interest.

The latest trend in effects is, of

also be used as a standalone signal

speeds. Automatic control includes

Control panel for new Abekas efx
processor.

programmed into the "dissolve" function of the effects control box, but future development will add a separate
button for mosaics, along with a toggle
switch to control forward and backward
transitions.

gether using coaxial cable with an ex-

tremely fast two -megabyte bit rate.

essential to broadcast operations.

Prices for a Quantanews system start at
$12,000.

Sooner or later this will be a major
product category, although to date
there are probably less than 50 actually

on line. But with the '84 Presidential
primaries just around the corner, and
with the increased versatility and simplicity of the systems themselves, this
could be the year newsroom computers
rise to prominence.
Some of the most important sales announced at NAB '84 were directly re-

lated to the elections, in fact. NBC
News in New York, which has had a
Quanta Corp. Quantanews system in its

studios for evaluation for several
months, recently signed an agreement
Quantanews is being used by NBC for
wire search and story filing, and that is

velcomp, and DOC. In the effects department it offers 32 digital effects (16
patterns with reversals) at 10 transition

tion rate. The effect is currently

ers are bound to become integral and

stores and TBCs to harness their digital
power, reprogram them, then put them
to work to create digital effects transitions. The latest in this group is Fortel,

tracking, shuttle mode viewing,

new to the Microtime system is a mosaic effect in two sizes with a fixed transi-

It seems inevitable: newsroom comput-

to purchase the system. Currently,

TBC2. The heterodyne/direct TBC has
a 30 -line correction window, dynamic

used on either or both channels of the
two -channel effects processor. Also

Newsroom Computers
Await Big News

course, for manufacturers of frame -

which is offering effects for its new

108

half -stop on effect transitions, or manu-

probably how it will be used during
election coverage.

Quanta feels that this agreement is
only the beginning. It is possible that
NBC will purchase systems for all its
owned and operated stations, and also
its remote bureaus.

The Quantanews system is unique
because of the way it safeguards itself

in case of main computer failure-

Basys is also doing business with
NBC News because of the upcoming
political conventions. NBC is renting
four computers to support 60 or more
terminals and other devices for its coverage of the Democratic and GOP National Conventions. The total package
will be portable enough to move from
Dallas to San Francisco quickly. Basys
also announced recent sales to BBC Radio and the MacNeil -Lehrer Newshour.
All of the systems Basys sells are run

on Onyx computers or IBM PCs. The
largest system it has put together was a
130 -terminal configuration for RAI
(the Italian broadcasting system), and
the smallest was a single terminal for a
radio station.
All the systems perform such func-

tions as inputting wire copy and
telexes, routing copy, word processing, formatting TV scripts, ordering

stories, script printout, and running
word count of stories. Basys also generates its own teleprompter signal and
feeds caption generators. Basys system
prices are $10,000 per terminal, and

about $200,000 for a standard full-

always a major concern among all man-

blown system.

ufacturers and computer users. The
system incorporates removable disk
storage packs in each terminal. This

NewStar system, company president

means that each reporter can store his
story on a shelf as backup in case the
main computer goes down.
Another major feature of the system
and one that seems to be a trend among
system makers is software (in this case
ARCNET) that ties local terminals to-

At Colorgraphics, makers of the
Terry Kelly says he is close to "a major

network deal on a news system." In
other developments, the CBS Radio
Network in New York purchased a
NewStar, and KSL in Salt Lake City
bought two-one for radio and one for
TV. Colorgraphics will also be provid-

ing CBS Radio with terminals and

.;0

New Standards
The Widest Angle,The Highest Performance
Canon engineers have done it again,
advancirg the optical state-of-the-art so
far forward that new standards must be
consicer?d
The Canon P18 x 15 BIE offers the
w dest angle of any broadcast to evision

P18x15 . 34.2 feet
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printers for its Convention coverage.

ability to bring CGs into the newsroom
function, so you're having things happen keyed by words in a script. A word
comes up in a certain place, and it automatically puts your supers on from your
CGs." Newscan can also be used to automatically bring up graphics.
Another new feature of Newscan is
an election package called Votescan.
Jefferson Pilot Data Systems showed

Kelly says that 16 NewStar systems are
now up and running.
Kelly also points to two new features
of NewStar: an archive system and an

optional electronic prompter. The
archive system features on-line storage

on two 160 -megabyte disks, global
search, and unlimited backup storage
on 25 megabyte removable DiscPaks.

The other major development at
Colorgraphics is MiniStar, a new computer system with 36 to 160 megabytes
of on-line storage. It will handle all dai-

ly news production needs including
multiple wire intake, assignments,
script production, program timing, and
assignment/script archiving. MiniStar

is expandable from one to seven terminals. The system can be lease purchased for a starting price of $600 per
month.
Telesource was at the show with its
new BUZ Series 2000. Company presi-

dent Bob Early calls the system a "local area network." Workstations each

run by a Motorola 68000 microprocessor and based around an IBM
Care linked by one coaxial cable. Up to
250 terminals can be put on the system.

According to Early, this concept
"makes the electronic newsroom practical. You can move stories in and out

its new Electronic News Processing

McInnis -Skinner. The merger did not

"smaller -market stations." ENP is
also based around an IBM PC, and

significantly affect the company's

plans to offer networking capabilities

computer, Newscan, but it did reposition the product as a part of an auto-

so the system can expand.

mated newsroom and production

terminal ENP system. Features include
dual processors and automatic backup
disk storage.

operation. Beston's Paul Straughn explains: "The merger made possible the

systema computer positioned for

Jefferson also showed a multi -

Getting Control of Your
Plant: Machine Control
Reaches Maturity
Not all that many years ago, machine

signed, in England, as a complete tele-

vision automation system for use in

of a show in and out of a teleprompter in

control and the associated field of technical automation were the "hot" topics

milliseconds, not seconds." Early says

of interest being discussed whenever

that the BUZ system will be
participating in election coverage this
year, but he had no specific deals to
announce.
An IBM PC -based system was also
at the heart of a venture between two

newsroom computer companies,

and wherever broadcasters happened to
gather. Despite the prediction of some,

however, this industry has not eliminated the jobs of the engineering departments; it almost seems as if there
are more people in the business now
than ever before, and that is due, in

every area of the station. It gets its power from a modular design, allowing for
as much or as little as the station needs
to be installed initially, and it can be expanded to operate all necessary station
equipment as needs increase. It is based

on a closed -loop data transfer scheme

(often called a "ring"), with a loop
controller and executive processor to
control and direct information to the

Beston/ McInnis -Skinner and Data
Communications Corp. DCC will be

large part, to the appearance of rational

marketing a Beston-developed system
which, like the Telesource system, uses
a Motorola 68000 as its CPU. Essentially, the computer that DCC was marketing last year has been dropped and
replaced by Beston's Newscan computer. The name of the product, BIAS, remains the same, however.
DCC has also repositioned BIAS as

systems in the broadcast plant.
If one had to describe the ideal ma-

on-line devices.
Each major section of the operation,
such as discrete machine control, mas-

chine control system, it would be a
standalone machine, capable of di-

ter control switching, and database

just one component of a more farreaching automation system called
Buyline. Now, according to DCC's
Jamie McMahan, "BIAS can be part of

would be switched as the daily schedule, prepared and downloaded from the
traffic system, called for. At the end of
the day, the operations system would

a big picture, Buyline, or it can be a
standalone."

upload the log of events back to the traffic department for billing and reconcili-

DCC announced several BIAS sales

ation. A closed -loop process, if you

at the show: WUHQ in Battle Creek,

will. What progress was made, then, at
NAB?
AF Associates introduced the Protel
computer system at the show. It was de-

MI; KPDK in Portland; KDVR in
Denver; and KTXL in Sacramento.

This past year, Beston acquired
110

Quanta's Quantanews system.
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and feature -packed machine control

recting and placing on air a multitude of

management is handled through a dedicated Comspeed Terminal which seg-

devices from widely dispersed areas.

regates the data and handshaking for

Telecines, audio loops, quad ma-

each section. These terminals then control individual machines during the op-

chines, commercial carousels; all of
these would be tied into the system, and

eration, operating on the information
through supervisory interfaces to the
customer equipment. This scheme of

operation is more efficient than a
"bucket brigade" installation; the fail-

ure of one piece of equipment or
processor does not mean the failure of
the entire system, and thus the machine

sitting next to the one that is down
doesn't even know there is a failure.
This problem of machine accountability has to be taken into consideration
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very early in the design process; it is all

well and good for an automation or
switcher system to call for the machine

to go online, but what happens if the
machine isn't ready or there is a fault?

Vital, with its recently introduced
SANDI machine control system, attempts to address this concern head on.
The heart of any good machine control

interface has to include the ability to
collect data and route command and
control (C2) signals, and must provide
some type of feedback to the operator(s). Vital has taken this one step fur-

ther and has designed the SANDI to
include a bar-code reading device so
that the individual tapes can be coded
with a label of the pertinent data (title,
run time, date), and the device can read
that information into the system to allow the main computer to know where
and when that particular source will be

When it really counts...
CALL YOUR SHOTS
with Telex Headsets!
push -to -talk switch or

Telex Cameraman's
Headsets are specifically designed for
professional intercom
use. The comfortable
design and rugged durability
of these headsets has been proven

perhaps a super light-

weight- there are Telex

CS -81
CS -83

time and time again-in the field-

headsets desigred
especially for your
camera intercom
needs. For more
information
and detained
specifications,
write to Telex
communications,
Inc., 9600 Aldrich
Ave. So., Monneapolis, MN 55420.

where it counts. And the Cameraman's Series is compatible with
existing Western Electric Circuits.
The units have magnetic
receivers and adjustable boom
carbon microphones. Whether
you prefer a full -cushion single
or dual side, with or without

For quick information,
call toll free

800-328-3771

used-in conjunction with the daily

or in Minnesota
call (612) 887-5550.

schedule which is downloaded from the

traffic computer. SANDI also makes
ongoing checks of the status of each

"logged in" device, and is programmed to alert the operator if that de-

vice should, for any reason, show a
fault that would not allow it to go on
air.

The big bugaboo in designing a machine control system is the question of
"where do I run those bundles?" since
most computer systems seem to grow

CS -8f.

CS -8:

by the bushel. RS -232 standards call
for 24 conductors, but most sytems use
only four to eight. And so it is easy to
see that for a medium-sized shop of
20-30 drops, there is a lot of money
tied up in copper-not to mention the
space needed to accomodate the bundles themselves. RS -232 also limits the

speed of transmission due to the wire
size and length constraints.
To help solve these problems, Vital

)

has gone to the updated RS -422
standard, which allows for a four -wire
transmission standard at twice the current fastest speed (38,400 bits per sec-

ond for RS -422 versus 19,200 for
RS -232). This feature alone means that
the system can transfer data about four
times as fast as would normally be ex-

pected, thus increasing the throughput

and allowing the system to more
closely maintain a watch over the
operations.
So far, most of this discussion has focused on the aspects of direct machine
control; some thought might be given at
this juncture as to where the switching
itself comes into play.

When you get right down to it, you

CANADA 705 Progress Avenue. Unit 10 Scarborough, Ontario M1H 2X1
Circle 1E3 on Reader Service Card
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Centro does it all...

your best "turnkey" source for
video editing, production and broadcast
facilities...fixed or mobile.
A 35,000 -square -foot plant

... a staff

of electronic engineers that know all
the complex aspects of systems
technology ... a fully integrated
architectural, design, construction
and installation team ... a
demonstrated history of providing
clients with telecommunications
systems ... and advancing the state
of the art ... that's what we're all
about.

Centro "softens" the impact of high
technology by designing and
providing the comfort and special
needs that make the difference for
your operational staff.

We can deliver you a system that
integrates today's highly sophisticated
equipment into a productive and
profitable telecommunications tool.
Call or write today:

Centro Corporation
9516 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, California 92123
Telephone: (619) 560-1578
TWX: 910-335-1734 CENTRO SDG

Centro

a suos,alat y of SKAGGS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
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can start all the machines in the world,
but if you still depend on an operator to

ciate with broadcasting, per se. has en-

make the crosspoint (either by patching, pushing a button, or opening a fa-

Grumman Aerospace Corp. It has introduced Starcom, a modular design,

der), timing errors and the possibility of
mistakes are still present, to a large degree. Automation and machine control,

computer assisted machine control system. What makes this system different

being linked together in more of an
"assist" position than ever before, also
have entered the realm of switching as a
complement to the start/stop routines
inherent in the standalone machine control systems. Considering that, for the
most part, switchers (either crosspoint
or mixing) are computer controlled to a
large extent already, such a combination makes perfect sense from a costeffectiveness perspective.
The Grass Valley Group has taken

this approach, integrating an ADDA
still store interface to its switcher line,
along with upgrading and improving

the products. The microprocessor based 200 series of control switchers
has been designed to allow the TV station to buy just as much switcher as its
needs (and money) allow. As in most

things in the processor -controlled
realm, the more you want to spend, the

more you get; the base unit includes
machine control and preroll protocol,
and you work up from there to a fullblown automated switcher/machine

tered the machine control arena:

els, studio panels, and studio interfaces) are all connected to an input/

pathway running among the individual

7

- Cotton filler acts as strain relief
and also reduces handling noise
by preventing changes in stray
capacitance.

- Very high density, braided sh.eld

initial configuration, adding nodes on
to the network does not significantly
slow down the system. This means that
the rate of throughput (data transfered
from point to point in the system, and

blocks most static and other
noise.

- Tough yet very flexible jacket
can be unpacked from extreme
cold and used immediately. The
brittle point is -56°F (-49°0.

then appropriate action) is not de-

Available with a satin finish in 10
attractive colors to aid channel

pendent on the size, only on the number
of processors.
Bosch also had some new equipment

identification and/or to complement visual appearance. Fits
standard XLR connectors.

at the show to be justifiably proud of:
the MCS-2000 master control switcher.

broadcast systems, had on hand a comprehensive display of its line of master

systems we have discussed have, in
computerese, a bus architecture. This
means that there is a common data

ter dielectric than rubber insulation, thereby reducing capacitive coupling for improved high
frequency response.

and data increases at an arithmetic rate;
there is some lag in a star, but after the

requirements.
A company that one would not asso-

So far, most of the machine control

- Polyethylene insulation is a bet-

tecture, as the number of devices increase, the time lag between request

development of computer -assisted

based on that input.

"Star -Quad" configuration with
4 inner conductors provides a
substantial improvement in
rejection of EMI.

output port on the master. The big plus
for a star network is that a request for
status on any given studio device is not
dependent on the number of devices in
the network. In other types of bus archi-

dressed, based on the operational

schedule, and create the log of events

Each inner conductor has 40
strands of small diameter
(.00315") copper wire that provide maximum flexibility and
avoid breakage.

central controller in the system, and the
machine control devices (machine pan-

machine interface cards; they are addressed, or make a request to be ad-

traffic system to develop the daily

is what
you don't hear

is that it is based on a "star" network
for data distribution; that is, there is a

One of the nice features of this unit is
that the individual control buttons have
alphanumeric readouts associated with
them. This allows the operator to understand at a glance which sources are
associated with a particular crosspoint.
These assignments can be changed dynamically as the day continues. The
switcher also includes serial communications capabilities for interfacing to a
computer system.
Utah Scientific, long a leader in the

control system that also works with the

The difference

-

You don't hear the fluorescent

lights, motors, SCR dimmers, static,
buzz, hum and handling noise with
Canare L-4E6S. This shielded profes-

sional microphone cable is immune
to electro magnetic noise due to its

unique Star -Quad configuration.

Compared to the leading 2 -conduc-

tor microphone cable, Canare L4E6S offers 10 times more rejection
of the worst source of EMI...impulse
noise from SCR dimmers. This cable

blocks the noise, but not the pro-

gram. Its low series resistance and

low capacitance give L-4E6S

extended frequency response, in
mic runs of over 300 feet the 3 dB
downpoint is at 50 kHz.
11:1111-1*--.
11i
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CANARE L-4E6S

CANARE CABLE, INC.
10834 BURBANK BLVD./NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 506-7602

The Protel station automation system from AFA.
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control switching/machine control

display at NAB is 32 x 32 in four

equipment. One of the hallmarks of this

levels-one video and three audio. Its
features include eight salvo groups,

equipment, besides the industry
standards of modular design, is that it
was designed as a system, each piece
complementing the other.
There have also been some developments in signal distribution. One of the
most significant was the Central Dynamics SDS-2, introduced last year but

now in full production. The unit on

three breakaway groups, alpha numerics, security locks, matrix status,

real time clock, and battery backup
memory. One sign of the times is a
display, on a six line by 40 character
vacuum fluorescent monitor, of the
routing switcher assignments.
Looking towards the future, there is

a

2

the strong possibility that TV plants

will soon have to handle wider
bandwidth, HDTV signals. Looking
towards this possibility, Leitch Video
introduced the HDS-481 high definition video switcher. The switching bus
features very low crosstalk, excellent
frequency response, and low noise-as
would be expected of a high definition
switcher-and is configured in an 8 x 1
matrix with power supply.

The Aesthetics of Production
Television aesthetics: once, there was
no such thing. "Up full and flat" was
the early director's cry; flat, stark lighting constituted TV's look.

The look has changed, to say the
least. Thanks to the ever-increasing
light sensitivity of cameras, a subtler,
more dramatic, more filmic look is attainable. And there are cameras for any
situation now-they can go anywhere
and perform the most contorted movements without a hitch.
Lighting, power, and support equipment has had to grow and change with

these developments-and it has. In
fact, advances in these areas have often
made this progress possible.
Batteries provide freedom for camera crews, and a number of companies

at NAB '84 had some new ones on

The company also showed a quick charger for the batteries. Prices start at
$600 for the batteries; the charger sells
for $1200.

PEP featured at the show its
14.4 -volt, 4 Ah battery, and its XLSO
battery with snap -on mount, along with
two fast chargers: the V90 and the XL.
And Cine 60 highlighted its new battery

belt series, and its OC series camera
batteries.
A number of other chargers were introduced at the show. Alexander had its

Sequential Smart Charger ($545),
which will charge up to six batteries, in
sequence, automatically, as well as its

booth.

Christie showed an updated version of
its Reflex -20 burping charger, which
will give full recharge in under 20 min-

troduced along with it were two ParLite

hand. Anton/Bauer, responding to the

utes. Perrott also introduced a new

lighter weight and lower current re-

charger, the 8204 nicad Minicharger.

quirements of many new video camer-

The company also showed its new

as, introduced the compact, 2.2 Ah
Trim Pac nicad batteries. The Trim

Cellmate Battery Discharger ($265).
The Cellmate controls the discharge of
nicad and silver -zinc battery packs,

Pacs are available in two voltages: 13.2
and 14.4.

floodlights-a 575 W and 1200 W. The
entire configuration is called the Dual
Wattage Parlite System, because the
ballast will power either light.
Two ballasts for the ILC 12 kW HMI
were introduced in prototype form by

CineMills. According to Jon Paul of
CineMills, the units are much lighter

new 24 V nicad batteries-the RDS

therefore prolonging their life.
The lighting world received a number of new products at NAB '84. Light-

and more compact than traditional ballasts. The vertical unit measures 14 by

series-available as 4, 6, or 8 Ah units.

ing systems were plentiful, and there

pounds. The horizontal ballast meas-

were a number of new ballasts as well.

ures seven by 18 by 24 inches and

Anton/Bauer introduced its portable

weighs 104 pounds. Paul, who plans to

Ultralight system. The lights cost $195

rent them primarily, hopes to have

for a single unit, and $330 for a dual
configuration. Arriflex showed a new
series of portable lights, the Arrilite
650, 1000, and 2000. Colortran introduced the Color Arc and Color Beam
Followspots, which range from 700 to

about 30 to 100 units in New York and
Los Angeles by the fall to get industry
feedback. CineMills also introduced a
new, all -aluminum, 6 kW HMI light.
Cinema Products introduced a new

Cinema Products introduced three

3000 watts. The company also demonstrated two new control consoles, the
System Two and System Five.

Cornpu-Prompt monitor -based
teleprompter.
BM/E JUNE,1984

14 by 18 inches and weighs 150

200 W uni-focus handheld light. It is
being offered with a dc power supply

can be powered by a 12 V source.

and a 24 V, eight amp hour battery, and
also as part of a package that includes a
four-leaf barndoor, gel frame, 3 m cable, ballast, 24 V battery, charger, and
case, priced at $5500. Cinema Products

Strand Century introduced a solid-state

also announced the availability of a

ballast, the 6901, which has a power

new 6000 W RDS/HMI Fresnel spotlight. Both the luminaire and the ballast

Bogen announced its new M-100
portable video light. The 100 W unit
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The crowded O'Connor Engineering

Three -Unit Fast Charger ($545).

output of either 575 or 1200 watts. In -

Canon PV411 x 13.5B 1E: THE OLYMPIAN
Canon moves you a giant
step forward with a 40X broad
cast dually zoom lens. An
incredible new lens that allows
you to cover a stad urn at wide
angle or f II :he frame with the
duarte-back's eves
Never before has a single
lens provided this much flexbility and sensitivity with remarkab y litt e change in effective
aperture :h-oJghout its entire 13.5mm- 540mm* range
Built in extende-s let you go all the way to 1080mm and each
lens is diascope-edJipped for modern microprocessor-

controlled cameras
We call it Tne Clymp ar
Not only because it is ideal y
suited for sports coverage out
also because cif the dedication
and team effort required et
our optical anc e ectronic
engineers in rr along this lens
a reality.

Enlarge a dollar bi I forty tines and it covers an area
twenty feet long and eigh feet Nide. Now thir k about what
you could do with tha Canon PV 40 x 13.5B 1E1

Canon

cameras. Also available it 311mm plumb col

Optics Division

Canon USA, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042(516)48E-6700
Dallas Office: 11311 Stemmens Freeway. Suite 1, Dallas, Texas 752291214) 620-2641 Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drve, Elmhurst, Ill. 60126012)833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Paularina Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 i714) 979-6000
Canon Canada, Inc., 3245 American Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V1B8, Canada (416) 678-2730
co 1182 anon U.S.A.. Inc.
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used to power it are priced at approximately $15,000.
DeSisti introduced a number of new
lights including: 200 W and 2500 W
CID open -face focusing spots; 1000 W

be seen at Lowel's booth. Lowel's
new, small frame accepts a variety of
control materials including: a black mat

to shadow subjects, backgrounds, or
camera lenses; and a transluscent mat to
diffuse and soften light.

and 2000 W quartz -halogen studio

softlights; 200 W and 1200 W

Several dimming systems were in-

Caravaggio par lights; and a 30 V elec-

troduced at the show. Comprehensive's
contribution was a remote -control unit.
The system consists of two major ele-

tronic ballast for the 200 W CID and
HMI par units, compatible with existing 30 V battery belts.

ments: the IR-1000 dimmer receiver,

Cool Light highlighted its Starpak

which can control a light or lights up to
1000 watts; and an IRT remote dimmer

portable lighting "studio" in a case
($995). The case's contents include:

transmitter, which is capable of

two Mini -Cool lights, a stand adapter, a
collapsible light stand, six flood lamps,

lenses, filters, mounts, and cords.
GE introduced its new Watt -Miser
Quartzline stage/studio lamp. GE says
the lamp represents a significant gain in
lamp efficiency.
ILC Technology introduced a new

Perrott's Cellmate battery discharger.

a handheld controller (Digi-1) used in
conjunction with as many as 256 sepa-

rate 2400 W dimmers. A Digi-1 is
plugged into any ac outlet in a building,

controlling up to four IR-1000 dimmer
channels. The units have an operating
range up to 25 feet. IRTs sell for $69;
an IR-1000 is $189. A kit with one IRT,

and dimmers are addressed with a

two IR-1000s, and a carrying case is

systems. Compu = Prompt, which has

$457.

coded signal sent via the power line.

Prompters made a strong showing
this year-particularly computerized

been in business less than a year,

Daymax and Daymax-32. The lamp

Kliegl showed its K96 SCR multiplexed digital dimming system. The
company also featured two lighting
consoles: the 12 -channel Entertainer;

has been developed for motion picture

operator's console and, if you wish, a
master -slave configuration. Compu =
Prompt features instant text editing,

and the top -of -the -line Command Per-

set lighting, or any other application
requiring faithful color rendition, effi-

formance, with 20 submasters, x -y

color coding in six combinations,

metal halide gas discharge lamp,

time faders, library storage, and portable remote.
Union Connector's digital dimming
system was new for NAB. It consists of

ciency, and precise control.
New lighting support equipment, in
the form of gobos and frame-ups, could
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sells for $9950.

Videotape Editing -Communicating With Pictures
And Sound answers every videotape editing question:
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computer -generated prompter copy,
and the capability to send or receive
copy by phone. The CP-1000 console
costs $5950; the master -slave system

Videotape Editing

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC.
H

showed its system, which consists of an
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At the 1984 GOP National Convention...

With a completely equipped field office to serve your
production/post-production needs.

the mood and pace of a show? Why and how to
perform computer editing without losing creative
It even takes the mystery out of lime code

and user bits.

Beginning editors, experienced pros, film editors and
media managers will all appreciate Videotape Editing.

This new book is your guide through the world of
videotape editing including time code and computer
assistance.
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Dallas Convention Center.
rsq.0 Over
11,000 sq. ft. of parking and facilities,

providing round-the-clock ENG/EFP rental,
sales, and service.
.sr1/4" editing suites with 24 -hour access.
-r Full stocks of 1" & 3/4" tape and supplies.

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. FIELD OFFICE

If you plan to cover the GOP, Victor Duncan has you covered!

165 pp. 144 illus. 6"x9 " Hardbound

DALLAS - (214) 869-0200

Four Dallas Communications Complex Irving, TX 75039-3510
CHICAGO - 661 N LaSalle St.
Chicago. IL 60610-3770
(312) 943-7300

DETROIT - 32380 Howard St
Madison Hgts.. MI 48071-1429
(313) 589-1900

Videotape Editing -Communicating H'ith Pictures
And Sound By Michael D. Shelter
$32.20 ($34.00 in IL)

25

YEARS

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC.

Order Today! Major Credit Cards Accepted
Brochure Available (312) 364-1900 Ext. 825

SE Swiderski Electronics
Audio/Video Engineers
1200 Greenleaf Ave Elk Grove Village. IL 60007.1312) 364-1900
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70 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE
IN POWER
GRID TUBES...
And still looking ahead!
That's your assurance of
world -class UHF -TV tetrodes
and Coaxial -Cavity circuits:

up to 25 kW output power,
up to 17 dB typical gain.
Incorporating decades of
innovation and experience with
Hypervapotron® anode cooling
and Pyrobloc® pyrolyticgraphite grids.
THOMSON-CSF Components and Materials Ltd I
Ringwey House I Bell Road I
BASINGSTOKE RG24 OW I

Tel. 144.256) 29-155 / Telex: 858865.

THE COMPONENTS FOR YOUR SUCCESS

\ THOMSON

CONIPMERTS

ELECTRON TUBES

USA
HUTHERFORa NJ
Tel

Bmitl

Canada

France

SAO PAULO

OTTAWA

BOULOGNE BILLANC3URT

12011 438. 23.00.Tel

fl 1 542 4722

TE

16131 236 36 28

Tel

11. 604.81 75
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Germany
MUNCHEN
Tel

1891 78 79 0

Italy

Spain

Sweden

Japan

Rome

MADRIO
Tel 111 435 16 15

STOCKHOLM

TOKYO

Tel

Tel

161 638 14 58

108/ 61.1 50 613

Tel

131 264 E3 46

GET BEHIND THE
CAMERA THAT'S
OUT IN FRONT

THE IKEGAMI HL -79E
The HL -79E, Ikegami's crowning technological achievement
continues to run ahead of all other cameras in its class.
That's why more and more top -of -the -line EFP camera buyers
are getting behind the winner. Only by seeing this remarkable camera in action can it be fully appreciated.
Just how great is this camera? To begin with, it is the culmination
of all that has gone into creating the legendary 79 Series cameras,
the reference standard of the broadcast industry for both ENG and
EFP applications.
HL -79E features-Dynamic Detail Correction, Chroma Aperture
Correction, Highlight Aperture Correction and Auto Contrast Compression. Plus the HL -79E offers superior contrast range, S/N ratio,
registration accuracy, resolution, viewfinder performance and more.
Available accessories include the ADC -79E Auto Set -Up Unit
and the RDC-79E Remote Control-both digitally interfaced. The
HL -79E is compatible for use with existing HL -79A and HL -79D Triax
and Multi -core cable base stations, lenses, power supplies, VTR
cables, and other accessories.
The HL -79E is part of the great and proud family of Ikegami
products serving many satisfied users worldwide. For a complete
demonstration of Ikegami Cameras and Monitors, contac
or
your local dealer.

HL -79
Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213) 534-0050 Southeast: (813) 884-204
Southwest: (713) 445-0100 Midwest: (314) 878-6290
Circle 169 on Reader Service Card
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Telescript introduced a new comput-

keyboard and a microcomputer-is a

in what was once a relatively nuts -and -

er prompting system based around a

live transmission prompter that can be
interfaced directly with the host news-

room computer. It can accept a

bolts product category: pan -and -tilt
heads. Cinema Products demonstrated
its new Mini-Worrall cable/gear head,

gested list price for the Commodore
system is under $900. A system with

download of up to 200 individual

along with Mini-Mote-a remote -

stories from the host computer; it can

controlled pan -and -tilt head.

the IBM and compatibles is under

accept last-minute host computer

$4900.
Q -TV went electronic this year with

editing on any story except the story already on -air; and it can accept any num-

Total Spectrum Manufacturing
showed several support products,

its new VPS-500 ComputerPrompter.

ber of story running order changes

Q -TV offers a basic package, for

before or during transmission.
New from Listec is the A-2100 Elec-

number of personal computers such as
the Commodore 64 and IBM PC. Sug-

$4750, that includes a console transport, a Vidicon camera with lens, a
14 -inch prompter monitor, and a remote hand control.
The VPS-500 is not fast enough to be
used in a computerized newsroom, but

the Autocue 2000 is. The systemavailable as just a keyboard, or as a

tronic Scriptwriter, a kind of word
processor for use with a prompter. A
Scriptwriter package with keyboard,

disk drive, and operator's plug-in
remote -control panel sells for $6500.

In camera and microwave support,
there was an influx of new technology

Rebo Truck Breaks the Space Barrier

none was planned and built with more
attention to detail.

tripod called the Hot Pod.
Karl Heitz showed some new equip-

ment including: fluid heads for five
cameras up to 50 pounds; levelling
ABP Systems -designed truck for Rebo
and Assoc.
most everything folds up against the wall

or stows under a seat for travel. All

shelves and VTR racks-even the
switcher table-fold away or push in

According to Barry Rebo, the truck

somewhere. The front passenger seat

was designed to fit the particular needs

has a table for a small sound mixer, and
the switcher bench (which conceals the
camera storage area) flips over to face

of an urban area-in this case, New
York City. The truck itself is a 20 -foot
Iveco diesel job, just six inches longer
than a Ford Maxivan but with a tighter

front for travel. In addition, three lightweight cube racks on the rear wall slide

ing inside even a large teleproduction

out, allowing the user to carry engineering and switching electronics and monitors anywhere needed. The attention to

truck. The production area ceiling is high
enough for all but the tallest producers to

detail is evident even in the choice of
generator, a 5.5 kW Honda unit noted

stand comfortably, and a crew of five,
seated in the rear, has plenty of leg-

for its quiet operation.
ABP Systems, Inc., of Freeport, NY,
built the truck for Rebo. An extra attraction to those who visited the booth was
an original proprietary fiberoptic camera

turning ratio, Rebo says. Inside, the first
impression is of space, an unusual feel-

room. (Total crew capacity is eight.) The

production switcher position, a bench
stretching the width of the truck, is even
raised to allow a clear view of the monitors on the rear wall.
How is this possible in a 20 -foot truck

that, when fully equipped, carries six
cameras and five one -inch and half -inch
VTRs, to say nothing of switching, distri-

bution, and monitoring gear? As with
any truck this size, every inch of space is
utilized, but Rebo and his associate Barry Minnerly designed the truck so that al -

sequent replay of up to 99 shots for a
single camera. Davis and Sanford in-

pounds. Sachtler also showed a new
fluid head, the Video 14 System. The
company also introduced a prototype

trailers, including those shown by

graphics, or giant audio boards. But

Vinten introduced the MicroSwift
200 digital remote camera -control system. The microprocessor -based system
allows the setting and storage and sub-

accommodates cameras up to 25

trucks of all descriptions, from plush
semis to practical vans. (Many of the

ger switchers, more sophisticated

controlled pan/tilt system. The control
head will accept all ENG-style cameras
and lenses. Its new VS -200M is a motorized pan/tilt system capable of providing remote -control positioning of
any ENG-style camera. Matthews also
introduced a remote -controlled pan and -tilt head, the Cam -Remote.

troduced a new fluid video head, which

As expected, the NAB convention was a
showcase for teleproduction and audio

Centro, Midwest, and Shook, were described in last month's report on mobile
production.) One truck that received little advance publicity, however, generated special excitement at the show for
its innovative and elegant design. Rebo
Associates' White Truck may not have
been the largest truck in the Convention
Center. Other trucks may have had big-

including the HS -100P servo -

control system, designed by Barry
Minnerly and demonstrated in a feed
from the Panasonic booth to the White
Truck, a distance of 1500 feet (system
capability is 4 km). The system works

balls; a mini microphone fishpole; and
a mono -tripod. New from O'Connor is
the Model 53 tripod dolly. The 53 is a
tripod with casters that provide smooth
rolling shots. Another innovative product is the stand-up sit-down dolly from
Keylite Production Services.

Support gear
Bags and cases had, as usual, a
strong presence at the show. Kangaroo

Video Products, the company that
brings you Cordura nylon bags, intro-

duced several new ones this year,
among them: the Super -Tough, a top loading, aluminum -reinforced camera
case; the Chip -Tote bag for the TRS-80

portable computer; and a case for the
Nagra recorder.
New from William Bal are Silverline

cases, available in three sizes. Viking
Cases' new offering this year is a lightweight case called CarryLite. Calzone
highlighted its G -spec custom cases-a
line originally designed and built for
government and military applications.
Anvil Cases had several new cases at

with the truck's Ikegami HL -79s and

the show: a Shockmount Rack case

Panasonic Recams and is passive to the
Anton/Bauer Micro Control camera sys-

EIA Rackmount case; a Production

tem, allowing other cameras to be
added on.

with an interconnecting shelf; a Hinged

Component Drawer; a Roll -in Ramp;
and Tape -Reel, Disk Pack, and Cartridge cases.
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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/op"-te-mod/
Op -ti -mod n [>Early Orbanian; deriv. of optimum modulation]
1. A broadcast audio processor built by Orban Associates to the
highest standards of quality and reliability, incorporating patented
circuitry to achieve a cleaner, brighter, louder airsound.
2. OPTIMOD-AM, Model 9100A; a high fidelity stereo or mono
processor which achieves extraordinarily natural audio quality along
with high loudness, remarkable source -to -source consistency, and
FM -like brightness.

3. OPTIMOD-FM, Model 8100A/1 compressor/limiter/stereo
generator; the industry's dominant choice for optimum FM processing,
with or without the optional Studio Chassis and Six -Band Limiter
Accessory Chassis.
4. OPTIMOD-TV, Model 8182A; a stereo processor that brings
TV audio processing into the '80's by combining Orban's artifact -free

multiband gated compressor with our clean "Hilbert Clipper" peak
limiter and the commercial -taming CBS Loudness Controller.
5. OPTIMOD; a registered trademark.

Orban Associates Inc., 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107,
Toll Free (800) 227-4498, In California (415) 957-1067, Telex: 17-1480.

orbcin

ORBAN PROCESSING KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE
Circle 170 for Optimod-AM

Circle 171 for Optimod-FM

Circle 172 for Optimod-TV

RADIO AND AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS
Radio broadcasters attending this

handles a huge number of calls quickly

year's NAB show had no reason to feel

and with a voice response, tabulating

left back in the shadow of television.
The general technological turmoil, especially intense this year, touched the
radio hall in equal measure to the TV
side, and radio sessions focused on the
many new money -making opportunities now available to radio.
Those new opportunities-including
SCAs, cellular radio, and even visual

answers by computer. Blaupunkt's

services transmitted over the radio
band-attracted plenty of attention, in
both exhibit hall and meeeting room.
Technical papers from several trans-

mission experts laid to rest any remaining fears about SCA-induced
degradation of the broadcast signal.
Meanwhile, McMartin turned heads
with its "Radio You Can See" exhibit,

using color TV monitors to demon-

ARI traffic service, delivered by FM
SCA, is another opportunity with profit
appeal for broadcasters.

AM SCA attracted interest as well,
with equipment on hand from the likes
of Altran, which also submitted a paper

showing SCA use will not interfere
with AM stereo transmissions. Cellular
radio also looks like a promising money
generator for radio stations, according
to panelists at the management session.
As if this were not enough, the momentum appears to be building on AM

on new, higher efficiency solid state
designs, with overseas manufacturers
such as Pye, Thomson-CSF, and NEC
making incursions into the U.S.
Another area where new technology
is pushing radio to a higher level is digital audio. The digital audio disc is beginning to come into its own as a radio
programming tool, and its impact is being felt throughout the radio plant. This
affected not only the increased amount

of digital production equipment on
display, but also the analog tape record-

ers and audio consoles, which must
keep up with the pressure from digital

recording to stay competitive. The

stereo, which is recovering from its
sluggish start. Aiding interest is the

large number of high -spec, low-

new multi -system receiver from Sony,

was a good indication that the industry,
while cost-conscious, is in no mind to
sacrifice quality. The other noticeable

which promises to free broadcasters
from nontechnical concerns in choos-

pricetag audio consoles at NAB '84

ing a stereo transmission system.

trend in radio consoles is their

The current interest in SCAs and
stereo, however, has not dampened

increasing versatility and modularity,

electronic billboarding service

transmission technology. Just the

number and variety of boards at this

over FM SCA or television
verticle blanking interval and displayed
as moving type on LED screens.

opposite-spurred by the quality con-

show would seem sure to guarantee any

cerns of broadcasters moving to stereo
and exploiting their SCAs, manufactur-

A more standard use of SCAspaging-was featured by Motorola and
Reach, Inc. Another exciting idea was

ers showed significant advances in
transmitter quality. Both Wilkinson
and CSI, for example, showed FM

an interactive plan from JBL, the

transmitters designed especially for op-

and all broadcasters the board of their
dreams.
Radio broadcasters, therefore, appear fully justified in returning from
NAB full of hope for their industry.
With so many new opportunities, and

CallCount system for measuring audience reaction by telephone. The system

timized operation with SCAs. Other

the equipment to take advantage of

FM transmitter news focused primarily

them, radio need be second to none.

strate teletext, fax, and slow -scan TV
pictures transmitted over FM SCA. A
related development from Cybernetic

Data Systems, "Silent Radio," is an

excitement in traditional radio

with production boards taking on air responsibilities and vice versa. The sheer

Preparing for Digital Audio
Talking about digital audio with American radio broadcasters these days is a

little like talking about the Japanese
coutryside to a resident of the sprawling
Tokyo megalopolis (where many of the

New York AES between Sony, Studer,
and Matsushita/Panasonic) and the digital sampling and recording techniques
advocated by 3M and Mitsubishi (rep-

ideas on digital audio are originating

resented in the U.S. by Digital Entertainment Corp.).

these days): everyone knows the countryside is a better place to live, but few

The battle has come down to a fierce
tug-of-war between the manufacturing

can afford the time or capital to get

groups, each claiming superiority for

there.

Nonetheless, digital audio is under-

its system. The net result may indeed be
a slackening of overall interest in digi-

going rapid development-on several

tal recording by American broadcast-

fronts simultaneously. The most recent
set of events has been the trench war-

ers, afraid of getting caught on the

fare, somewhat unusual in the rather
staid world of broadcast equipment

capitulate.

Sony two -track DASH machine.

manufacturing, between proponents of

In terms of product development
here, one of the most significant was

digital deck on the market. Obviously

the DASH stationary head format (a
joint agreement signed at last year's

Sony's PCM-3102 two -track DASH recorder, the first quarter -inch two -track

losing side should any of the groups

eyeing broadcasters and producers
more used to working in the two -track
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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rather than multitrack format, the deck
also makes razor blade editing possible

with checkerboarded selections.

by recording an analog track for

the SL -P50 in a hospitality suite. Even

reference.
Also involved in the digital record-

though this product comes out of the

Technics, for example, introduced

ing battle is JVC's digital audio mas-

consumer audio division of Matsushita,
it is a fully professional CD player, de-

tering system, which records the digital
audio signals on a VHS recorder using a

signed especially for radio station ap-

bi-parity recording format with new,
advanced error correction circuits. In

indexing is provided, listing the cuts,
play time, start and stop locations, and
so forth, and there is a special display

plications. Extensive electronic

for actual time remaining once the track
has been cued. Like all CD players, the
signal quality is extremely high: 90 dB
S/N, with a dynamic range of more than
96 dB and total harmonic distortion less
than 0.01 percent.
Philips LHH 0502 professional CD
system.

addition to the VCR, the system
consists of the VP -900 audio processor

(16 -bit, two -channel PCM), and the
AE -900V editor. It is the ability to edit

the audio masters with the same ease
that videotape is edited which gives the
system a unique advantage.
(Both Sony and Matsushita, it might
be noted, are also working fast and furiously on formats for digital cassette re-

Sony showed its CDP-3000 player
and CDS-3000 controller for the first
time. The player is a modular version of

the CDP-5000 introduced earlier,
claimed to be the first professional CD
player on the market. It features a new-

ly designed disc drive mechanism
controlled by special servo LSIs. Two
3000s can be mounted side -by -side in a

standard 19 -inch rack, then interfaced

with the CDS-3000 for automatic or
manual operation.

dio development comes in production-both special effects and mixing.

Neve's digital audio console is discussed elsewhere in this report. But
Sony, too, has introduced a brand-new

digital mixer, primarily designed for
field work, mobile vans, and so forth.
The desk -top, modular system has
eight digitial inputs such as digitally re-

corded masters for CD discs-and
mixes them into three separate digital
audio outputs: a two -channel main output, a two -channel sub output, and an
an eight -channel direct output.
In digital audio processing developments, one of the leaders this past year

corders for the home market. Seen at
one of Sony's Japanese plants recently
were two prototypes: a stationary head

has been Lexicon. Brand-new in the

digital cassette recorder using cassettes

multichannel TV sound applications.

product line is a digital audio synchro-

nizer, especially configured for

virtually the same size as today's

The delay ranges from 341 to 2048 ms,

standard audio cassettes; and a new,

and the unit features an exciting ap-

rotating head format, based on some of
the same technology as Beta VCRs, but
using a miniature videocassette. Both
of these machines are being submitted
to the EIAJ, which is expected to make
a decision soon on which cassette format will become the standard for home

proach to synchronizer hysteresis, plus
a well -designed input control module.

recorders. And although Masahiko
Morizono, Sony's deputy director and
head of its R&D efforts, prides himself
on maintaining two separate research
programs-one for consumer products,
the other for professional-it is proba-

ble that the digital home recording
standard will have an impact on the

Also new is the Model 1200C time
compression/expansion processor.
Prototype Studer two -track DASH ATR.

rectly to a VTR such as the BVH-2000.

interfaced through a CD controller with

identical keypad controls for each
drive. With this system, access to track

number, time (from the beginning of
the track), and time remaining (on the

Meanwhile, another spillover from
consumer developments, the compact

rest of the track plus the next pause) are
available to the engineer or DJ with an

disc, is most definitely invading the

accuracy of 13.3 milliseconds-the

broadcast environment. Stations in vircompact discs and replace existing cart
decks. This is particularly true in light

kind of acuracy only possible with this
kind of digitial system. Designed especially for radio stations, the professional player has three modes which can be
set either manually or through the con-

of the introduction of several profes-

troller: standby, ready, and on -air.

sional CD players with associated disc
programmers which allow the DJ or en-

Startup from standby is virtually

gineer to remotely control two decks
BM/E JUNE, 1984

New this year is an RS -422 interface,
enabling the unit to be hooked up di-

The other big force in CD players,
Philips, also has a brand-new professional model on hand. The company's
LHH 0502 consists of two CD drives

broadcast industry in years to come.)

tually every sized market are finding
themselves able to play material off

124

Sony professional CD system.

instantaneous.
The other area of intense digital au -

Yamaha REV 1 digital reverb.

The Revox
Automation Advantage
The new Revox PR99 Playback Only presents a ten point program
for more cost-effective broadcast automation.

9. Studer Revox Quality-A fully
professional machine in every respect,
the PR99 Replay Only features diecast aluminum alloy chassis and head block, servo -controlled capstan motor,
contactless full logic switching, and a
Studer -made play head. Careful German craftsmanship shows in meticulous attention to every detail.

10. Attractive Pricing-Best of all, the

1. Compatible with Existing Systems-The PR99 Playback Only is fully
compatible with practically every existing broadcast automation system. In
many cases it can be swapped for existing decks in a matter of minutes.

8. One Plug Does All-A single Cannon
rnultipin connector carries all the audio,
status, and remote signals. These
signals may also be accessed through
parallel XLR and DIN connectors.

new PR99 Playback Only actually
costs less than last year's best-selling
reproducer. So before you order an automation system or replace your present decks. call or write for more details.
You'il find that the Revox Automation
Advantage was well wo-th the wait.

R EVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hil Pike
Nashville, Tennessee 37210
(615) 254-5651

411

2. Front Panel Controls-Immediate
access to repro levels, EOM stop delay
time, and treble EQ for both speeds.
Mode switch selects track 1, track 2,
mono, or stereo; a calibrateiuncalibrate
button switches from front panel
adjustable output to standard
reference level.

3. EOM Stop Delay-Adjustable from
0 to 24 seconds. Front panel indicator
illuminates when 25 Hz signal present.

4. Switchable Sensor Circuit-The
25 Hz sensor circuit may be switched
out of the signal path to allow extended
bass response.

5. Easy Maintenance-Modular plug-in
circuit boards make servicing a breeze.
Most parts subject to wear are easily
accessible and quickly replaceable.

6. Lightweight and CompactWeight is a mere 40 pounds. Front
panel dimensions are 19" x 15'3/4";
depth is 8". Rack mount flange
is standard.

7. All Formats-Choose mono or
2 -track stereo; 3.75/7.5 or 7.5/15 ips
speed combinations.
Circle 173 on Reader Service Card
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With this interface, because of its more
rapid data transfer speed, there is no lag

between machine speed changes and
the processor's pitch changes.
Yamaha also came out with two new
systems. The REV 1 is a digital reverberation unit based on proprietary LSIs
and new software to create up to 40 ear-

adYs

ail 414 aiL9,..1

ly reflections and up to 99 seconds of
subsequent reverberation for sonic manipulation to match artificially any kind
of listening environment. Also new is

the YDD 2600 digital delay unit with
variable channel configurations and a

wide range of programmable delay
time settings.

still finds itself tucked into the odd
spaces that were left after video, light-

ing, and the machine rooms were accommodated. Many of these spaces are
not suitable ft r stereo monitoring, ex-

hibiting problems ranging from poor
stereo imaging, unacceptable frequen-

Multichannel Audio
Developments

cy response due to room geometry and
equipment placement-in fact, a whole
multitude of sins."
What to do? Dickey does not suggest
that broadcasters rebuild their control

The FCC's acceptance of the industryrecommended BTSC multichannel au-

way. "In many cases," he says,

rooms-not generally speaking, any-

"nearfield monitoring will sufficiently
minimize the negative contributions of
the room itself. Coupled with judicious
equalization and some minor acoustic
improvements, you can probably come
up with a workable solution.

dio for television system will have
several immediate ramifications.
Broadcasters can now dust off some of
the programming that has already been

mastered in stereo in anticipation of
stereo broadcasting. And as early as

"The point is not perfection," he

next month we may hear the first FCC -

make the venture financially worthwhile for ABC). Meanwhile, KSL in
Salt Lake City is due to begin stereo

that a noise reduction system is neces-

concludes. "The point is that your listening areas must provide a reference
standard which will result in excellent
stereo quality at the receiver."
Besides transmission, routing, and
monitoring, there are also important
decisions to be made about producing
and post -producing stereo audio, and a

broadcasts any minute now.
But even if every broadcaster in the

sary." The companding compresses

number of manufacturers came to NAB

the spectral dynamic range at the trans-

approved stereo and bilingual broadcasts, from the Summer Olympics in
Los Angeles (though at the moment this

appears doubtful-there aren't enough
stereo receivers in American homes to

country suddenly decided to begin
broadcasting multichannel sound immediately, there would be one small
hitch: though the theory of stereo audio
for television has been worked out, the

practicality of completely retailoring
the audio chain at broadcast facilities,
involving everything from mics and

consoles on up, has still got to be
addressed.

Fortunately for those broadcasters
willing to be the first on their block to

get into stereo, there are several
forward -looking manufacturers who already have systems ready to go.
One of the most impotant new pieces
of equipment that will be required is the

stereo generator, which puts a pilot
tone on the composite audio signal. At
the moment, both McMartin and Modulation Sciences are selling stereo gen-

erators. The two companies also sell
SAP (separate audio program) generators, which are needed to produce the
third audio channel (most will use it for

bilingual translations) which will be

transmitted along with the stereo
signal.
The audio must also be encoded with
dbx noise reduction because, according

to dbx's VP of engineering Les Tyler,
126

"where audio is critically monitored.
"In most television facilities, audio

BM/E JUNE. 1984

Doug Dickey demonstrates SSL board
for a crowd of interested NAB
attendees. Console features full VCAcontrolled automation.

"the stereo signal is poor enough so

mission point, and expands it again
with the decoder during reception.

Another variable in multichannel
transmission is RF bandwidth, according to Gregory Best of Harris. In order
to reduce crosstalk and provide opti-

mum stereo separation, wide RF
bandwidth is important. With this in
mind, Harris is now including wide band audio stages in its TV transmitter
aural exciters.
Transmission is obviously a critical
aspect of the multichannel picture, but,
according to Douglas Dickey of Solid
State Logic, it is probably the simplest

Ramsa WR-8616 post -production
board.
ApwiTgra-raulra-'-1.-yel
iuEp 12'11}1

nil

-- v.. -

aspect to get right: "If a broadcaster
buys the proper gear, he's ready for
transmission. But there are other considerations for which there are no hard

ADM teleproduction console.

through the plant, monitoring, and
production/post-production. These

this year with boards they feel are well
suited to multichannel.
ADM, for example, showed its new

and fast rules-namely, routing

things present trickier problems," according to Dickey. "I have yet to come
across anyone who has a comprehensive grasp of the solutions."
In routing, both Dickey and Best say

that station people will have to take

more care in routing stereo audio
around the plant. In monitoring, there
is the obvious need for two speakers in-

stead of one in an area, says Dickey,

9000 series, a microprocesior-based
console with a third channel (presumably for SAP) built in. The company also

demonstrated its BCS 2443 stereo
teleproduction board. The console,
which is manual rather than microbased, has some of the same features as

the 9000 series: mic and line
preselection, stereo mixing buses, and

full stereo submasters and masters.

Mark III -8 '/2" 8 Channel Recorder

KEVIN CRONIN ON MAKING IT: ON AN OTARI.
Recording Artist -Writer Kevin Cronin
has been laying his ideas down on an
Otari since 1978. Many of the RD Speed wagon cuts are produced the way Kevtr
likes to work:
"There's nothing ha, der than bringrng
an idea up to the band. By recording rry
musical ideas, working -out some of the
things I hear in my heaq, the apprehension of presenting a new song is gone
Anyone who works with other musician.;
knows about this kind of 'musical frus.'ration factor.'

It's important to get your ideas
down when they're happening and not
lose your focus on the creative energy.
And this happens best when the equipment doesn't get in your way
"With the OTARI 8 -track, everything
is right at your fingertips. The aLtolocator
is amazing,
and, with the remote it
speeds up the whole recording process.
I can be a musician and my time spent
being an engineer is kept to a rrimmum.
Otari reduces the distraction.
"Keep writing. Keep recording Keep

making demos Even when you're tailed
down, keep trying. Someone will hear you
and responi.Kevin tas out his trust in OTARI
tecnnology. Yogi can too.
Otari Carpet -Mon

2 Lavis Driie
Bet-nont. California 94002
(415) 592-831' Telex: 910-376-4890
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Neither board offers multitrack
recording-a feature the company
feels is not especially desired for

GOOD

teleproduction.

MANAGEMENT
MICROPROCESSOR REMOTE CONTROL

III

al

Ward -Beck introduced two new
microprocessor -based stereo consoles,
the LS2442, and the LS3642. The consoles, which are totally modular, provide true stereo mixing. Mono mic/line

MODEL MOC-1

111191001111

00010
10013

MOOD

input modules and stereo line input
modules are assigned to four stereo
submasters with sub assignment to two

stereo masters and two independent
mono masters. Also, the microprocessor master controller provides user -

programmable signal routing, individual and group channel control,

MULTIPLE REMOTE SITE

MRC-1

CAPABILITY

EACH SITE EXPANDABLE TO:
64 COMMAND LINES

municate with computerized editing
equipment, accessing channel direct

32 STATUS CHANNELS

The MRC-1 Microprocessor Remote

32 TELEMETRY CHANNELS

Control lets you operate up to 9
remote sites, with as many as 64

outputs, and providing a variety of
ramp, V, and crossfade functions.

command lines to each site. With

Console delivery positions are available in the fourth quarter of 1984.
Neve featured its 51 series, a line the
company has been selling to the international market, but is just now selling

user -tailored system setup and five
not surprising that the MRC-1 is the

years of field -proven durability, it is
preferred choice for radio, television, earth satellite stations, and a wide
variety of other remote supervisory applications.
System setup is the key to the MRC-1's flexibility. Each remote site has up to 32

telemetry and 32 status channel capability. Command line outputs may be
specified to function as the raise or lower output of any telemetry channel. A
telemetry channel may be keyboard calibrated for linear, indirect power or
direct power scaling. Upper and lower telemetry limits may be set and the
channel may be muted when desired. Status inputs can be set to latch, or to
invert before being displayed on a set of 32 LED's.
Where great display capabilities are needed, the CRT option can show all 64

status and telemetry inputs simultaneously, and duplicate the command
functions of the Control Terminal. The Automatic Logger option records
status and telemetry data at user -specified intervals. Instant control of 10
preselected functions is simple with the Multiple Direct Command option.

Optional Moseley Memory protects against extended shutdowns by
electronically preserving setup data for up to 10 years.
iR

channel assignment and overload status
monitoring, flexible muting, and interactive machine control. There is also an
optional edit interface, which will com-

SMART TERMINALS AT
CONTROL AND REMOTE SITES

SIMULTANEOUS DISPLAY OF

in the U.S. According to Anthony
Langley of Neve, an "uncomplicated"
console is desirable in stereo production, and that is what he stresses about
the 51 series. The boards, which are
sold as four -bus units for $40,000 or
eight -bus for $80,000, can be broken
up and made smaller or can be added on

to-a design concept with TV in mind.
The 51 series also offers stereo or mono
inputs, outputs, and submasters.

McCurdy highlighted its 8700
($4 0 , 0 00-$5 0 ,0 00) and 8900
($65,000-$75,000) series consoles.
Both boards feature stereo inputs and
stereo outputs, and also provide for
mono sources such as mics, tape machines, or telephone inputs. This is es-

pecially useful in TV production,

32 STATUS INPUTS

KEYBOARD CALIBRATION OF

ilmli""try

TELEMETRY

where much of the audio comes from

outside (frequently mono) sources.
Both consoles can also group a stereo
section and a mono section into a stereo

output. The 8900 can also do eight track work.
Harrison featured TV -4 at the show.

For further information, please
contact our Marketing Department

I

I

I

I

I

The console has been designed for a
medium-sized facility, and was con1

I

1

I

1

I

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
A Flow General Company . Santa Barbara Research Park
111 Castilian Drive
Goleta, California 93117
(805) 968-9621
Telex: 658-448
Cable: MOSELEY
.

.

.

.

.
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ceived with a number of uses in mind:
on -air production, remote production,
studio production, sweetening, post production, and fixed -installation line
sound. TV -4 is available in a variety of
configurations of up to 52 mono mic/
line or stereo line inputs. The console

morommerr

also provides facilities for multitrack

recorded material, cart machines, turn -

production (via the stereo audio

tables, compact discs, and VTRs.

submasters), but this will not compli-

Multitrack recordings, up to 16 tracks.

cate the board's basic operations,

can also be input into the board. The

which do not require the use of

WR- 8616 will also serve as a

multitrack recorders.
TV -4 is modular in construction and
is available in three signal flow configurations, with each configuration available in a variety of sizes and physical
presentations. The simplest configuration has two direct stereo assignments

multitrack recording console.
In addition, Juall says the board has

from each input module-main program one and main program two. No
group modules are required, only one
master module. The most complex con-

figuration does not have direct output
assignments. Instead, it has eight indirect group assignments. Eight stereo

group modules, one for each stereo
group assignment, are required for this
console.
Studer was at the show with a range
of consoles. But the interest, according

to Fred Layn, centered on the 900
series, which now has several new
modules and options. New features include a universal stereo input module,

Juall, broadcasters prefer them. And
Ramsa put LED meters on the inputs
"because recording people like that."
At $150,000 for a typical installation
for live television, and $180,000 for a
computer -controlled model for post -

production, Solid State Logic's SL
6000E Stereo Video System is the
Cadillac of teleproduction consoles.
The 6000 has three stereo mix buses.
With this triple stereo arrangement, it is
possible to get a stereo mix of one pro gram and a mono mix of another, just
by pushing three buttons, thus creating
a stereo mix and a mono SAP mix "in
little more time than it currently takes to
create one program."
Also built into the console is a four -

band parametric equalizer and a
compressor -limiter and expander noise
gate on every channel. The console also
offers five -machine control. An option

available.
Ramsa highlighted a post -production

console, the WR-8616. According to
Gene Juall, "post -production is the
prime activity of video producers working in audio, because sound is often re-

corded elsewhere and must be mixed
down and sweetened." The WR-8616

can take the output of stereo pre-

to the system is an events controller
which offers control of not only five
ATRs or VTRs, but also up to 16 cart
machines.
Dickey says there are also provisions
to edit on -air, and to escape from a sequence and re-enter at another point if,
for example, "the talent gets their shirt
caught in their fly and you have to go to
someone else."

Audio Takes Hold in the
Post -Production
Environment
are rapidly drawing to a close. With the

impending advent of multichannel
sound, those who think of sound as secondary are being hustled toward extinc-

tion. Therefore, it came as no surprise

.$4625

NAB Sale
Ncw you can buy this

solid-state simplicity for
hundreds less than
many tape delays cost.

Comex's new
Bleepmate-675/11

a simple yet sophisticated, fixed, 6 -second solid-state
delay, has no moving parts
(so technical and on -air tal-

ent aren't bothered by endless tape/head upkeep). And
the 675/11 has a broad
ldB, 20Hz to 7.5KHz response.
Its low price makes systems
redundancy practical. too.

Limited offer.
Call or write now.
Sale ends

6-30-84

,

that the NAB show was the scene of
major advances in audio production

Neve 5116 with Necam automation.

and post -production, including new au-

plete studio system.
In the sophisticated audio production
environment, the console exists at the
hub of the audio universe, controlling

equipment designed to fit into a corn-

$1285
c>` -

Comex Systems
2 Columbia Drive
Amherst, N.H. 03031
(603) 889-8564
Telex 953120

The days when audio played second
fiddle to video in the television studio

tomation systems, new audio/video
synchronizers, and new production

\>-\

VU meters on the outputs because, says

level inputs, and an internal trans-

cuit for stereo mics. Several highlevel -only stereo modules are also

$3400°

been designed with broadcasters' particular preferences in mind. There are

which offers stereo EQ, stereo highformerless M/S microphone matrix cir-
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peripheral equipment to a degree equal
to or greater than that of its video equivalent, the editing system. Advances in
console automation have not only made
the boards themselves more powerful,
but have increased their control over a

variety of audio and even video
equipment.
These machine control functions are
among the most significant advances in
audio console automation, and the two
top names in console automation, Neve
and Solid State Logic, both incorporate
machine control into their boards. Both

nate any one of three machines as

cur when the audio passes through the

master directly from the console's key-

additional amplifier, although SSL's
Dickey points out that the quality of

board, therefore taking advantage of
the system's autolocation and list management programs. In addition, the offsets between various machines can be

marked and modified simply and en-

tered either as time code or as feet/
frames. Floppy disk storage allows
simple recreation of multimachine

each with programmable stereo
panning. Once again, a floppy disk
memorizes all settings and control
movements for later recall and update.
The unit also has a programmable pan

pot for each channel, with visual
display of the actual control value of
every variable element. According to
SSL's Doug Dickey, up to four channels of programmable EQ are possible,

SSL's major announcement in the
automation area was a new synchronizer controller for its SL 6000 E stereo
video console system. The synchronizer controller extends the power of the

board's Primary Studio Computer, a
separately housed device that controls
the automation functions, storing mix
and time code information on floppy
disk. The computer keeps all mix data
frame -accurate during editing and has
an alphanumeric keyboard that allows
location information to be entered as

as the large amount of electronics required currently limits the number of
channels. The company plans to work
on increasing the number of channels,
however.
Neve, also a pioneer in console auto-

mation with its Necam system (in the
field for nearly eight years, according
to the company), announced its latest
generation automation system, Necam
96, at NAB. The industry will not actually see the system, however, until the
Association of Professional Recording
Studios (APRS) show in London this

month. Neve's Barry Roche says,
"The new system has such sophisticated data handling that the computer
automatically looks after everything,
with no buttons to press."

names, numbers, time code, or
feet/frames.

chines, indicating which is the selected
master. With an optional master trans-

port selector, the engineer can desig130
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Neve's motorized faders for a lighter
touch.

Machine control advances are also
part of the new system, which will now

control track switching on an ATR,
useful for overdubbing. A new color
monitor display lists such information
as studio name, mix name and number,
and word labels for mix elements. It
also keeps a record of the position and
timing of all mutes, with changes entered through a keyboard.
In addition to dynamic information

such as fader movements, both the
Neve and SSL systems store static fader

positions for future recall. Necam 96,
for example, will store a series of such

"snapshots" and crossfade between
them, which can eliminate the need to
check time code numbers during live
work and post -production. The comparable system from SSL is called Total
Recall; it allows engineers to pick up

Few other console manufacturers
have looked seriously at automation.
One exception is Quad Eight/Westrex,
which hopes to show its new automa-

chine control functions of the computer
by allowing the engineer to command a

for each of the five machines under
control, and also lists available ma-

corporates an improved version of

accuracy.

Q.Lock 3.10 synchronizers through
their RS -232 ports, expands the ma-

chines, operating them as a single unit.
Machines (which may include ATRs,
VTRs, or film chains) can be added to
or deleted from the lockup at any time.
The controller's compact display has
enable/select and deselect/stop buttons

Autogram Microgram with automation.

more "instinctive" feel to the system,
visually cuing the engineer throughout
the mix. The new Necam, he says, in-

where they left off with 0.25 dB

The synchronizer controller, which
currently interfaces with the Adams Smith 2600 Series and Audio Kinetics

lockup of up to five peripheral ma-

position. Neve's Roche, on the other
hand, says the moving faders give a

the console itself, that provides two
channels of three -band parametric EQ,

field.

adds that VCAs track more quickly and
accurately than servos, which may take
two or three frames to reach the desired

Another new option from SSL is a
programmable equalizer, mounted on

console automation at NAB, while at
least two other companies prepared to

move into the high -end automation

dation is minimal or nonexistent. He

setups.

companies announced advances in

Quad Eight/Westrex Westar console.

VCAs has risen to the point that degra-

tion system this fall at AES or SMPTE.
Automation -ready LS2442 board
from WBS.

Perhaps the most obvious difference
between the Neve and SSL automation

systems is that Neve employs servo
controls to physically move the faders

during automated sequences, while
SSL's VCA controllers repeat the sequence electronically with no visible
movement in the console. Servos eliminate any signal quality loss that may oc-

The company's new Westar console,
which did make it to NAB, is ready to
accept automated panning, fading, and

EQ functions. The company's Joe
Urbanovitch says the automation system will retrofit consoles now in the
field. It will run off a personal computer with a 10 Mbyte hard disk and will
subsitute intelligent digital faders with
256 -step linear encoders for analog faders. (The microprocessor -controlled
faders are fully functional even without
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ously. The basic eight -channel model
costs $8550 including spare parts and
three-year warranty, and a "fully load-

ed" 22 -channel board is less than
$22,000.

An important new board from
Harrison is the AIR -7, the company's

first console designed specifically
for radio broadcasters. Based on
Harrison's proprietary balanced, dif-

ferential electronic signal function
blocks, the console offers excellent signal performance and high RF immuni-

ty. It is available in a wide variety of
configurations and features studio-

quality conductive plastic VCA faders,

VCA circuits for level control and
muting, silent Hall -effect main logic
switches, and center-detented stereo

pan and stereo balance controls.
Harrison had several other new consoles, including the PRO -7 for broadcast, live sound, motion picture, and

TV production, and the Raven and
MR -4 recording and sound reinforcement boards.

Harris's latest radio console is the
Medalist -12 dual stereo audio board.
This is the 12 -channel version of the
10 -channel Medalist shown last year. It

is designed for both on -air and production applications and features five ded-

icated meters for program, audition,
and mono/sum. Counters or clocks may
be added if desired. All circuits provide

at least 25 dB of headroom, and the
console incorporates dbx VCAs, Penny

& Giles attenuators, and Schadow
switches. The Medalist -12 is priced in
the $7750 range, depending on configuration. Harris also showed its Micro
Mac modular audio console with digital
control, on the market for about three
years.

Quantum Audio (at the Gotham
booth) brought new on -air modules for

its Series 22 board. The modules,

Wage
fog
Now
for

System

-

tommereials

which may be retrofitted to consoles already in the field, incorporate ideas and
feedback from radio engineers the com-

pany talked to last year. While eight,
14-, and 24 -input frames are standard
for these consoles, the company had a
28 -input semi -custom job in the booth.

A basic eight -input board sells for
la

Is Obsolete.

around $7200, 14 inputs for $10,000,
and 20 in the $13,000 range.
The established Citation, Signature
II, and Monogram II audio consoles

were once again featured by LPB ,
ED

which emphasized the boards' reliability. The company is now offering Penny
& Giles conductive plastic rotary faders
as an option.

The newest entry from Allen &

MODEL

Heath Brennel was the MBI Series 24A

console, available for the past three
years in Europe and the U.K. This completely modular board is available with
two to 24 inputs. All input modules em-

ploy ducking facilities, allowing any
channel to be assigned to control anothIf your station is still using a cartridge system for broadcasting commercials,
you're using out of date equipment. Every cartridge system ever designed is
subject to mechanical breakdowns and requires the full-time attention of an

er channel for level control of source
machines or incoming telephone calls;
the feature is switch -selectable. The

engineer. The new DAS-2 Digital Audio Store from NTI converts audio

board also has new dual -movement meters for stereo L -R image adjustments.

material to digital signals and stores them on a hard computer disk. You then
program the system to air the commercials at any time or in any sequence
that suits your needs. The revolutionary DPCM-AU-AS recording method is
used to ensure unequaled audio quality, virtually unlimited dynamic range,
and a high degree of stability. The large storage capacity of the DAS-2 means
that it can even be used to control, edit, and play full-length programs. Built-in
redundancy for total reliability and a host of valuable functions make the

DAS-2 Digital Audio Store the only logical answer to the drawbacks of
cartrige systems. If you're interested in taking a look at the future today,
contact NTI America. There's a new generation of broadcasting equipment
waiting in store for you.

NTI America, Inc.
1680 North Vine Street, Los Angeles, California 90028
Phone: (213) 462-8945 Telex: 215468
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The average price for a system with
three mic inputs, four stereo line inputs, one multisource stereo line input
module, telephone input module, and

all necessary control modules is approximately $30,000.
Allen & Heath also showed a prototype of the MBI Model 12, a two-piece
unit that can function as a news or onair mixer. The top section is essentially
a nine -channel news mixer, with an op-

tional fader pack that turns it into a
small console. Complete, it is expected

to sell for $9800. Interest was high in

the company's System 8 console;
shown was the smallest version, 12 inputs, which sells for $4400. The company also featured its Syncon Series B,
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High Definition Audio
For the complete picture
The new 300 Series Audio Production Console has been specifically designed to complement the latest audio and video technology. It's the only
console in its class, offering mono or stereo inputs each available with or
without equalization, output submastering, audio -follow -video capability,
a comprehensive user -programmable logic system, and a wide range of
accessories for custom tailoring to your specific requirements. Available
now. Call us collect for further information.

auditronics. inc.
3750 Old Getwell Rd.
Memphis. TN 38118 USA
Tel: (901) 362-1350
Telex: 533356
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Studer introduced a variety of new

options for its 900 Series consoles,
including input and auxiliary modules,

a choice of EQ sections, a full line of

stereo inputs including a universal

Yamaha 16 -input recording mixer.

a true multitrack board available with
from eight to 44 inputs at a price range
of $9800 to $40,000.
Trident Audio Developments had a

new console entry, the t.i.l., which

looks like an "in -line" board but
avoids potentially confusing status
changes. This is possible because any
or all of the eight auxiliary sends can be

routed to either the input or monitor
section of the console. In addition, the
entire EQ section can be routed into the

corresponding monitor section, and
routing can be split for selective monitoring of either just the high and low or

the two swept midsections. The
standard mainframe accomodates 36
inputs, with eight auxiliary sends, six
echo returns, a 360 -way patch bay, separate mic and line inputs, and four -band
equalization.

stereo input, input selector options, and
new insert/patch points.
A new console "built to meet the aural performance requirements of digital

audio technology" was the Logitek
Perfectionist, which handles up to 32
selectable inputs on eight rotary or slide

mixing channels. The company evidently has confidence in its product
since it demonstrated the board with
digital disc source material and high quality headphones. The board boasts
high specs and has silent electronic
switching that allows program and audition channels to be fed separately or

simultaneously. A bus swap pushbutton allows one -button control of
multiple sources, and a prewired remote connection panel is equipped with
telephone -style punch blocks and can
be positioned to suit the user.
TASCAM added to its console line
with a new production mixing board in

a 20 x 8 configuration-versatile
enough to work in radio or television.

Broadcast Audio emphasized its
ability to quickly and economically
customize any of its consoles to user
specifications, with monitor amps,
phono preamps, and DAs as desired
and a variety of optional accessory
modules. The consoles, ranging from
the System 5 compact rotary -fader
model to the System 20, are adaptable
for on -air and production needs.
Amek brought its line of audio consoles designed for production. Intro-

duced were the M 2500TV, a largescale television board shown in a 56 x
48 configuration, and the Matchless, an
audio production board shown in its 26
x 24 version. The M-2500TV is available in 24 bus, 24 or 48 monitor, 24- to
56 -input versions with VCA automa-

tion. The company also featured its
BC0-1 portable ENG/field mixer.

Featured at the JBL/UREI booth
were two new series of small on -air
boards, the 1650 and 1680, in a total of
six models. Users have a choice of fivemixer or eight -mixer units and Penny &
Giles, Shallco, or conductive plastic attenuators. Both series boast - 24 dBm

output into 600 ohm loads, allowing
dynamic program material to be hand -

GOURMET AUDIO CONSOLES
Prepared To Your Specifications
System 5
System R
System 8
System 12
System 16
System 14
System 20

Compact Rotary
VCA & Rotary
with 6 Mixers
with 8 Mixers
with 8 Mixers
Digital

Deluxe

$1,850.00
$4,500.00
$6,950.00
$9,150.00
$9,950.00
$7,200.00'
$8,750.00'

'complete, less mixers

Appetizers include monitor amps
phono preamps and DA's. Many
options available and delivery
to your table is usually 1-3 weeks.

1640
AI

A

II;

CORPORATION

11306 SUNCO DR.

RANCHO CORDOVA. CA 95670
(916) 635-1048
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Processor
Audio
your
Video

Digital
Affecting
Without
tO Choose
That's Mat is designed into
by Satellite

your

FreedOM

or Transir

it

effsdeal

audio-to.videp

ymcolm,1141/
Ldeexlai

20-kFz bandwidth
< 0.025°,3 harmonic

Your video devices should communicate with an audio
relay unit that precisely* compensates for video delay.
Folding lip sync.

distortion
Transformer balanced inputs
and outputs

Delay from 0 to 340, 681,1365,

or 2(48 ms - 1300s (stereo)

+24-d8m inputioutput level

manufacti red cenvertesubassemily with 16 bit
linear PCM encoding and
48 -kHz sample rate

The Model 1300 does just that - with any video device
own or expect to own. The Model 1300's advanced engineering provides transparent audio processing and conforms to
the 16 -bit standard, offering the highest quality broadcast
audio even la hen your signal is passing through a series cf
delay processors.

0 to i80, 1365, 2731,

or 4(96 ms - 1300 (mono)

Lexicon.designed and

The Lexicon Model 1300 has been evaluated and approved 31
ABC, CBS, arid NBC network laboratories and is in use at all

three facilities. For more information call or write Lexicon.

Softwareta3ed input
control module -.hat mea

res

video timlig differences a
recognize: pulse widths,
RS422, or a variety of ether
sync protect Is
Lexicon, Inc
60 Turner S:reet
Waltham, MA (2154 USA
(617) 891-6730

Telex 9224E8
Hysteiises prerints video sampling alone from doing the job - for more
Lion call or write for our Delay Synchronizer

Export: GathEm Export C3ro3ritian
New York, NI 10014
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previously brought out a UHF frequency synthesis system.)
Miniaturization of frequency synthesis components has been a key factor in

WRR-210 and WRR-220 (diversity)
receivers. To minimize interference, a
computer analysis was done to select
the most compatible groups of trans-

use of frequency synthesized transmitters for their power consumption, large
size (to accommodate larger batteries),

distortion, spurious outputs (in some
BNEJE
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ROH had its flexible Series 300
which can be set up in several combinations in eight-, 16-, 24-, or 32 -channel
systems. Farrtronics showed its Model

525 intercom stations and the Model
175 intercom stations.

Among the wireless systems at the
show, Swintek introduced the Mark
Swintek RF intercom system.

700 Series cabled system. There are
nine new add-ons in all including a belt
pack BH710BP and a two way speaker
station WL742. And did general sales

manager John Kenyon actually say
HME was ready to give RTS a run in
high -end cabled systems? (He did.)
As for making a run at the high -end

wired systems, McCurdy introduced

the Digitally Controlled Intercom
(DCI), a microprocessor -controlled
system with either programmable keyboard entry or dedicated firmware. The

user can tailor the intercom for all

transmit/receive locations, call functions and tallyback. In addition, according to McCurdy, the audio quality
is good enough to allow monitoring of
the program audio signal over the intercom system.
Clear-Com was clearly not sitting on

its oars, nor were ROH, Swintek,
R -Columbia, and Farrtronics. ClearCom was featuring the CP-300 portable, remote station. Configured to work

with both Clear-Com and RTS type
systems, the CP-300 allows for two
channels on a single microphone cable.

200D, a full duplex headset system. It
includes Swintek's db-S processor for
optimum S/N. Price is $1995.
New at the R -Columbia booth was
the ultra -light, hands -free headphone/
mic, Model UL -85/M that goes with
the Series 6058 electronic telephones
manufactured with pulse or tone dialing
in single or switchable two-line configurations. This system is designed for
ENG use.
Also emphasizing field production,
Motorola C&E showed its line of IFB

gear as well as new cellular mobile

phones and headset amplifiers.
Motorola also had the R-2200 commu-

nications service monitor for field
servicing radio communications.

New Opportunities for Broadcasters:
Radio That You Can See, Silent Radio
Recent FCC rules authorizing new services such as cellular radio plus more
and unrestricted use of subcarriers have
turned on innovators and entrepreneurs
beyond expectation. So it was not surprising to find at the 1984 NAB Con-

stream of broadcasters visited the
McMartin booth to learn more and find

out how they might participate. Some
of them were among the several hundred who had earlier expressed interest
in the imaginative plan. All got assurances from Ray McMartin that plans to
create the network were proceeding.

vention and Exhibition not only
"Radio That You Can See," but also

"Silent Radio," both new services
possible under current FM SCA rules.
Still other technology -related opportunities being presented to broadcasters
include benefiting from the availability
of digital compact discs and converting
to AM stereo. Both of these topics are

their exclusive use in return for
McMartin Communi-Quik display.

ent subcarriers in the authorized

broadcasting. The use of AM

baseband spectrum from 53 to 100 kHz
using its new Super S FM/SCA generator, the BFM-S-500. At the McMartin
exhibit one setup showed all five carrying music or audio. More dramatic was

subcarriers for utility load regulation
was discussed extensively at NAB as
was TV stereo and second audio pro-

the setup showing data transmission,
including teletext picture transmission
(with outstanding graphics), standard

grams, all new opportunities. The latter

data presented in visual form, and

covered in separate articles in this issue. Yet another is CallCount, a devel-

opment that ushers in interactive

two, related to TV, are covered elsewhere in this isssue.

slow -scan TV. All of these presenta-

"Radio That You Can See" was a

tions were on color TV sets.
The examples shown were all possi-

slogan used by McMartin Industries to

bilities that will be included in what

implant the idea that FM subcarriers
can be used to transmit teletext pictures, facsimile, or slow -scan TV.
McMartin can transmit five independ146

Broadcasters who become part of
Comuni-Quik will get one channel for

BNVE JUNE, 1984

McMartin has announced as the nation-

al subcarrier Comuni-Quik network
(See BM/E, May 1984, p. 64) being
structured by the company. A regular

permitting their transmitters to broadcast four other subcarriers. These four
other channels will be programmed by
Comuni-Quik. Broadcasters will get a
royalty on the other channels based on
their gross. Although broadcasters are
expected to pay for the necessary SCA
equipment, some barter arrangements
trading equipment for SCA leases are
contemplated. McMartin feels about
230 stations will blanket the country.

The McMartin Super S generator
system was the only one at the NAB
show ready to handle five subcarriers.
It uses a spectrum -efficient AM single
sideband technique. Subcarrier channel

frequency assignments and receiver
carrier reinsertion are locked to onehalf multiples of the 19 kHz stereo pilot
tone. The carriers become 57, 66.5, 76,

Three hundred years ago, it
took the hand of a master
craftsman to create a concert
violin. It also took zommitment-a
commitment to producing the highest quality, purest possible sound.
Today, at the new Harrison, we
still follow the craftsman's madition
-and we share that unwavering
commitment. We realize that, even
today, there is no substitute for the
enduring quality and value of precisicn craftsmanship. That's why we
take the time to listen to your ideas
and needs, and why we use that
input to build every Harrison console
with the same painstaking care that
the master violinmaker devoted to
his craft.
For the future, we'll continue to
bring you the best possible workmanship, technology and service. Yet,
even as we engineer for tl-e future,
we're also committed to tl-,e careful
tradition of the past. We know that's
where our best example lies.

06*

THE NEW

22964, Na3hville, Tennessee 37202
(615) 834-1184, Telex 555133

arnsor,

F.0 Box

85.5, and 95 kHz. The Super S is simply installed between the stereo generator and the FM exciter. Other related

clude possibilities of transmitting at the

rate of 9600 bps, or 48,000 bps if all

tii4 L2 J,

headlines, weather, or advertising

McMartin equipment on display in-

"Silent Radio" is a new medium

cluded Super S tuners, TR-S-500, and
stereo generators. The company is also
poised to move into TV stereo, showing several generators including a TV/
SAP (second audio program) unit for
this purpose.
To assist it in the data transmission
business, McMartin has retained a consulting firm, Broadcast Technologies
Group, Inc., part of Broadway Video.
Data schemes under development in-

best described as electronic bill -

messages in a variety of public places.
The information is displayed as a moving message (one or two lines) on bright
red LED screens. The encrypted digital

boarding made possible by transmitting
digital signals either over FM SCAs or

data is inserted at a station on an FM
subcarrier (or unused TV line) and re-

five carriers are used.

TV vertical blanking intervals. The
new medium exhibited at NAB by
Cybernetic Data Products has been
used to transmit fresh content to thousands of individually addressed bill-

boards over a wide area. Now Cybernetics has created Silent Radio to
display sports news in bars, or news

ceived on a special tuner where the data
is stripped out and fed to the display.
Cybernetics supplies a complete editorial service based on major wire or lo-

cal news inputs. Cybernetics has been
transmitting to 11,000 locations in Los
Angeles using the TV station KCET.
Another several thousand will be added
for the Olympics. Its signal to the Las

Vegas Convention Center came via

Our consoles never die.
They just keep fading away.
Built like a tank. Handle like a dream. Smooth, sure, responsive. And
won't let you down.
That's LPB, for the air and production boards you see coast to

coast-in local to network stations-from 100 watts to 100kw.
It isn't that we're all -solid-state, or that we make 5, 8 or 10 channel
mixers, mono, stereo or both. It's simply because LPB consoles don't
seem to break down. And that's on the record.
But features count, too. From pre -fader pushbutton cues to programmable muting logic, let's say if it's essential, we've got it!
on LPB equipment. Call 215-644-1123 or write LPB Inc., 28 Bacton Hill Road, Frazer,
PA19355. (Telex 703000.)
A lot of consoles will come and go in your time. But not if they're
made by LPB.

SCA using the Univeristy of Nevada's
local FM station. In the top 25 markets,
Cybernetics says it is looking to lease
an unused carrier; in the smaller markets it instead plans to go into a partnership with a local broadcast station to of-

fer the service.

Subcarrier degradation?
Broadcasters harboring the notion
that the use of subcarriers automatically

lessens the modulation of the main
channel and therefore degrades normal
stereo, were in for a pleasant surprise at

this year's NAB. It was reiterated in
many ways at the convention that 110
percent modulation of subcarriers authorized by the FCC March 29 (Docket

82-536) makes it possible to avoid
weakening FM loudness.
The documentation was described in

a paper read by Harrison Klein of
Group W, Westinghouse. It is a physical law that main channel modulation

must be reduced (backed off) when
subcarriers are introduced. The 110
percent modulation rule has decreased

by half the former requirement for

backoff. Thus, said Klein, "main
channel modulation will be reduced
less than a half decibel when one 10
percent subcarrier is added." He said
this should be the necessary incentive
to get stations to take advantage of their

subcarrier capability. Test data shown
by Klein revealed that the necessary
protection ratios against unwanted in-

terference were maintained when
comparing stereo plus two subcarriers

at 110 percent modulation against
stereo alone at 100 percent modulation.

(No tests were performed with five
subcarriers.) Klein said even short spaced stations could maintain their

RF signal levels without fear of
interference.
BOur call letters make news 'round the world.
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Proper SCA transmission without
crosstalk does require that close atten-

Sound kdvice
ITC announces a revolutionary
departure from the traditional
triple deck cartridge machine.
The Delta III's advanced modular
design gives you three
independently removable decks.
This means that you can remove
a deck for easy maintenance and
still stay on the air.

The Delta III offers:

three independently
removable decks

rugged modular design

That's great news for you and
your listeners because the Delta
III's superior sound will spoil
everyone who hears it. You
won't want to settle for less, and
neither will they.

crystal -referenced servo
motor
toroidal power transformer
non-magnetic stainless steel
shaft

The Delta III is part of the
Delta series, ITC's new

now more affordable!

generation of cartridge machines.
Mechanically, electronically and
physically superior to previous
models, the Delta Series is fast
becoming the new standard of
the industry.

That's something you need to
know. Because you wouldn't
want to miss the revolution.

Don't Miss The Delta Revolution
IfITERflATIOnAL TAPETRONCS CORPORATIOn
2425 South Main Street / P.O. Box 241 / Bloomington, Illinois 61701

Call Toll -Free: 800-447-0414
From Alaska, Hawaii and Illinois call collect: 309:828-1381
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3M hears you...

The 1214 TUL is a self-contained TV broadcast studio for
Ku- or C -band satellite transmission.

The simplest way to put your special event on
the air is with a Microdyne transportable uplink
Direct to satellite, no delays
Since the essentially interfer-

other special event.
In fact, one of our transportables
is already booked for the '84 Summer
Olympics and both national political
conventions.

channel. Bulk use rates can reduce

And since you link directly to a
satellite, you rely less on expensive, Ku- or C -band, audio or video
troublesome backhauls.
Of course, not everyone wants or

custom -tailoring our equipment to

ence -free Ku -band requires no frequency coordination, you can slice

hours off your broadcast response
time.

The whole thing couldn't be needs all of the capabilities of our

simpler: from site to satellite to studio.
With no interference. No loss of signal
quality. No delays.

full-blown Ku -band uplink. So we
give you a choice of either Ku -or

C -band, with as much or as little

that even more.

Custom uplinks and downlinks
Our engineering staff is skilled at

suit your needs. We offer a full range
of components and services for both

uplinks and downlinks, and all our
products are backed by one of the
most responsive service policies in
the industry.

production equipment as you need.
We even have a smaller, audio -

only transportable uplink that uses
the economical Single Channel Per
Carrier (SCPC) radio system. State
and regional radio networks have

from Microdyne.

found this system ideal for local sports
broadcasts.
And the hourly transponder lease
rates for satellite distribution are very
economical. A full Ku -band transpon-

Not just for ENG

der for video (43 MHz) costs about
$600 an hour. Monthly rates can cut

The 1214 TUL can be towed at highway speeds and is

only one of many transportable uplinks available

Electronic news gathering is only
one of the many uses of a Microdyne
transportable uplink. As a completely

self-contained broadcast studio, it is
ideal for sports events, political
conventions, outdoor concerts or

that in half.
The cost of an audio -only C -band
channel is even less: just $75 per hour.
That's for a single 7.5 kHz (10 dBw)

Our 3.66 -meter audio -only uplink. The electronics are

housed in rugged carrying cases that are easily
transported and quickly set up.

If you would like more information about our transportable satellite
uplinks, call our Marketing Depart-

ment at (904) 687-4633 and tell us
what you need. You'll be amazed at
just how simple it can be to put your
special event on the air.

Microdyne Corporation
P.O. Box 7213

Ocala, FL 32672

(904) 687-4633
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tion be paid to the bandwidth and line-

Small said that the Modulation Sci-

arity of every link in the chain. In

ences Data -Sidekick transmits at a

analyzing some of the subsystems at a
technical session, John Lyles of Broad-

4800 bps rate (using frequency -shift
keying to produce zeros and ones) but

cast Electronics said corrections for
bandwidth and distortion limitations

that other modulation schemes are faster. Any data channel can be subdivided

should be made at every stage, and he
described those limitations that might
be encountered in the SCA generator,
the stereo generator, the FM exciter,
composite STLs, and transmitter RF

into number of separate messages at
lower rates. Error correction coding is

stages.

Among some warnings: SCA audio

should be bandlimited to 4.3 kHz to
minimize crosstalk; too much bandpass

filtering can cause unwanted
intermodulation products in the demod;

stereo generators must have good 38
kHz subcarrier suppression (with mod-

ulation supplied) and lowpass filters
must have good group delay characteristics to avoid overshoot or ringing; FM
exciters must be very linear; STLs must
have a flat bandwidth through 53 kHz

(since many FM exciters and STLs
can't meet this requirement-or even a

more stringent one in the case of
multiband SCA-the stereo generator
should be able to compensate for deficiencies); in RF amplifier stages, solid
state broadband circuits are better than
tuned networks, but the latter may be
necessary as output bandpass filters in

dense RF environments to avoid
intermodulation products from being
generated in power amplifier modules.
All broadcasters with old equipment

usually incorporated in the software of
the message. Small observed that data
on subcarriers is a new technology with
vast potential for the entrepreneur.
Among some of the very simple data
transmission schemes now in operation
are paging services-permissible as an
SCA use. Two on exhibit and described
in papers at NAB were those offered by
Reach and Motorola.
Tests run by Motorola reveal paging
is not practical in urban areas particularly when the transmitter is 12 miles or
further from the heart of the city. The
problem is penetrating a building with a

number of errors in so many bits pas-

counted long distance service and cellular radio, was Reach Inc. (described
extensively in BM/E, May 1984,
p. 60). While the Reach booth did not
contain much hardware, there was lots
of literature describing its many ser-

vices, present and future. Reach offered four options under its new Spantel

Division: become your own paging

no further away than about six miles.
While it might be assumed translators

message forwarding, cellular radio,

could fill in poor signal areas, this
would call for another frequency and
pagers come equipped with only one.
Land mobile systems can add transmitters on the same frequency. Thus the

power and having over 1000 foot

sed) attached to it. Errors like one in 10
to the fifth power (telephone specs) or
one in 10 to the seventh power are typical. Small advised engineers to beware
of equipment described as having error

and national paging, but electronic
memos and voice mailbox plus dis-

company by purchasing Spantel paging

tion Sciences told engineers that frequency response, distortion, and S/N

tem has an error rate (expressed as

Offering the opportunity to tie into a
national service offering not only local

Class A stations will have a very limited range. To reliably receive a signal on
a pager (whose internal antenna is rated
about 20-30 dB poorer than an auto dipole) located on the first floor of a high
rise building, the transmitter should be

only broadcasters with SCA paging potential are likely to be those Class B and

accuracy in describing equipment and
systems. He said a properly tested sys-

tal alert paging, on the other hand,
would permit paging, other data, and
two other voice services. On the floor,
Motorola exhibited various encoder
models each having the ability to address different sized systems. It also
showed a small 5.6 -ounce binary tone
alert pager, the SCA 1000, designed
expressly for the FM broadcast band.

sufficiently powerful signal. Most

should study Lyle's paper closely.
In considering data transmission via
FM subcarrier, Eric Small of Modularatios were not as valuable as speed and

would limit broadcasters to the use of
only two subcarriers total; binary digi-

C stations operating at their highest
antennas.
Motorola's test data is extremely revealing and valuable to any broadcaster

contemplating paging. It tackles four
common misconceptions, substituting
for them four facts: (1) Because of the
poor sensitivity of pager's internal antenna, an SCA pager's range will be
less than half that experienced in automobiles; (2) 9600 bps is probably the
highest practical data rate, which trans-

rates so low as to be insignificant.

lates to 1200 alphabetical characters

While outdoor antennas may permit a
system to claim an error rate of one in
10 to the seventh power, this may drop
to one in 10 to the fifth or worse when
indoor whip antennas are used. Small
said indoor antennas are unacceptable
in high rise office buildings in densely
populated urban areas. He also warned
that consumer type FM antennas vary
too widely in VSWR to be predictably
safe; the only answer is the Scala FM
log periodic.

per second, one -fifth the amount often
claimed; (3) Although there are only 37
local RCC paging channels available,

these channels can be used over and
over in each of the 200 major markets
as SCA is not the only paging service
opportunity; (4) While the market for
20-25 million pagers may develop by
1990, this must be shared by RCCs, telephone common carriers, and other private sectors.

Motorola feels that voice paging

equipment and selling pagers and the
service in your local market; become a

nationwide network affliate by
purchasing the right to sell the total

plan-paging, electronic and voice
and data distribution services; pay a license fee and allow traffic on your station; lease
affiliate.

your SCA to a Spantel

Spaniel's Cellular Controller, CC
Mk VII, with 4000 subscriber capacity,
handles all the aforementioned services

(the more elaborate ones as options)
and bills subscribers monthly. The
Reach TVC-1 pager, weighing 4.75
ounces, provides not only a tone -only

beep but also a 10 -second voice
message. Will the system work reliably? Don Naber of Reach, appearing on

the technical program, said "yes," but
experience to date indicates that all of
the equipment in a broadcaster's plant
should be under control and capable of
meeting SCA requirements.
IFT Inc. offered some new equipment to help in the task of monitoring a
station's performance. These included

a new Model 844 and 845 FM/
baseband/stereo monitor and FM/SCA
monitor. The 845 SCA monitor, for example, measures modulation, injection
level, SNR, and crosstalk . In conjunction with a distortion analyzer, THD.
can be measured. In conjunction with a
receiver, the unit acts as a standalone
SCA monitor. Both the stereo and SCA
monitors include a unique TFT patent
pending Peak Modulation Duration differentiator scheme to differentiate peak
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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pulses generated by overshoot or

McGraw Edison) and some of the

multipath from true peak modulations.
An accumulator counts actual modulation peaks. Frequency synthesized tuning is used.
For SCA reception, TFT exhibited a
new SCA4 FM-SCA receiver module
and an attractive desk -top unit, the 867.

decode the signal and control a single

equipment used was on display at the
company's booth. AM SCA is better
than FM SCA for load management,

relay.
The system can be made two-way so
that conditions at the receive site can be

Both tune in both the main channel
(sensitivity 2 p.V at 30 dB quieting),
and the SCA program (sensitivity 10
uV for 30 dB SCA quieting). S.C.A.

Communications, a subsidiary of
Emergency Alert Receiver, Inc., also
had some new "all sidebands" SCA
receivers. The subchannel decoders
employ phase locked loop detection

for noise free audio recovery. The

detection circuitry is extremely

according to Holbrow, because the area

clude intrusion (high temperature,

sight. As much as 30,000 square miles
can be covered by an AM station. He
also judged AM SCA better than pri-

smoke) or other emergency situations.
The broadcast station signal is the frequency reference for the return link (either VHF or UHF) providing a coherent
source for a synchronous detector in the
receiver back at central.

vate radio or powerline carriers. The

technique calls for transmitting
subaudible (less than 80 Hz) digital sig-

nals, which are superimposed on the
broadcast signal using small -angle syn-

chronous quadrature (phase) modula-

tion. The subaudible signals do not
interfere with the AM program, nor do
they deplete the carrier power or cover-

age area. To produce a digital "1,"the

linear, E.A.R. says. Johnson Electronics was also an SCA exhibitor, but had

carrier is advanced and delayed by

no new equipment. Another SCArelated exhibitor, Modulation Sciences, showed a data generator, the

modulation in the appropriate time slot
indicates a "0." The phase -modulated
signal is transmitted at 80 bps. Interface
equipment at the station includes a re-

Data -Sidekick.

Using AM subcarriers
The virtues and techniques of using
AM subcarriers for utility load manage-

monitored. These conditions can in-

of coverage is not limited to line -of-

± -30 degrees. The absence of phase

dundant microcomputer (Z-80) and
modulator. The microprocessor hand-

ment were described by William

les 32,000 control groups with a 32
command repertoire. Individual addressing would require a larger com-

Holbrow, Altran Electronics (div. of

puter. Radio -controlled receivers

Opportunities besides utility load
management include paging, traffic
light control, highway sign display,
signals for coordinating vehicle location, and two way communications
systems. Holbrow said the synchronization provided by a stable AM carrier
controlling a low cost phase -lockedloop receiver provides a highly effi-

cient technique for time -division
multiplexing as well as frequency control. This is the key to cellular systems
involving multipoint communications.
Will such a service interfere with AM

stereo? Holbrow says definitely not.
Altran's phase modulation signal will
not trip stereo pilot tones, nor does AM
stereo interfere with its data transmis-

sion. KNX Los Angeles is currently

FOR ALL YOU WANT
A CART TO DO,
THIS CART'S FOR YOU!
For ...The best sound a cart can reproduce
For ...The exclusive SGS-4 broadcast mastering
tape.

For ... Superb copies of CD's and digital masters
For ... Outstanding high frequency sensitivity and
For

.

.

.

headroom
Stable stereo phasing

For ...Maximum reliability and longest life
O. For ...Compatibility with all cart machines
For ...Stations who care how they sound
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Travel light with the new
Electro-Voice® ELX-1 Mixer
It's big enough to handle the toughest
field assignments -small enough to carry there
Our new Electro-Voice ELX-1 Microphone Mixer has the compact design,
rugged construction and self-contained
performance features that assure dependable, efficient field operation.
For all these same reasons... and more
...the ELX-1 will also meet your quality
standards for a wide range of studio
applications.

Pack -it!
Detach the AC power cord, snap on
the shoulder strap, place the ELX-1 into
your equipment bag and your portable
sound studio is ready for action. The
ELX-1 automatically switches to internal
battery power for dependable performance on the run.

coverage, studio production, or all threethe ELX-1 meets the challenge:'
"I'd like you to see the ELX-1 in action.
For the complete ELX-1 story along
with information on the rest of the
Electro-Voice line of professional products, please write to me:
Greg Silsby, Electro-Voice, Inc.,
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, MI 49107. "

Greg Silsby talks about
the ELX-1 Microphone Mixer:

Rack -it...
With the optional mounting brackets,
the ELX-1 fits in a standard equipment
rack and provides more performance options than you would think were possible
in 1.75 inches of space.

Stack -it...
Multiple units can be used in combination through an integral stacking system
to provide as many inputs as you need.

"Whether this is your
first and only mixeror your fifty-first-we

Market Development Manager, Professional Markets

at Electra -Voice know

there are three things
you need: versatility,
dependability, and
uncompromising
audio performance:'
"if your job is news gathering, sports

Electrolkice'
a SRAtlarl company

When quality really counts, professionals count on Electro-Voice,"
Circle 191 on Reader Service Card

a:3
transmitting energy management signals and other tests are, or soon will be,

underway in stations in the Detroit,
Phoenix, Philadelphia, and Houston

Martin Luther King holiday. Callers
hear a computer voice that acknowledges the call.

markets.

Automatic radio information

Cellular radio

Yet another new opportunity for FM
stations is to offer a traffic information

While there were no exhibits devoted
exclusively to cellular radio (aside from

some Motorola radiotelephone designed for the new service), cellular
radio was a topic at the Radio Management session, "Making $$$ With New

Technologies." Paul Bortz, of
Browne, Bortz & Coddington, described cellular radio as a bright opportunity. There will be only two licenses
per market and telephone interests can

service called ARI (Automatic Radio

Information) being supported by
Blaupunkt Radio. Gerald LeBow, a
consultant, described the system and
what is happening in the U.S. (It has
been in operation in Germany for 10
years.) Essentially ARI uses a 57 kHz

or the traffic report can come in
automatically, overriding the program
listened to. The station or region providing the report can be identified. ARI
started in the greater metropolitan New
York area; it now runs a corridor from
New Haven to Wilmington, DE. Since
only Blaupunkt sells ARI equipped receivers at present, motorists equipped
to receive the service are counted in the
"tens of thousands. "Stations benefit
by having good time buys and the pub-

licity gained from ARI promotion.
Detroit and Los Angeles (in time for the

subcarrier. Several modes of operation

Olympics) are the next markets to be

are possible-a pilot light and a tone

served. This will bring the total of ARI
stations to 19.

can indicate a traffic report is available,

have but one. But Bortz cautioned
broadcasters to evaluate the competing
services such as paging (much less expensive), private radio, and other new

services of the future. While opportunites in the major markets are restrict-

ed and already filed for, all markets
below 90 are available. They may open
up this year.

The FCC is likely to make these
awards on the basis of a lottery. This al-

ters the method of filing-rather than
put in an application that must withstand the test of a comparative hearing,
broadcasters need merely file an appli-

cation that would would hold up as
competent. Such applications cost less
than $10,000 according to panelists at
the session.

Interactive broadcasting
An idea that seemed to catch fire at

this year's NAB was CallCount, a
trademarked name used by JBL to describe its interactive approach to broadcasting. An instant system for measuring telephone calls, CallCount hooks
as many as 50 lines to any telephone
system and can handle 15 calls per telephone line per minute. As a question is
posed during a broadcast, two phone
numbers are provided to callers to cast
their ballot or opinion. The incoming
results are immediately shown and continuously updated on a TV screen using
an RS -232 interface. Or, in the case of
radio broadcasters, results can be read

AM Stereo Excitement
Builds: Motorola Is On a
Roll but Sony Is
Savior for Others
Radio managers eyeing AM stereo as a
means of gaining parity with FM were
bullish at NAB. Doubt and confusion
left in the wake of the FCC's infamous
decision to duck standards -making by

letting the marketplace decide was
shaken for many with the advent of the
Sony SRA-100 multi -system receiver,
introduced last summer.
Strong praise was heaped on Sony at
the Radio Management Session, "AM
Stereo, Chapter II" by all of the broad -

broadcasters would not have to decide
on any single system from among the

four "all good" systems offered:
Harris, Kahn, Magnavox, or Motorola.
The same thing happened at the Radio
Engineering session when the audience
came out in praise of Sony and disdain
for Delco. But other announcements at
NAB seemed to smash such hopes for
multi -systems receivers. Pioneer, in a
joint annoucement with Motorola , said

it favored a "single system" and

from the readout counters on the
CallCount unit. The system can be ex-

panded to accomodate additional 50

Delco receiver outfitted for Harris AM stereo listening test.

line units. WXIA Atlanta uses 150 lines

casters participating-Fred Walker,

commented, "from a combination of

rola's C-Quam seems to us a clear

gets 45,000 calls on questions; it

Broadstreet Communications, Wayne
Eddy, KYMN, Northfield, MN, and
Don Dalton, KSI/KOST, Los Angeles.
They urged other manufacturers to fol-

logged 110,000 regarding opinion on a

low suit in promoting Sony so that

to the drive for a single system. The

(75 for yes, 75 for no). Because of the
speed of the system (four seconds for a
transaction), about 50 lines serve a population of one million. WXIA typically
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technical and marketing factors, Moto-

choice." Pioneer made it clear that it
expected its decision would add weight

Neve's 6455 4 bus

More and more video editing suites are bung equipped with
Neve's 5455 4 bus consoles, part of the highly successful 542
range of 6,8,12 and 16 input 2 bus consoles that have become
an industry standard in all facets of productions Complete
Post Production, Vidtronics, Telemation Productions, Windsor Total Video, Teletronics, and Reeves Teletape to name a
flew It's no wonder.
The 5455, engineered and designed to offer the exceptional
Neve quality you've come to expect of the larger units, is
uniquely suited for video editing.

Features include two types of interface to video editing iystems: Post -fade balanced line level direct outputs from each
channel for those switehe-s/editors requiring independert
audio sources; or a VCA interface that provides 1)C voltages
to control the input channels gain. Cross -fades and cuts on
the 5455 may now become part of the EDL.
The 5455 4 bus with 12,16 cr 24 inputs is available in a "drop -

through" mounting configuration, providing excellent control access in minimum space.
For further information, please call (203) 744+6230 or write.

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED: Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, CT 068411 (203) 744-6230 Telex 969608.7533 Sunset 3lvd., Hollywood, CA 901145
(213) 874-8124 Telex 194942 RUPERT NEVE OF CANADA, LTD. represented by: Sonotectuique, 2585 Bats. Suite 304, Montreal, P.Q.1113S IA9 Granada
1514) 739-3368 Telex 055-62371. NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL. LTD.: Cambridge House, Melbourn. Royston, Hertfordshise, SGB6AU EnglEnd
Phone 04763) 60776.. RUPERT NEVE GmbH : 6100 Darmstadt Hismarckstrasse 114, West C:runinv Phone (116151) 81764.
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first AM stereo receiver will be a car
model, priced at about $300 due this
fall. Pioneer is a big supplier of auto radios, having sold more than six million
sets in the U.S. Harris, acknowledging

rior reception" of the Harris system on
multi -system receivers. (The change
does not alter reception on the Sony set

with an AM stereo decoder, and a Sony

Walkman version (for $79.95).

because it did not use a pilot tone.)

Magnavox as a receiver manufacturer
apparently prefers a multi -system but

Modification kits will be available to
broadcasters currently using the Harris

has not announced plans to make such a
set.

C-Quam system and Motorola's ag-

system who wish to change to the 25 Hz
pilot tone.

limited number of receivers in consum-

gressive promotion, announced it was
changing the pilot tone frequency in its

Although Sansui is in the multi -

ers' hands (Sony's number in the tens

system camp with its TU-S77AMX au-

linear AM stereo system so that it

tomatic AM stereo/FM synthesized

of thousands concentrated in a few markets; single systems are more numerous

would be compatible with radios designed to receive only the Motorola

tuner, it has not been as aggressive as
Sony in promoting AM stereo. Other

but diffused amongst many markets),
broadcasters are buying equipment.

system.

the momentum towards a single system, following Delco' s selection of the

Despite the past confusion and the

set makers appear to be headed the

Although Harris still favors multi -

Motorola claims over 141 exciters

single system route. Motorola claims at

system radios it feels broadcasters must

least six more are preparing C-Quam

shipped; Harris reports 100 worldwide
(Australia is a big customer); Kahn says

serve the largest number of listeners

only receivers. Its score card thus reads

over 100 have been delivered. Conti-

possible by providing a signal compatible with both types of receivers. Harris
expects its move will stimulate the AM

Chrysler, Concord, Delco, Jensen,

nental, supporting the Magnavox PMX

Marantz, McIntosh, Pioneer, Samsung
and Sherwood. Motorola has been out-

system, isn't bragging about systems

stereo marketplace and has dropped

spoken in opposition to the use of

plans to produce a chip of its own. Listening tests run by Harris on a Delco receiver indicate that both the Harris- and

multi -system sets, charging that they
would most likely compromise performance. It has attacked the Sansui
TU-S77 AMX as seriously distorting
the signals from Kahn, Magnavox, and
Motorola systems.
If there is a bandwagon now going
for a single system, Sony is committed
to the other way. It promises a car AM
stereo tuner this fall, a cassette model

Motorola -generated signals are perceived to be of comparable quality, although it admitted a minor change in
the Delco circuit would optimize linear
reception. These tests also confirmed
that the change in pilot tone (from 55
Hz to 25 Hz) does not affect the "supe-

It proves

its worth.

sold but is still advertising PMX merits
and asks broadcasters to make comparisons. Several are going on the air very
shortly with the Magnavox system.
Jon Strom of Sony, who claims neu-

trality in terms of system preference,

reports 225 stations on the air, four
times more than a year ago. These are
located in 160 cities. In 29 cities, multi-

ple systems are in use. Only Kahn
claims to have significant network
support.

While others have introduced more expensive
reverbs that don't sound like they're worth it, or
lower -cost units that don't deliver quality, Orban's
111B Dual Spring Reverb continues to prove its
worth.
Why? Because the Orban 111B offers good, clean
sound that most broadcasters demand in the production studio or on the air at a fair price. Our proprietary "floating threshold peak limiter" protects
the springs from being overdriven on transients. So

the 111B doesn't sound "twangy"-just bright and
clean, with a sound that complements your audio
instead of muddying it. And flexible EQ lets you contour the echo return for any application.

So check out the111B Dual Spring Reverb: A proven
performer with the right sound at a fair price.
oebanOrban Associates, Inc.

645 Bryant St. San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-1067
Circle 194 on Reader Service Card
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DOLBY

NOISE REDUCTION
FOR THE 1980'S

36C single-track units

CN 221B for

Soly BVH
1000/1100

CN 226 for
Ampex
VPR-2

CN 234 for
Sony BVH 2000

Dolby noise reduction is keeping pace with today's demand for
high -quality sound - everywhere. With the introduction of such
products as plug-in modules for VTRs and the SP multi -track
unit, it is easier than ever before to protect all your irreplaceable
audio tracks from hiss, hum, and print -through. From broad-

casting to musk recording, from video sweetening to motion
picture dubbing, Dolby A -type NR reliably continues to fulfill
its original promise: effective noise reduction combined with
complete signal integrity.
San Francisca CA 94111,
Dolby Laboratories Inc., 731 Sansome
Telephone 415-392-0300. -6.1ex 34409. 346 Clapham Road, London SW9,
Telephone 01-720-1111, Telex 919109. "Dolby" and the double -C symbol

are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp S81/5030
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Whether you switch... or generate.
Wilk otters superb performance at low cost.
Wilk's complete line of audio/video distribution
and routing equipment offers superb performance
at competitive prices. Design technology features
state-of-the-art solid state electronics and virtually
"transparent" operation where distribution or
switching of audio and video signals is required.
The 350 Series is based on a standard EIA rack
frame with power supply, utilizing any Wilk
audio/video distribution module or accessory. The
"transparent" routing switchers comprise a series
of basic switchers with separate video and audio
matrices, which can be utilized to fit most
switching requirements.

Wilk's line of Video Precision character generators
and production titlers are available as either a desk
top unit, or with separate keyboard and chassis.
The 3300 Series is available with dual fonts,
character tilt, eight -color background, two -speed
crawl, 62 page memory, and audio cassette and
RS -232 interfaces, as well as many more features
available in more complex and higher -priced units.
In the 3500 Series, each chassis can be accessed
by a multiple number of remote keyboards and is
available as either a single or dual channel unit,
and features eight -color background, time and
temperature, programmable fixed title or two -speed
elastic length crawl, and 184 pages of memory.

For demanding character generation and switching applications, Wilk offers the best value for all
your equipment needs.

==
U.S. Corporate Offices: 16255 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1001, Encino, CA 91436 (818) 788-2338
Eastern Regional Offices: 12 Terhune St., Oakland, NJ 07436 (201) 337-8158
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casters who formed the Louisiana AM
Stereo Broadcasters Association as a

move other cities should take. Such
cooperation will spark receiver distributors to get more active

Awareness of AM stereo is high
where it is promoted, according to a
fresh McGavern Guild study of nine
rnarkets-. But there is a problem. According to the study, some 60 percent

TFT's AM stereo exciter for C-Quam transmission

It is the slowness of some major mar-

of 30 to 400 are attracted to listen and

ket stations to get into AM stereo that

participate in a drawing to win a

has some of the forerunners upset.

SRA-100. Dalton's promotion is not

Wayne Eddy is annoyed that no one in

expensive since the merchant pays well
for the extra traffic drawn to his store.
Dalton says you have to tell consumers
where AM stereos can be bought just as
you informed people where they could
get Cabbage Patch dolls.
One of the best ways for broadcasters
to promote is to join forces. Fred Walker lauded the four New Orleans broad-

Minneapolis or St. Paul is promoting
AM stereo. That hurts him in his subur-

ban market. NAB panelists urged that
broadcasters get in there and help sell
sets. Don Dalton takes AM stereo Listening Posts (a pedestal equipped with
an SRA-100 and four headsets) into
stores to increase awareness. Crowds

think they are already receiving stereo
when they have only the capability of
hearing mono. Thus education is vital,
according to McGavern Guild, to get
people to go out an buy a good AM set.
Educating 18-34 year olds is vital since
this group, which grew up on FM, has
rejected AM as inferior. Real listening
on quality wideband receivers will be
essential to win converts.
While most of the demonstrations at
NAB sounded good, Robert Orban of
Orban Associates told an engineering
group that bandwidth is not as high as

might be expected. He declared the
Sony receiver as good but rolling off
about 12 dB after 9 kHz. Sansui is
down 20 dB at 9 kHz; the Delco is
down 5 dB at 6 kHz. Although the latter

doesn't appear to be wideband, its a

The PORTABRACE'M
GRIP - A remarkably

practical heavy-duty
production cart.

THE C

ICE

FOR 84

The Audio -Metrics ESA -10 Broadcast Console
combines elegant styling, total operator control,
and superb audio specifications.
No other console provides the features and
performance of the ESA -10 for under $10,000.
Write or call today for detailed product information on radios' best console value.

K and H Products, Ltd.
Box 246, North Bennington
Vermont 05257 (8021442-9118

Rama' SYSTEMS
5113 WEST CHESTER PIKE EDGEMONT, PA 19028

Call 800/523-2133 . (In PA 215/356-4700)
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Broadcast Electronics AX10 C-Quam AM stereo exciter.

good choice for cars to avoid adjacent

the AM -4 Stereo Matrix Processing

channel interference, he said. Since

System. This system includes a matrix

Improved mono reception when

bandwidth is not as high as might be ex-

processor, a stereo prep processor, a

pected, Orban feels preemphasis

spectral energy processor (four bands)

should be included in the transmitter
link. Among some processing suggestions from Orban were the absolute

and a modulation unit. The matrix

using a stereo exciter, even in the absence of a stereophonic input, is a phenomenon being observed by several
broadcasters, and particularly those
using Kahn exciters. While the exact
reasons are not clear, exciter adjustments presumably compensate for cer-

processor is important because you can
have a loss in mono loudness if the program material has a L only signal or a R

need for multi -band processing and the
essential requirement that the pilot not
be clipped. All positive clipping is done
at high risk, he said.
Processing equipment for AM stereo

only signal. While simple processing
can adjust for the problem, loudness
can be increased unduly during single
channel stereo transmission. The matrix processor provides a continuously
variable control to adjust between the
two extremes. The unit actually im-

was prominent on the exhibit floor.
Orban showed the Model 9100A and
Circuit Research Labs demonstrated

RACK MOUNTABLE VIDEO DELAY LINES

A complete Rack Mountable series of Video & Pulse Delay Lines, with the
capability of replacing up to 1450 feet of 75 ohm coaxial cable. The units reduce
size, weight, installation costs, save time and effort in making delay changes.
Delay
Range
(NanoSec.)

Delay
Steps
(Nano
Sec.)

Maximum
Insertion
Loss

Method

(u 100 KHz
(db)
.40

Amplitude
Flatness At
Any Delay
Setting
100 KHz to
5.5 MHz (db)

Max
Rise
Time
(Nano
Sec.)

0-255

1.0

.4 Max.

20

VRM0637

0-637.5
0-1275

2.5

Slide Switch

'1.00

.4

28

5.0

Slide Switch

.4

33

Call/Write for Video

10.0

Slide Switch

.5

40

VRS0317

0-2270
0-317.5

*3.00
"3.00
.40

.5

26

Delay Lines and
Video Filters Catalog

VRS0635

0-635

VRS1270

0-1270
0-2260

VRM2270

VRS2260

2.5

Strap

5.0

Strap

.75

.5

35

10.0

Strap

1.50

.5

37

20.0

Strap

3.00

.5

45

"±.2db variation at any delay setting.

ALLEN AVIONICS, INC.
224 EAST SECOND ST.
MINEOLA, NY 11501
Phone: 516-248-8080
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now that its practice is becoming more
widespread. Ignoring platform motion,

which may not be a real problem be-

cause it's a phenomenon occuring
when signals are weak and listeners
won't stay with a weak fringe signal in

from another station. The culprit is
assummed to be Motorola systems,
stemming from the high degree of sepa-

ration they deliver, particularly at 5
kHz and above. If that is the cause,
Motorola may have to crank down on
its separation, thus losing one of its fea-

tures. At least one processor maker

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar

for

ale still some troublesome aspects of
AM stereo broadcasting cropping up

coming under increased scrutiny. Some
broadcasters are finding their signal is
being interfered with by spectral energy

VRM0255
VRM1275

tain transmitter characteristics that lead
to clearer mono. Thus there is a reason
for talk -show stations to go stereo!
But such improvements aside, there

any event, "occupied bandwidth" is

'

of Variation
Slide Switch

Part No.

proves the mono signal.

An

IliaLl:&:

9

adds 70 percent limiting. On the other
hand, there is some suspicion that some
such reports are simply rumors started
to slow down the momentum now going for Motorola, which said again at
the Engineering Session at NAB that it

can't find any data supporting the
charges.

The momentum tilting to the

Motorola system will increase from an-CM/ IIIP OM MEI IMP

/ BELAR

BE LAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA 19333 BOX 826 (2151 687-5550
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other quarter. At the NAB show AM
stereo exciters of the C-Quam type
were shown by three other sources:
Broadcast Electronics, Delta, and TFT.
Type acceptance for these entrants is ei-

ther a recent event, or one shortly to
happen, so all can now actively sell.

Cost -Performance to Oki Doesn't
Mean Less Performance for Lower Cost.

Performance Takes Priority!

LT1210 Digital Television Standards Converter
Professionals demand an uncommon level of picture quality in TV
standards conversion. And production on the road requires a compact,
reliable unit. Oki Electric built the LT1210 to deliver. It's the world's smallest
converter able to handle NTSC, PAL, and SECAM, with PAL -M conversion
as an option. Yet it incorporates every function and feature needed for
producing studio -quality programming. The image enhancement function,
for example, ensures a high -definition picture with outstanding image

clarity. This converter is also a totally integral unit so no adaptor or
changing of encoder/decoder modules is required for conversion between
NTSC, PAL and SECAM.
The cost -performance of the LT1210 is nothing less than outstanding. Oki
Electric's proven expertise in standards conversion combined with the
latest in LSI technology results in a highly reliable, easy -to -use converter.
The LT1210. Check it out. Anywhere.
Oki also produces the high -end LT1015E Digital TV Standards Converter.

In the U.S.A. and Canada, contact:

In other areas, contact:

OKI Electric Overseas Corp.

Head Office:
Overseas Marketing & Sales

One University Plaza.
Hackensack, New Jersey
07601 U.S.A

Tel 201-646-0011-0015

LT1015E

TWY: 7109905004 OKI ELEC HAK
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10-3, Shibaura 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan
Tel: (03) 454-211T
Telex: J22627
Cable: OKIDENK TOKYO

OKI
electric

industry
company, ltd.

Scientific
Atlanta

Now, THE ULTIMATE SOUND Is
FOR SMALLER BROADCASTERS, Too
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA BRINGS
THE COST OF DIGITAL
PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION
DOWN-TO-EARTH.
Scientific-Atlanta introduces the first and
only narrowband, digital uplink/downlink
system for distributing radio programming. Now, smaller broadcasters can
afford the same sound quality that the
major networks enjoy. The ultimate in
network program fidelity!
LOWER TRANSPONDER COSTS
The new digital system requires only 10%
of a transponder's capacity. Since you
only pay for the space you need, unprecedented efficiencies are assured.
BETTER THAN TAPES
The compact new Scientific-Atlanta system
eliminates the U.S. Mail. Compared to

tapes, the narrowband system is easier to
use, much quicker and often less expensive. And there are never the headaches
of damaged tapes or late deliveries.

BLit ER THAN LAND LINES
Your affiliated stations can now enjoy
fidelity that is vastly superior to land lines.
The reliability, flexibility and ease -of -use
make the new system a far better alternative. With lower distribution costs in
most cases!
BETTER THAN ANALOG SCPC

'ine in to Scientific-Atlanta quality and
you'll tune out anything else. The system's
signal is crisp, clean, incredibly lifelikethe total sound. Features include:

80 dB dynamic range
Less than .3% THD
A full 24 dBm peak signal level
livo 15 kHz channels for music or
four 7.5 kHz channels for voice and
sports...plus 32 kb/s reserved for voice
cue or data distribution.
COMPLETE NETWORK SYSTEM
Scientific-Atlanta manufactures everything you need to make the move to digital

satellite programming distribution: modulator/encoders, multiplexers, receivers,
Circle 202 on Reader Service Card

amplifiers, earth station antennas...all
designed to work together, to make you
better, today!
Scientific-Atlanta has brought the cost
of digital program distribution down-toearth. Now, the quality and convenience
you've wanted is affordable. For more
information, please contact Michael Kelly
at (404) 449-2381 or send in the coupon
below for more information on ScientificAtlanta's digital audio products.
Tell me how Scientific-Atlanta's new
digital satellite distribution system will
work for me!
Name

Title
Company
Address
City
Zip

State

Phone (

)

Mail to: Scientific-Atlanta. Satcom Division, Dept. A -R,
3845 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, GA 30340
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INDUSTRYWIDE DEVELOPMENTS

Spectrum Management:
Getting More From Less
The number of AM, FM, and TV stations has grown, but frequencies for

in 72 dB SNRs-with even better fig-

auxiliary services such as STL, re-

in from international stations are

arrive. But broadcasters are fighting a
losing battle because of increased usage. In larger metropolitan areas where
the 950 MHz band is congested, larger
antennas to achieve greater directivity
may help, Moseley said.
What doesn't help was the FCC decision to give the 942-947 MHz portion
to mobile radio. Considerable pressure
was put on FCC technical representa-

interfering with domestic broadcasting.

tives attending NAB to at least grandfa-

Increased private use of radio and expanding carriage by common carrier
are leading to spectrum pollution. Enlargement of the FM band, upgrading
in accordance with 80-90, and VHF
station drop -ins are adding to the saturation of the ether. It's no wonder the
FCC is trying to rethink the whole area
of spectrum management.

ther in existing license holders in that
range. The band proposed in exchange

M/A-COM's portable microwave.

at 21 GHz is already overcrowded with
private operational fixed service users
(POFS) and common carriers, said Michael Rau of NAB. STL in the 1.7 GHz
and 2.5 GHz band as permitted in other

and Sideband Technology Inc. Haller
of the FCC suggested broadcasters get
involved with ACSB equipment as a
possible solution to their problems.

countries would help, but this is not a
current FCC consideration.

While TV broadcasters enjoy 2 and 7
GHz bands for ENG, STL, or ICR use
on a non -shared basis as a result of the

motes, and electronic news gathering

have not-indeed, some auxiliary
bands must be shared and others
moved. Bandwidths are becoming
more occupied with the addition of
stereo and SCA. Presunrise and post sunset authorizations for AM daytimers
pressure the spectrum. Signals spilling

A new approach is exactly what Alex
Felker of the FCC proposed on the last
day of NAB at the Spectrum Management session. Under a new concept of
decentralized spectrum management,

users, not the FCC, would determine
how frequencies should be assigned in
an area. Not just in the category of aux-

iliary services, which SBE's National
Frequency Coordinating Committee
(with its 70 regional coordinators) is
tackling on a local basis, but for any use
of the spectrum in the UHF line of sight

band. Under this new plan, anything
goes under a user license as long as
specified contours are protected.
Such a drastic change was a little too
much for engineers attending NAB to

cope with, but a number of other
possibilites presented at various technical sessions were intriguing and solutions to one or another problem. These
included multichannel amplitude modulated microwave, amplitude compan-

dered single sideband radio (ACSB),
and 18 GHz microwave. But then there
were those problems that didn't seem to
have an answer. STL was one of them.
John Moseley told engineers that increased selectivity of STLs against adjacent channel interference has resulted

ures possible should digital STLs

Splitting the bands for remote pickup

use (in the 153, 161 and 450 MHz

First Report and Order of Docket

bands) as proposed in docket 84-280

82-234 (thanks to NAB and broadcast
industry efforts), there is limited
sharing at 13 GHz. Currently broadcasters' use of 13 GHz for mobile ENG
is on a secondary basis. Fixed service

would be helpful, said Rau, and would

encourage development and use of
ACSB repeaters. Although no ACSB

equipment was seen on the exhibit
floor, Dick Rudman of the National
Frequency Coordinating Committee
was able to mention two American
manufacturers: Stevens Technology,

users, cable TV (CARS) and POFS
have primary rights, Rau said. Pressure

for more POFS is growing, but the
NAB will fight to permit broadcasters

Multiplexing Products Save Wire
Two unique approaches at NAB

system uses narrowband FM

'84 to getting more capacity out of

modulation operating in the 60 to

limited facilities were the Vector
4000 audio wire distribution sys-

520 kHz spectrum. A single VT

tem by Broadcast Technology
and the digital video fiberoptic
transmission system by Quante

lines; two carry 24 lines. Receivers can be located up to two miles
away.
Quante's digital encoder feeds

Corp. Both employed multiplexing.

The Vector 4000 is capable of
carrying 24 audio channels over
a single twisted dry pair of telephone wires. This is helpful on remotes and is particularly useful in
setting up a monitoring system in

the field-no bulky cables. The

4001 transmitter handles 12

video and audio into a fiberoptic
transmission system. Wavelength
multiplexing is used to transmit
up to four component or compos-

ite video channels per fiber.
RS -250B quality is maintained
throughout the system.
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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to continue to use 13 GHz, according to
Rau. Looking to the future in the 21 and

outage. He said more tests on the effect

M/A-COM showed a 40 GHz portable
ENG microwave as a new millimeter

23 GHz band, broadcasters will pre-

of rain cell size on satellite reception
should be studied.

sumably be eligible for POFS frequen-

cies themselves (as many as four

One means of spectrum conservation

power, the nominal range is 1.5 miles

is to transmit multiple TV signals on

channels).
Docket 82-334, now under reconsideration by the FCC, did orginally open

using 15 dB transmit -to -25 dB receiver

SSB microwave using amplitude mod-

standard gain horns. Twenty-eight

ulation. T.M. desribed how six chan-

channels are available with this trans-

the 18 GHz band to any and all

common carrier band and four in the 13

nels can be carried in the 11 GHz

wideband users, including broadcast

GHz broadcast auxiliary band. The

auxiliary service. It presumably will be
available to broadcasters but signals are
subject to atmospheric and water vapor

rigid stands of RS 250B short haul can

absorption. Heavy rain will attenuate
the signal. A paper by Steven R. Smith
of GTE reporting on tests in the Puget
Sound Basin thinks 18 GHz will be use-

be met except for S/N, Smith said.
These approaches seem suitable for
ICR when multiple signals such as

Telco Interfaces Feature Mix -Minus
Improved telephone connections
for talk shows and remotes was

The exhibit floor was loaded
with telephone interface equipment, much of it including mix minus hybrids. Comrex showed a

studio/telephone conference in-

tegrator that is very useful in
adding a distant caller, such as a
political figure, to the local call -in/

mitter. Output power can vary from 3 to
12 W.
Gentner Telemix IX.

conferencing of calls, and a hybrid ensures clean, clear audio
on the air. Any caller on the first
group can be conferenced to any
caller on the second group. The
system is software driven and
can be programmed to a user's

special requirements. Simpler

Gentner interfaces were the
SPH-3 and SPH-4, both of which

include nulling hybrid adjustments to keep the host out of the
caller's in line. Symetrix showed
the T1-101 interface with an elec-

tronic hybrid introduced two

host show. Comrex provides a
complete system: coupler, hybrid, four -wire termination set,
control system, and composite

years ago. Broadcast Technology introduced a TI 5000 interface unit. The incoming caller's
signal is separated from the out-

mixer.

going caller's signal by at least 20

Allied Was a major source of

fixed wideband systems. ENG portable
FV-MP mini -link series covers 2, 2.5,

discussed by Harris but one useful to
broadcasters is a variable output trans-

going over. There's a limit to what
a hybrid balancing can do for you

system, he said.

for the 7 GHz band, and some new

frequency -agile central receiver is part
of the system. Another new product not

Mark Durenberger of KSTP, hybrids, speakerphones, and balancing schemes got a thorough

fice. You can't balance a whole

New Harris Broadcast Microwave
equipment included a new 2 GHz portable transmitter, a new 10 W power amp

6.5, 7, and 13 GHz bands. A

the topic of a radio production
session for engineers. Led by

balance is possible only between
the studio and the first central of-

er. This compact unit can receive 72

panel selected.

equipment on the exhibit floor at NAB.

distant central offices. At best

of its kind multi -band portable receiv-

Smith.

warns that wet snowfall can cause an

used by the telephone system at

pounds. Back in the more traditional
2/2.5 GHz, 6/7 GHz and 12/13 GHz
bands, M/A-COM introduced the first

tion must be carried, according to
There was some new microwave

Cheney, president of Comrex,
because other hybrids will be

mitter that weighs less than two

channels in the first two bands and another 36 if the optional 12/13 band is
added. Frequency bands are all front

those associated with satellite distribu-

ful as the 2 GHz spectrum fills but

on distant calls, said John

window type. Producing 50 mW of

dB. A limiter keeps the levels

telephone interconnection equipment including Elgin voice couplers (EC -30A), Tellabs equalization equipment, and the Gentner
Telemix IX conference caller.

within limits.
Broadcast Technology showed

The Telemix IX is a 15 -line,

is a must on satellite hookups.

microprocessor -based interface
system. Two groups of incoming
lines are provided for balanced

The larger unit, the MM2121, has

two mix -minus consoles. The
ability to hear all originating locations without hearing themselves

10 inputs and is well suited for
large "pool" operations.

Frequency agile transmitters for .2
GHz were shown by RF Technology
and Broadcast Microwave Services.
Nurad joined the ranks of broadline microwave suppliers by coming out with
the AR2 Series of ENG central receiv-

ers (in the 2, 2.5, 6.5, and 7 GHz
band). The 6.5 frequency is for common carrier use.
One customer at NAB that owns all
of Nurad's various microwave systems
on one or another mobile truck or heli-

copter was Microwave Mobile Systems. As a common carrier, MMS has
for hire fixed microwave radios in the

six, 11, and 23 GHz bands. Nurad
showed a complete line of equipment
for 6.5 GHz common carrier applications including a SuperQuad Receive
Antenna, Silhouette Receive Antennas, portable transmitters (1 W and 3
W) and frequency -agile central receiv-

ers. Another new Nurad product was

Superpod, an airborne Loran -C
controlled ENG system in which the
antenna pod extended only nine inches.
This equipment was also available from

Microwave Mobile Systems mounted
on a helicopter. Two MMS vehicles
were on exhibit in the parking lot at
NAB.

Showing a new line in the 7 GHz

band for ENG was NEC. The

TVL-800-6F offers excellent frequen164
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As Engineering Director h)r a

12 -station

AM/FM group, as well as a 92 -station regional

network, all of Tom McGinley's equipment

decisions are big ones. With this kind of
responsibility, 1w knows he's got to be tough...
and 1w is. Based on past experience with 'EFT

monitors, he decided to give us a shot at
upgrading his STI. system at KI.CY, competing

against the leading suppliers in the industry.
Here are the results:

"No Question, I'm a TFT Booster"
"We purchased the TFT 8300 because
we needed to develop SCA subchannels
beyond 67 kHz by directly multiplexing
the STL. Our old STL couldn't handle
the job. Newer equipment by the same
supplier needed costly 'piggyback' sub -

carrier add-ons. TFT was willing to
work with us to provide the bandwidth
and filtering we needed in an extended
STL baseband."

"The delivered product had S/N
ratio better than my test equipment
could measure. Linearity was almost as

INC

inrcring COW(
1

l

I

11V01111(`Ill

Sall Lake

straight as a string all the way to 100
kHz. It was unbelievable. We watched
the monitor and a spectrum analyzer as
subcarriers were switched on and off,
and absolutely nothing happened to the
main channel. No stereo subchannel
interference, no pilot interference, no
noise floor, NOTHING.
TFT's service was excellent. Before,
during and after the sale, TFT personnel

worked with us on every detail of the
system. I think I got better service than I
deserved."

"I have a very warm feeling about
TFT. They have done a magnificent job

on their equipment, their service, and
their back-up. I get many calls from
other stations looking at STL, and I'm
now a TFT booster."

The above are comments from a new
TFT 8300 user.
Call us today for full facts on the system
that's designed to please tough buyers.

Committed to keeping you,on the air!
3090 Oakmead Village Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051

Circle 203 on Reader Service Card

Phone: (408) 727-7272

TWX: 910-338-0584
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Interference
a Major
FCC Problem

signed expressly for a dense RF signal
environment in the 950 MHz band. Its

features included a selectable bandwidth receiver for obtaining the best se-

lectivity when adjacent signals are
available, a preamplifier that will pro-

Limiting interference is the FCC's

tect the RF amplifier from being

most important function, said

overdriven, and an IF modulation design that improves S/N by as much as
14 dB over conventional designs. TFT

Mass Media Bureau chief James
McKinney before an engineering
audience. One area of immediate
concern to regional broadcasters
is interference for about 30 minutes in the evening caused day -

timers using new post sunset
rules. It's definitely there, said
Wallace E. Johnson, former bu-

reau chief, now with Moffett,
Larson, and Johnson. Interference broadcasters cause land
mobile and radio navigation was
the subject of two papers.

STL equipment exhibited at NAB
was attuned to current issues. TFT reported that its new Model 8300 was de-

°

than TFT's or Moseley's composite
systems. Micro Controls Inc. said its
PTS-10C could go wideband composite, narrowband single or dual. The
PTS-10CD is a dual system for AM
stereo priced at $6425. Moseley's top
of the line remained the PCL-606/C.
One thing that emerged from the session on the new telephone environment

Improvements include: IF modulated
and frequency synthesized transmit-

for radio was the fact that the new
telephone operating companies are
inordinately slow in responding to
broadcasters' orders for lines for re-

ters, an ultra -linear pulse -counting RM
demodulator, and 45 dB of stereo sepa-

motes, due in large part to experienced
personnel going to AT&T or given ear-

ration and 72 dB S/N. The 7700B is
available in all STL bands from 35

ly retirement. Further, they are going

MHz to 960 MHz.
A popular question at NAB was: will
my STL handle additional FM SCA frequencies and will it handle TV stereo?
TFT's answer was yes; it offered an op-

Associates gave a qualified yes to SCA
although it hasn't been tested with five

questionning by the FCC. Thus STLs,
ICRs, and microwave common carriers
are likely to be more necessary than
ever before.
No new remote pickup units were
shown on the exhibit floor, but there
was considerable activity in the area of
wireless microphones, equipment that

subcarriers simultaneously. A little
more work may be necessary for TV

will see much service at the national political conventions this summer and the

stereo. Marti proposes a dual STL system for AM stereo. Its STL-10 stereo
unit costs $5795, considerably cheaper

summer Olympics. Wireless mics are

also upgraded its Series 7700 to 7700B.

tion card to handle 92 kHz. Moseley
cy stability, two audio channels, and 10
switchable channels. A double heterodyne method of modulation is used.

414

0414

for tariffs which call for a lot of

covered in a separate article in this
issue.

Satellites: Stacking the Dishes
as Land Lines are Cut
There will probably be 42 U.S. communications satellites operational by
1987 for television, radio, and cable

programming as well as DBS,
teleconferencing and other applications. Of this group, it is expected that
27 will be C -band; nine, Ku -band; and

12.2 GHz) in the wake of the choices

made by the three major TV networks-CBS and ABC for C -band and
NBC for Ku -band. Radio stations are
involved in digital versus analog. And

everyone is concerned with interfer-

six, hybrid C and Ku -band. By that

ence, despite the manufacturers' claims

time all existing and new antennas will
be required to adhere to the FCC's two degree spacing requirements.

of pattern envelopes in compliance

Clearly, the next few years will be
eventful ones on the satellite front and
the action at NAB '84 reflected the intensity of broadcasters' interests. With

virtually every TV and radio station
operating or about to operate a satellite
earth station, the serious shopping going on at the show was understandable.
In addition, NAB offered an oppor-

tunity to air some of the important issues surrounding satellites, for all is not

settled despite the seeming finality of
the two -degree spacing requirements.
For one, there is still discussion over
the merits of C -band (3700 MHz to
166

4200 MHz) and Ku -band (11.7 GHz to

BM/E JUNE, 1984

with FCC two -degree spacing specs.
Redundancy and how best to achieve it
are also concerns.
Another trend clearly in evidence at
the Convention Center parking lot was
transportability-dishes on wheels for
both radio and TV applications. More
and more broadcasters will be taking
their uplinks into the field.
Overall the theme out in the lot, in
the booths and inside the conference
rooms was maximizing the efficiency
of satellite communications. In some
respects many broadcasters involved
with satellites are now "second genera-

Hubcom's Newstar van.

tion" users and "cherrypicking" (a
term Andrew is popularizing) from

flexibility was key to the remotely
controlled stations demonstrated by

multiple satellites is now standard
operating procedure. The operating ef-

ficiency theme was evident in new
earth stations from Scientific Atlanta,
GEC McMichael, Microdyne, Antenna
Technology, Dalsat, Broadcast Microwave Systems, Marcus Satellite Systems and Comtech Data. Moreover,
sophisticated antenna control systems
featured by Andrew Corp., Harris, and
Scientific Atlanta, for example, were
also evidence of the desire to gain max-

imum operational efficiency. Greater

rr-vermraeorem
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Two Leaders

with an

im_portant
following.
Check the racks of the industry's
leaders, and you'll find Leader
instruments. At ABC, Sony Broadcast,
Reeves, Zenith, HBO, RCA, A.F.
Associates, Group W, ATC. Midwest
Corporation, and NBC, to name a

few...where quality is paramount,
Leader has been their choice.

You could pay more for
others. But you'll get more

from Leader.
For instance, our half -rack
LBO -5860A Waveform Monitor is
the only one that 'ets you select

lines 14-21 (fields 1 and 2) from the
front panel. And there's an L model
that shows you lines 7-21 for
coding information, too. Our half rack LVS-5850B Vectorscope is
the perfect mate, with selectable,
electronically -generated targets* that
can be read from across the room.
Electronically -generated targets
also provide the highest level of
measurement accuracy, even if you
misalign the CRT center dot. It also
has an internal etched graticule, and
gives a VITS display with strobe input.

More than just
competitively priced.
The convenience of viewing both
vector and waveform displays
simultaneously gives you
uninterrupted monitoring capability.
Top broadcasters rely on Leader
quality. It's backed by a two-year
warranty (including CRT's) and factory
service depots on both coasts.
Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

Ask for a catalog of our waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, signal
generators and other instruments;
an evaluation unit, and the name
of your nearest "Select" Leader
distributor.
Call toll -free

(800) 645-5104
In New York State

(516) 231-6900

Forprofessionals
Wo
know LEADER
the Instruments Corporation
difference.
380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Boston

In Canada call Omnitrjnix Ltd.
(514) 337-9500
'patent pending
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to look at any 50 degree segment of the
orbital arc.
While the Torus is relatively high in

cost ($45,000 for the 4.5 m system),
Satcom points out that the price should
be measured against the cost of owning

tions. Comparable to the DAT-32 now

being used by the major radio networks, the 800 single channel per carrier terminal is aimed at smaller networks
or broadcasters who cannot economic-

ally use exisiting uplinks to originate

and installing two or three antennas.

their own programming.

The Torus is much larger than a typical
single beam antenna, an important factor in site selection.
Microdyne's answer to the growing
number of satellites is the Multiple Sat-

added the 1100 SDC synthesized tuned
downconverter, a rack -mounted tuner

To its SCPC products, Microdyne
designed to work in conjunction with
the 1100 BDC series antenna -mounted

ellite Feed system. The MSF can receive up to five satellites on the same
parabolic reflector when the satellites

block downconverters. With an input

are located in close proximity. Existing
Microdyne antennas can be retrofitted

cy of 50 to 90 MHz.
Among the satellite services, Wold
Communications confirmed that the
transition has begun to the new Telstar
301 satellite in the AT&T Skynet system. Meadowlands Communications

with minor changes in the struts and
brackets of the feed support hardware.
When installed on a 5 m antenna, isolation between beams is better than 20
dB, with a loss of about 1 dB at four degrees off boresight.

Among the other developments at
NAB for radio, Scientific-Atlanta introduced the DAT-800 digital audio
terminal to provide multiple satellite
access capability for point-to-point and

point-to-multipoint network applica-

frequency of 270 to 770 MHz, the SDC
will downconvert to an output frequen-

reported progress in setting up its
Starlink centers, audio and video
uplink services in 26 U.S. cities. The
company also demonstrated its digital
audio sound quality. AT&T was very
much in evidence to promote its Skynet
services as broadcasters continue to cut
the Bell lines.

Efficiency Is the Name of
the Transmitter Game
"Cost efficient" or "high efficiency
operation" were the terms most often
used by transmitter manufacturers at
the 1984 NAB Convention and Exhibi-

High -efficiency klystron from Varian.

gain FCC type acceptance.

Built to last is the main claim of
Thomson-LGT FM transmitters since
the circuit designs have already been
incorporated in over 12,000 LGT units
sold worldwide. The highest powered
solid state FM transmitter is another
claim since the EFM-2500 (2.5 kW) is
in a class by itself. The EFM range cov-

ers 10 W to 2.5 kW. A frequency
synthesizer referenced to a very stable

TCXO permits any frequency in 10

kW models. Much of the remaining

kHz steps to be generated. The IF mod-

news related to other new power levels

ulator (10 MHz) is a state-of-the-art

spurred by the FCC's 80-90 rule

low noise high performance type. The
stereo generator is built in the IF modu-

tion. More solid-state design enabled

requiring broadcasters to operate at
their maximum capacity or risk en-

FM transmitter makers to boast cost ef-

croachment by others.

ficient design. The use of some new

anced audio input. Construction is all

modular; power amplifier modules

spurred UHF transmitter suppliers on to

While Pye TVT's line of FM transmitters range from 100 W to 20 kW, it
was the LDM 1200 line of solid state

new superlatives in describing power

units with outputs of 300 W, 500 W and

savings possible. At the same time,
new power output levels have been

1 kW that were featured in the Philips
Television Systems Inc. exhibit. Com-

achieved. But there were also advances

mon to all is the LDM 1248 exciter

LEDs indicate peak audio levels, SCA
levels, pilot level, deviation, RF output
power and power supply voltages. The
1 kW unit is priced at around $17,000.
Solid state design up to the final tube

Varian super -efficient klystrons

in exciters, diagnostics, and overall
performance.

FM transmitters
The news in FM transmitters was not

only the cost efficient designs made

(which can be operated as a 100 W low
power unit) driving the higher powered
units. The LDM 1248 uses direct carrier FM for optimum linearity; frequency
is determined by a synethesizer. Stereo

and SCA encoders are built in as re-

lator and takes a balanced or unbalconsist of 300 W sections and can with-

stand excessive VSWR. Front panel

is a feature of the NEC FBN-9000
series (the 40 kW model uses two
tubes). A highly stable cavity designed
to eliminate complex tuning and local
oscillation is featured. A new frequency synthesized exciter is incorporated.
The transmitter can be operated by remote control.
Broadcast Electronics expanded into
the solid state transmitter field with 250

possible by more use of solid state but
the fact that the push was coming from
European manufacturers. Entering the
American and Canadian markets for the
first time with great expectations were

quired. The higher power units are built
up from combinations of 300 W ampli-

Pye TVT and Thomson-CSF. And

ability to stay on the air should one amplifier module fail. Higher power units

and 300 W units. Both use the well-

include a single tetrode tube. Prices

uses a single PA stage; the FM -300

will become known as soon as the units

consists of two broadband 150 W am -

there was new competition from Japan:

NEC introduced a new series, the
FBN-9000 with 10 kW, 20 kW, and 40
172
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fier modules and high efficiency
switching mode power supplies. The
500 W and 1 kW transmitters have the

known FX-30 FM exciter. The FM -250

me -re receive -only earth station a iterma has
been thoroughly evaluated on our autcmated
tes-. range. Far -field range testinc provides

high gain and excellent pattern control
Segmented reflectors are utilized for
efficient handling and ow shippinc costs.
Rugged metal construction throug -tout

essential proof of antenna performance. As
can be seen in the patterr range data shown
above, 2° performance is availab e today.
This 4.5 metre antenna will minimize adjacent
satellite interference. It's 4 GHz patterns
surpass FCC requirements-for 2° satellite
spacing-enacted in Aug Jst 1983.

Prove it to yourself. Call or write Andrew
for full 360° measurec pattern data and
complete specifications in Bulletin 1296.
Andrew Corporation, 10500 West 153rd
Street, Orland Park, IL 60462. Telepho'ie
(312) 349-3300. Telex 25-3897.

'Proven means that the rew Anc rew 4.5

The 4.5 metre antenna embodies the same
quality and state-of-the-art technology
characteristic of all Andrew products.
Patented beam shaping feed technology and
superb reflector surface accuracy produce

ANDREW

Our concern is communica:iois.
Circle 208 on Reader Service Card
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set AM daytimers. As an alternative to
power reducers, LPB offered some low

power transmitters rated at 5 to
150 W for presunrise and post -sunset
operation.

A new tube that will undoubtedly
show up in new transmitting equipment
is the EIMAC 3CX5000A7 ceramic -tometal power triode for grounded -grid

circuitry. To save cost the tube has no

type.

With a host of new remote control
systems introduced last year, what vis-

itors saw this year were production

models-from Delta, Hallikainen,

Micro Controls, Potomac, and
Symetrix. Moseley offered a few new
options including a CRT display.

Test Equipment Gets
Smarter to Meet
Today's Many Needs
"I could not appreciate how complex

got here. It's amazing." These were
the words of a first-time NAB exhibitor
selling test instruments for the complex
equipment that so amazed him. Broad-

cast equipment is now packed with
large scale integrated circuits (LSI),

capabilities. Base price for the 9010A

is $3995; eight -bit pods, $995; and

stamps time and date for any variation,
broadcasters and carriers are now using
Boonton's RF millivoltmeter.

to date only Tektronix has made a mark

in broadcasting. Now John Fluke has
entered the arena aided by a boost from
Grass Valley and Chyron. The product
is the 9000 Series microsystem
troubleshooters and the boost came be-

cause Grass Valley recommends and
documents the Fluke system for its cus-

tomers and Chyron uses it on its production line.
While new to the NAB show, the
9000 Series has been out for some time.

Answer as an arbitor to decide which
party is responsible for introducing the
distortion. In the new transmission environment, we've had a 10 -year -old
overnight success," he added.
A microprocessor -based VITS analyzer, Answer software makes trans-

mitter monitoring possible. It will
monitor and measure signals in any cycle determined and programmed by the
engineer.
Broadcast Electronics demonstrated
the Microprocessor Video Diagnostics
System (MVDS) as an add-on option to

its model FM -1.5A, FM -3.5A, or
FM -5A single -tube FM broadcast

microprocessors are put to work testing
other microprocessors.

There are three models in the line

Even the old war horses of station
T&M, the meters and test generators,

9010A, 9005A, and 9020A. Each has a

controls all major parameters of the

keyboard and display to set up the

transmitter.
There are three display formats. The
normal screen contains basic transmitter operating information in chart form

can boast of added sophistication.

troubleshooting tests with keys to identify the microprocessor and control the

There will be no more manual test gear
as such. Instead, testing can be seen as

testing procedure. A pod test fixture

having two levels of sophistication.
One is self -run on the circuit board and

the other is preprogrammed to run by
computer bus interface. Some studios

are now completely bus controlled,
including test equipment, so that a computer can operate everything directly.

Inevitably, a dynamic market attracts newcomers and this NAB had a
few in the T&M field. Of the big three
in traditional test equipment markets,
178

system with digital and analog

eleventh annual introduction of Answer," Steve Kerman of Tektronix
quipped. "Because this system
identifies the source of distortion and

were "automatic" and "automated."

display results digitally or graphically,
to monitor remote sites, to present procedure menus, to troubleshoot, to diagnose failures, to store field test results,
and on and on. Because so much broad-

IEEE -488 interface bus, the user can
put together a custom automatic test

test systems, Answer. "This is the

changes and are at the same time easy to
use.

run series of tests automatically, to

With the 9020A model, which has

one of Tektronix's oldest automated

cast equipment has indeed challenged
test and measurement companies to design systems that can keep up with the

Thus, the answer to the growing complexity of broadcast equipment testing
is to mobilize the silicon chips.
Microprocessors are programmed to

Leader's LBO -5860L waveform monitor.

16 -bit pods, $1995.
The new Bell operating environment
may have pumped renewed interest into

broadcast equipment has become until I

With microprocessor controls cropping up in more and more test systems,
key words heard around the show floors

ci 0

vimmenor
socket-it bolts directly to the chassis.
It is a high -mu focused grid -cathode
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transmitters. The MVDS monitors and

connected to the control unit plugs into
the sockets on the printed circuit board.

as well as a listing of carrier interrup-

Once the microprocessors on the pc
boards have been described, the four

ings are displayed in reverse video to

built-in functional tests let the operator

The customer configuration screen
allows the user to tailor the display,
such as changing one of the factory
preset values. Access to this screen is

automatically check the electrical integrity of the processor bus, the read/
write capability of the I/0 registers, the
data in the ROM, and the operation of
the RAM. If a fault lies outside these
tests, there's a probe attachment that
checks address and response functions.

tion times and causes. Out of limit readalert the user to the undesired condition.

by eight -digit password to prevent unauthorized persons from changing the
limits.

The bar graph display is useful in

Thomson-LGT. FM radio broadcasting

SPANS THE WHOLE RANGE

Thomson-LGT, leader in the
field of transmission, offers
modular FM transmitters
- from 50W to 20kW
- with technical characteristics
better than CCIR recommendations and FCC standards.
All these systems are based on
the synthesized driver modulator
which, whatever the transmitter
power, always features a very high
spectral purity of better than 90dB.
Combined with a solid-state

broadband amplifier, the driver
modulator is used for setting up
transmitters from 50W to 3kW.
With a tube amplifier, it is possible to reach 20kW.
What is more, Thomson-LGT
offers a choice of 25,000 frequencies between 87.5 and 108MHz.
The bandwidth, from 20Hz to
100kHz, allows a stereo prcgram
and a secondary program to be
broadcast simultaneously (SCA).
With their high frequency stabi-

lity, oustanding reliability, adjustment -free operation and compact
size, Thomson-LGT transmitters
rank among the top performers in
the field.
Finally, a complete range of
antennas - trombone, twin dipole,
log -periodic, circular polarization
array and arrays adapted to selected radiat on patterns-helps users
optimize station efficiency by
giving better coverage.

:30 YEARS OF BROADCASTING EXPERIENCE

THOMSON-LGT
LABORATOIRE GENERAL DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
51, bd de la Republique / B.P. 51 / 78401 Chatou Cedex, France / Tel. (3) 071.92.60.
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ator priced at $3895, Philips stressed,
the price is now attractive enough to
have a unit in each van or another as-

ble unit has two wavelength and three
power measuring ranges available.

tures such as three looping NTSC inputs, high voltage regulation, A/B split

For adjustment of studio cameras,

signed for remote transmitter moni-

screen, switchable comb filter and

Porta-Pattern had a new depth of modulation chart. In addition to the measurement of TV camera center resolultion,

switchable notch filter. Among the additional standard features are blue gun
switch, H -AFC, switchable underscan,

the chart provides sizing setup references for different diameter tubes, a
wobble circle in the center for beam

and automatic chroma control defeat
for detection of chroma loss. Price is

align and bursts at 4 MHz in the

Videotek's portable entries are two
new five -inch ac/dc sets, the VM-5T

toring, or others assigned to cameras.

Fortel came, to NAB with the new
Digitest digital test signal generator. It

provides five front -panel selectable
video test signals, two reference signals, and nine front -panel selectable
audio test signal combinations. The
video test signals are color bars, ramp,

multiburst, convergence, and color/
mono. The reference signals are composite sync and subcarrier. The audio
test signal combinations (three frequencies, three amplitudes) cover 400 Hz, 1

kHz, 12 kHz and 0 dBm, + 8 dBm,

corners.
For color adjustments of studio mon-

itors, Minolta had the second generation TV -Color Analyzer II. In addition
to the usual beam intensity mode, the
analyzer features a chroma mode that
shows chromaticity coordinates and
luminance.

- 20 dBm.
The Rohde & Schwarz SPF2 digital
video test signal generator, available in
NTSC and PAL, delivers 32 different
test signals. This unit too was designed
for light weight, low power consumption for portable applications. Signal
information is stored in ROM, so that

the SPF2 can adapt to various
measuring tasks by simply changing
memory boards.

color monitor and the RM-5T color
receiver/monitor. They each weigh 15
pounds and are listed at $899 and $929
respectively.
Ikegami added a new 10 -inch, in line gun monitor to its line. The TM109RH portable operates from ac or dc
power and weighs under 22 pounds. It
has several standard features including
on -demand degaussing.
Sharp's XM-1300 13 -inch monitor
features 0.31 dot pitch for 600 lines resolution, in -line gun tube, switchable
comb or notch filter, and A/B video inputs plus direct RGB or TTL input. The
price is $2995.

On the larger screen sizes, Barco

Other interesting introductions at
NAB included the QSI Systems new

Monitors

CB 1680 color bar generator/video

genlocking SMPTE bar generator/

goes on with in -line gun tubes, comb
filters, NTSC/RGB switchable inputs,
and chassis built for easy maintenance

monitors at the Elector booth featured
the new CTVM 4 20 -inch and 14 -inch
monitors equipped with automatic kinescope biasing (AKB). AKB automatically stabilizes the picture tube color
temperature and maintains black levels

black burst source with a multifaceted

offered as common features. Small

constant with time, temperature and

16 character source ID. The ID has

screen sizes for vans and small studios

built-in vertical interval switching between the color bar and an external vid-

are particularly popular. Essentially,

CRT parameter drifts.
The Philips LDH 6220 is a 20 -inch

eo source, with on -board options of

picture on the screen should not be

color monitor that features an in -line
Hi-Bri picture tube. It has the usual

deleting the ID or placing it in the vertical interval of the external source.

caused nor corrected by the monitor-

goodies: two video inputs, RGB inputs,

only displayed to identify a problem.
All of these trends were in evidence

pulse cross or setup switch, external

source identifier that combines a

The new 3M 212A color bar and

The march of color TV monitors

the viewpoint of designers is that a poor

sync, and split screen.

sync generator produces the standard
split field, eight -bar pattern and all of
the normal studio sync signals as well

at NAB. Conrac displayed the 6200

Lenco's line, PCM 514-4, consists

as a 1 kHz test tone, "Pluge," and
black alignment test bars, separate
black burst output and color back-

Series 19- and 13 -inch color monitors,
which it claims meets the technical re-

of high resolution, precision in -line gun
tubes in 14-, 19-, and 22 -inch models.

quirements of Europe's CCIR Class I
display devices for picture quality and
stability. Featuring NTSC/RGB inputs,
A and B switchable, and comb filter
or notch filter selection, the 6200 sets
also monitor themselves. A front panel

Though high voltage regulated, the

status light indicates satisfactory
operation.
Meanwhile, Sony hit the show with
two new 19 -inch units, called universal

for broadcast and recording applications. The 4301 Broadcast Monitor
provides radio and television station
engineers with the ability to detect

monitors, designed for broadcast stu-

background noises while getting

ground output. Price is $1575.
Among the new products featured by
Rohde & Schwarz was the UPSF2 video noise meter with a frequency range
of 40 Hz to 10 MHz. It consists of three
parts: the basic unit for measuring luminance noise, the plug-in UPSF2E2 for
extended luminance and chrominance

measurement and the IEC-bus option

UPSF2-Z for remote control using
IEEE 488 interface bus.
With the growing use of laser -based

compact audio disc and videodisc

players, Leader introduced the
LPM-8000 laser power meter for
measuring the power output from laser
devices used in the players. The porta182

Barco CTVM 4/37 color monitor.

$2360.
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dio, computer and/or videodisc

displays. The PVM-1910 and PVM1911 have RGB inputs, loop -through
outputs for the two line inputs and for
RGB, and a built-in interface for IBM
PC computers. Prices are $895 for the
1910 and $1485 for the 1911.

The Studio -13 from Videotek is
loaded with broadcast application fea-

monitors do not limit voltage at the ex-

pense of picture brightness-up to 125
foot lamperts.
For sound monitoring, JBL came to
NAB with a range of quality speakers

wideband sound reproduction. It produces a sound pressure level of 98 dB
and has a power capacity of 15 W.

Electro-Voice has upgraded its familiar Sentry studio monitor with the
addition of an integral 50 W power amplifier in the Sentry 100EL. Frequency
response is 45 to 18,000 Hz with a 3 dB
variation.

Design
Installation and Check-outs
Field Service
Parts Availability
Microwave

Solid -State Transmitters
Translators
LPTV
MDS

ITFS

OFS
Towers*

1 and 5kw (medium -power)

transmitters

EMCEE has been accumulating
knowledge and experience for over
two decades. Along the way, we've
recorded a number of singular
accomplishments. Like putting the
first LPTV station on the air in 1981.
And being chosen over all others
for the Salt Lake City multi -channel
experiment in MDS in 1982.
At the same time, we ve earned a
reputation for quick response to
any customer need.

You

need
to know
us.
ErncEE

Try us. NI it takes is a toll -free
phone call to 1-800-233-6193
(in Pennsylvania, call 717-443-9575).

If it has to do with low or medium power N, EMCEE has already
done it. And we'll be happy to put
our unparalleled knowledge and
experience to work for you.

*Through Del's Tower Service,

EMCEE BROADCAST PRODUCTS a division of ELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
White Haven, PA 18661 717.443-9575 800-233-6193 TWX: 510-655-7088
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interpreting the

FCC rules fi regulations
Equal Employment Opportunity
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel
It's June, so most broadcasters have probably just filed

their Annual Employment Report-FCC Form
395-with the Commission. Irrespective of the various
deregulatory efforts at all levels of the broadcast industry,

Employment Reports are still required. Regrettably,
those various deregulatory efforts might lead some broadcasters to think that the Commission is no longer interested, or at least no longer as interested, in the employment
practices of its licensees. That, however, would be a mistake. The FCC continues to enforce its equal employment
rules and, as we shall see below, may be under some pres-

sure to increase, rather than relax, its enforcement
efforts.
Let's start with an understanding of precisely what the
FCC's EEO rules really do require. The basic premise, of
course, is that broadcast licensees should not, in their em-

ployment practices, discriminate against job applicants
on the basis of race, color, creed, sex,or other such characteristics. That much is easy to understand.The difficult
part is the mechanisms with which the Commission enforces that basic premise. First, it requires licensees with
five or more full-time employees to submit EEO programs with their initial applications-whether they purchase an operating station or apply for a construction
permit to start one from scratch. The five -point model
EEO program utilized by the Commission is a relatively
routine document in which the applicant agrees not to discriminate. The applicant also is expected to indicate how
it intends to notify job applicants of the EEO rules.

A matter of commitment
In addition to these notice provisions, the Commission
expects its licensees (or at least those with five or more
full-time employees) to make a commitment to recruit minorities and/or women. Thus, the model EEO program includes paragraphs in which the applicant is expected to
list the minority/women's groups, local publications, local employment agencies, and other resources on which it
expects to rely in its recruitment efforts. No specific minimum or maximum number of such groups, publications,
etc. is specified by the Commission, and an applicant can
generally list as many (or as few) as he or she may deem
appropriate. Finally, applicants are invited to indicate
whether they intend to establish any on-the-job training
program at their stations. On this latter point, however,
the Commission's model EEO plan gives applicants the
option of stating that "station resources and/or needs are
such that...specific programs for upgrading the skills of
employees" will not be provided.
So much for the EEO obligations of applicants seeking
to get on the air. Once an applicant has become a licensee,

the continuing obligations don't appear, on surface at
least, to be all that burdensome. Once a year, in May,
each licensee is expected to file an Annual Employment
Report (FCC Form 395) indicating the station's employment profile. Also, with each station's renewal application, the licensee is required to submit a 10 -point EEO
program. That program closely resembles the five -point
EEO program described above. The primary difference is
that unlike the five -point program, which is prospective in
nature (i.e. , it asks the applicant what steps will be taken),
the 10 -point program is historical in nature, and seeks descriptions of the licensee's EEO practices during the preceding license term. Additionally, the licensee is asked to
provide information concerning the minority and female
populations of the relevant workforce from which it has

done (or should be doing) most of its recruiting. The
10 -point program also gives the licensee an opportunity to
offer an overall assessment of the success (or failure) of its
EEO program, and to suggest ways in which its EEO performance could be improved.
The question, of course, is how these various filings are
processed by the Commission, and what risks to licensees

(or applicants) lie below the surface of this apparently
trouble -free process. For openers, the Annual Employment Report rarely, if ever, triggers an inquiry on its own.
In other words, the FCC's staff does not, as a general rule,
pore over each and every Form 395 in May to make sure

that each and every station has some adequate minority
and/or female representation on its employment rolls.As
we shall see below, however, that does not mean that the
Form 395 is a matter to be treated lightly. In fact, the Annual Employment Report should be treated as something
of a smoke detector, capable of providing the licensee
with early warning of potential problems on the EEO
front.

The Commission's review of the 10 -point program
submitted with each station's renewal application is much

less benign. Remember, a station's renewal application
consists at this point of nothing more than a postcard with

five "yes/no" questions. Thus, there really isn't that
much for the Commission's processing staff to spend its
time on relative to the renewal form itself. That leaves the
10 -point EEO program submitted with the renewal form.
And, while the number of renewal applications usually
prohibits detailed, line -by-line analysis of each such pro-

gram submitted, the staff has developed certain
guidelines which can, and do, trigger such analysis.

50/50
What the staff looks for initially is compliance with the

FCC's "50/50" processing standards. Those standards
BM/E JUNE, 1984
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ARCUS
SATELLITE SYSTEMS INC.
134 East Center Street, P.O. Box 1422, Manchester,
CT 06040 (203) 646-1839 TWX 710-427-0732

UPLINKS AVAILABLE
Multiple Transportable Uplinks
And Transponder Time Available
To Most Domestic Satellites And
Access To International Gateways
For The Following Events:

DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION
Direct Feed From
Convention Floor

FCC RULES & REGULAITIOMS
provide that, in each station's overall employment profile, minorities and women be represented in numbers
equivalent to 50 percent of their respective representation
in the general recruitment area applicable to the station.
The standards also demand that minorities and women be
similarly represented in the station's full-time upper four
job positions. While this formula may, at first glance,
seem somewhat complicated, it is actually fairly simple to
calculate. First, it is necessary to determine what the relevant minority and female population statistics are. If you

have correctly completed the 10 -point EEO program
(which requires a listing of just that information), that
should not be too hard, although you should probably
consult with your communications counsel to be sure that

you are using the proper universe (i.e., city, county,
SMSA, etc.) as your base for those statistics. Second,
using the most current employment profile, you need to
determine: the total number of full-time employees in upper four jobs; the total number of minorities in full-time
positions and in full-time upper four positions; and the total number of women in full-time positions and in fulltime upper four positions. Once you have compiled these
various figures, it's all simplified. All you have to do are
the following calculations:
OVERALL MINORITY FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT:

Total number of minorities in full-time positions

1984 SUMMER
OLYMPIC GAMES
Uplinks Available With Access
To The International
Broadcast Center
Remote Playback And
Production Facilities Available

Total number of full-time employees
OVERALL MINORITY FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT:

Total number of women in full-time positions
Total number of full-time employees

FULL-TIME MINORITY UPPER FOUR EMPLOYMENT:

Number of minorities in full-time upper four jobs

Dallas Convention Center
Edit And Playback Positions On
Convention Floor/Remote
Locations

=

Total number of full-time upper four jobs
FULL-TIME FEMALE UPPER FOUR EMPLOYMENT:

Number of women in full-time upper four jobs
Total number of full-time upper four jobs

REPUBLICAN
NATIONAL CONVENTION

=?

=?

Once you have completed these calculations, you
should compare the results against the applicable population statistics. In other words, take the number of minorities in the applicable work force and compare it with the
figures generated relative to overall minority employment
and upper four minority employment; then do the same
with respect to women. The figures generated by the calculations above should be no less than 50 percent of the
applicable population figures.

While the FCC will place primary emphasis on fulltime employment, it will also be interested in the station's

CONTACT:
Denise Parrish
Event Coordinator
Telephone 203-646-1839
TWX 710-427-0732
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part-time profile. Thus, once the full-time figures have
been compiled, the same should be done for the part-time
figures.

Penalty imposition
When a station appears to fall below the "50/50"
guidelines, it is cause for concern, but would not trigger
automatic penalties. Generally, when the staff finds a station with below standard employment in one or more respects, the staff will review carefully the licensee's EEO
program to make sure that it is reasonably calculated to
lead to effective minority and female recruitment and

BOSCH

Corporate

PROGRESS REPOR T

A Tradition of
Engineering Excellence and Innovation
Continues
SSince 1929, Bosch has been a leader in

Bosch systems are to be found in television

the Video Industry, and became the

stations, networks, and production companies in 120 countries throughout the

most successful system supplier in the
world.

world.
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ROBERT vetoBOSWOPMINI
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CLASS A

"We were there when
television took its

first Olympic steps"
1936-1984
Bosch has furnished the video equipment to
broadcast Olympics and World Cup sport-

ing events to the world, since the 1936
Olympics in Berlin, to today, with the Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia.

"Bosch has the most
comprehensive
range of products"
Bosch has the broadest product line in the
video industry, worldwide! Our products in-

clude: Film Scanners, Video Tape Recor-

ders, Video Cameras, Editing Systems,

Things You Should Know
A leader in television research
With over a thousand patents in television
technology, Bosch continues its leadership
in research and development, not only in
Europe, but also in the United States. Located in Salt Lake City, Utah is Robert Bosh

Corporation's Video Equipment Division;
one of the industry's most modern research
and manufacturing facility.

DAVID W. BUNCH. INC

../ww,TN.'..."

City based Robert Bosch Corporation,
Video Equipment Division. The award recognized the company as one of about 75 in
the United States to achieve the level of per-

formance in the use of the computercentered system.

The transition from the Quadraplex 2" format to the 1" recording format was introduced by Bosch in 1975 as the "B" format I"

This means when we promise to deliver,
we deliver.

tape standard. The 2" to 1" standard for

Remember the name Bosch for
television products

professional application was pioneered by
Bosch.

This continued effort in R & D has also
produced products such as the FGS-4000
real-time graphic system, and the Quarter Cam Camera -recorder system. Other products on the drawing boards will continue this
tradition of advanced television research.

We are Robert Bosch Corporation, Video
Equipment Division, proud to maintain a
long tradition to service to the visual communications industry.
All Bosch equipment is serviced and supported 24 hours a day through our regional
offices nationwide.

Video Processors, Terminal Equipment,

Salt Lake City Video Division earns
"Class A" MRP rating

Production Switchers, and Video Monitors.
Bosch is also heavily involved with the consumer/home video, and lately the telecommunications markets worldwide.

A "Class A" performance rating in planning, scheduling and manufacturing efficiency has been awarded to the Salt Lake

Video Graphic Systems, Routing Switchers,

41111
wow..
wow*

Robert Bosch Corporation
Video Equipment Division
P.O. Box 31816, Salt Lake City, Utah 84131
(801) 972-8000

0
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FCC RULES & REGULATIONS

One SPIKE
Can Cost

hiring.
The staff may also review the station's previous Annual

Employment Reports to see whether the shortfall is a
chronic problem, or a recent one. What the staff will be on
the lookout for is any indication that the station may not be
taking reasonable steps toward assuring itself of an adequate employment profile. For example, if the station has

DOWNTIME!

had a long-standing shortfall in one or more categories,
and does not appear to have focused on the problem or
taken any steps to correct it, the Commission could easily
determine that the station is not living up to its EEO obligations. The result could be the imposition of a reporting
condition relative to its renewal, a short-term renewal, or
even designation for hearing. If, on the other hand, the
station appears to have focused on its shortfall(s) and has
clearly made corrective efforts, there is a good chance that
the Commission will not penalize the licensee, even if its
corrective efforts have not proven completely successful.
As indicated above, the Commission has recently been
demonstrating a good deal of interest in EEO questions.
This was most evident in its designation of a Florida radio
station's license renewal application for hearing relative
to questions raised by an irate former employee who questioned some of the representations made by the licensee in
the EEO portion of its application. While this case may
merit the drastic treatment of a qualifications hearing because of the allegations involved (the Commission tends
to get concerned about claims of misrepresentation by its
licensees), it may also be an effort by the Commission to
demonstrate to the public and, more importantly, to Congress that the Commission really does care about EEO
matters.
Irrespective of the FCC's motivation, it is apparent that
the Commission is still actively involved in policing its li-

Overvoltage transients can bring
the biggest installation down in
a microsecond, or damage it
cumulatively.

Surge -Master Heavy Duty Power
Line Protectors give complete protection against all transients.
All audio and video transmission
equipment is vulnerable to transients
on AC power lines caused by heavy
motors starting up (even elevators or
testing your auxiliary power system),
power company load adjustmentsand of course, lightning. Even if your
equipment operates from batteries
charged by a UPS, you're not safe. If
lightning knocked out your UPS, how
long could you keep going?
The MCG Surge -Master offers two
stage protection. The first reacts in
nanoseconds to absorb lesser transients and the leading edges of major
ones. The second stage absorbs the
big ones, and has three modules on
each line. So, in the unlikely event
that one module should be knocked
out, there are still two protecting you.
And a system of indicator lights tells
you not only when a fault has occurred,
but exactly where it is. Modular construction (and the fact that Surge Master is connected in parallel)
makes replacement of damaged modules quick and easy. Initial installation
requires minimal power interruption.
Available with capabilities from 100

censees' employment practices. That being the case,
broadcasters would do well to spend a little extra time to

make sure that they are complying with the applicable
rules and guidelines. Probably the easiest first step in that
project would be to review the station's most recent An-

nual Employment Report to make sure that the station
meets or exceeds the "50/50" guidelines with respect to

to 3000 amps; for 120, 240 and 480
VAC; and for single, 3 -phase, wye and
delta power systems. MCG also manu-

women and any relevant minorities. A second step would
be to review the station's files to see whether records are
being maintained of all recruitment efforts. These would

factures smaller units for protecting
individual pieces of equipment. To
learn more, contact Department 31017

include letters or other notices sent to minority and/or
women's organizations relative to job openings. Also, if
the organizations to which such notices have been sent
have not been effective in generating referrals to the sta-

at 516/586-5133 or at the address
below.
Protecting industry since 1967

tion, new organizations should be identified and added to
the list to which such notices are sent. And finally, all licensees should be especially careful to be sure that any in-

Fp.

MCC

.1111

formation submitted to the Commission in any
connection, whether or not EEO -related, is completely
accurate. It is much easier, and much safer, to doublecheck factual statements before they are sent to the Com-

ELECTRONICS, INC.
12 Burt Drive
Deer Park, N.Y. 11729
Slirge411aSter
ilEtlfY

NTV

mission than it is to try to explain any inaccuracies in them
after the FCC has started asking questions about them.
The area of EEO compliance is one which, with proper

preparation and establishment of appropriate record keeping systems, is not difficult to achieve. You may
wish to consult with your communications counsel for asCircle 205 on Reader Service Card
190
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sistance in the development of internal systems to help
you in this effort.
BM/E

AM Stereo Without Compromise

C-QUAM® AM Stereo System by Delta Electronics, Inc.
FCC Type Accepted
Delta Electronics, Inc. introduces the ASE -1 AM
Stereo Exciter and ASM-1 AM Stereo Modulation

ship in the field of broadcast instrumentation solidly
backs this technological advance.

transmission equipment for the AM Stereo broadcast

The proliferation of receivers from GM's Delco
Electronics, Inc., Macintosh Labs, Sherwood Electronics, Chrysler Corporation, Concord Electronics,

Monitor: FCC type -accepted C-Quam System

market. C-Quam is the Compatible Quadrature

Amplitude Modulation system developed by Motorola,
Inc. C-Quam is the system of choice for more than 70
U.S. stations plus additional Canadian stations. Users

range from kilowatt day -timers to full-time network
flagships. These stations report enthusiastic response

from listeners using multimode and full C-Quam
stereo receivers as well as typical monophonic

receivers. The key is compatibility without compromise. All listeners, stereo and mono, receive a clear
signal with low distortion. Delta's twenty-year leader -

Samsung Electronics and others not yet announced, is

creating a sizeable C-Quam audience. With the
outstanding performance of this equipment, you can
be sure that the audience will stay tuned to your Delta
C-Quam AM Stereo transmission system.
For additional information, contact Bob Bousman
at (703) 354-3350.
C-QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Manufactured under license from Motorola, Inc.

See us at NAB booth 105

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 General Washington Drive, Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone: 703-354-3350 TWX: 710-832-0273 Telex: 90-1963
Circle 221 on Reader Service Card

For Main Service or Standby..
The TRU-10KV 10 kW UHF

Transmitter is Ready Today

Acrodyne's TRU-10KV 10 kW UHF Bands IV and V transmitter
is more than just another 10 kW transmitter. Supplied with an
RCA CTM-20 or Philips PM5580 exciter and optional two carrier
multichannel sound exciter, the TRU-10KV is ready today for
worldwide applications.
Capable of precise offset, our newly -developed modular up converter uses a synthesized local oscillator and phase locked
VCO to maintain exceptionally stable carrier frequencies and
carrier separation. Fully programmable for any UHF channel
between 471-830 MHz. the upconverter's interchangeable
modules simplify maintenance and reduce spares requirements for network stations. Acrodyne's field -proven,
modular solid-state driver amplifiers and Hypervapotron-, -cooled
final amplif er enhance on -air reliability.
Available in main/alternate main and parallel versions for
20 kW visual power output, the TRU-10KV includes the following features:
IF modulated and low level diplexed
Single tel
output
Straightforward solid-state Logic/Control system

Full remote control interface capabilities
Independlent redundant power supplies for solid-state
amplifiers
Built-in line voltage regulators for low level DC supplies
Optional automatic 1 kW final amplifier bypass capability
Keep your broadcast capabilities at their peak. For further information on our cost-effective, low -maintenance TV transmitter equipment, call or write Aerodyne today.
Circle 222 on Reader Service Card

ACRODYNE
Acrodyne Industries
A Unit of Whittaker Corporation
516 Township Line Road
Blue Bell. Pennsylvania 19422
2151542-7000

8001523-2596

Telex: 846358

The Signal
of Reliability

BUSINESS BRIEFS
Artel announced a 1983 net income of
$355,833 on net sales of $2,337,041, up

from 1982 figures of $127,389 on

age of the 1984 Olympics using the
Video West mobile unit.
Panasonic/Ramsa has been appointed
.

.

.

$1,039,948 . . RCA reports earnings of $50.3 million for the first quarter of 1984, a 73 percent increase over
last year's $29 million.

the sound system supplier for the 1984
Olympics by the Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee.

Kahn Consumer Products has

completed installation and testing of a

.

.

Comark Communications has

made agreements with a number of AM

four FCC -accepted AM stereo systems.
.

.

. New York's ITI has added the
.

.

.

.

.

.

adding Rank Cintel film -to -tape transfer and a recently introduced videocassette duplication plant.
Vectrix will move to larger facilities

.

vamped "lease alone" generator truck.
.

.

.

cility Rimyth has introduced its reLexicon digital audio synchronizer to
its standards conversion system
ABC has purchased a Bosch FDL-60
CCD telecine.

.

After 12 years of operation, CMC
Technology will move to a new location in Santa Clara, CA
Leo
Diner Film and Video has completed
its new home in San Francisco, CA,

. Today Video has opened its third
CMX editing suite
. North Miami
facility Mark III Productions has purchased two JVC ProCam 950 cameras.
. New York mobile production fa.

.

.

has announced the opening of expanded manufacturing capabilities with an
additional 30,000 square feet added to
its facility in Orlando, FL.

can receive stereo broadcasts from all

.

Kaufman Astoria Studios motion picture and television production center.
Camera Mart will now have a complete
.

stations to purchase and promote a new
AM stereo adapter that will convert any
"Motorola -only" stereo car radio so it

.

to provide equipment to the 12 acre

on -site equipment support shop in
Astoria
Antenna Technology

stereo broadcasters which call for the

.

22 Blue Bell, PA.
News in building locations has increased recently. Camera Mart is expanding its Manhattan -based facilities

in Greensboro, NC, a move necessitated by employee growth of 500 per-

.

ABC-TV engineering manager Michael
Lo Collo (right) and Sony Professional
Audio Products engineer Merrill
check out Sony wireless
microphone systems to be worn by
ABC Sports commentators covering
the Summer Olympic Games.

cent since the company was founded in

stations
. Bogner has received an
order for a 24 -bay, 59.8 gain (17.8 dB)

maximum power transmitting facility

antenna from KPOL-TV, an indepen-

Asheville, NC
. Varitel Video has
added two 1984 Dodge vans to its mobile production fleet, one to be based in

There have been some notable personnel changes in the broadcast industry. Joseph Volpe has been named VP
and general manager, RCA Broadcast
Systems Division. Volpe had been VP

A TV translator system developed by

Electronics, Missiles & Communica-

tions is helping more than 75,000
Florida Keys residents to receive a
stronger signal from five Miami TV
.

.

dent UHF station in Tucson

.

.

.

.

Modulation Associates has been
awarded a contract from Kavouras to
provide the hardware for the Kavouras
satellite date network

.

.

.

. Dallas and

Washington, D.C.-based Compucon
has moved its Washington office to
larger quarters
National Video
Center, in New York, was the facility
used for Richard Nixon's 38 hours of
.

.

.

.

interviews, parts of which were broadcast on CBS in April.

Ford Aerospace will design, con-

for WHNS-TV, Channel 21,
.

.

in

.

Los Angeles, the other in San Francisco.

. Fiorentino Associates was
awarded a contract from Infomart to
provide media capabilities and interior/
exterior design for the Dallas Infomart.
ADDA will provide eight ESP .

.

750 -C digital still store systems to CBS

for use in the network's New York
broadcast center
Cineffects, a
New York duplicating facility
.

.

.

.

specializing in multi -format videotape

struct, test, and deliver for launch two
Ku -band satellites for Direct Broadcast Satellite Corp.
. The Planned

duplication, has added to its dubbing

Technology Corp of Dallas has an-

ers from JVC

.

.

room a total of 35 BR -6400U VHS recorders and CR-6060U 1/4 -inch record.

.

.

.

Bogner has

nounced its entry into the satellite and
computer software industries. Initial
services will include satellite system

announced new orders to six stations

design and acceptance testing, cost

WY; Channel 16 Burlington, NC;

trade-off analysis, and earth station site
acquisition.

Video West has signed a contract
with ABC Sports to provide live cover-

for its television antennas. The new orders come from: Channel 11 Rawlings,

Channel 13 San Juan, PR; Channel 32

Tocca, GA; Channel 54 Muskegon,
MI; Channel 21 Colorado Springs, CO;
Channel 17 Bartlesville, OK; Channel

1982 .

.

.

. JRF Magnetic Sciences, a

firm which sells and services audio
magnetic heads, recently expanded its
facilities for the third time to accommodate a fully equipped laboratory and engineering facility.

operations for RCA Broadcast since
October of last year. He succeeds Joseph Howe, who has become staff VP
and chief engineer of the RCA Group.

At Sony Broadcast, Yumihiko
Suzuki has been promoted to VP prod-

uct management. Suzuki will be responsible for the product development
and management of all Sony Broadcast
product lines
. Christopher Golson
will assume the duties of product manager for monitors at Sony.
ADM Technology has made three
executive changes. Murray Shields has
been promoted to the new position of
VP corporate sales. Shields, who has
been with ADM for 11 years, was most
recently VP sales. Larry Mandziuk has
been named to the new position of staff
VP Advanced Programs. He had been
.

.

.

manager of systems engineering.
William Keely has also taken on a new

position at ADM, VP engineering
BM E
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
.

.

.

Harris, the Satellite Communications
Division named Mark Fehlig as broad-

. William Fink has been appointed

director of marketing at CMX. Fink

cast sales manager

comes over from Bosch Fernseh, where
he was VP product management .
.

.

.

.

.

.

John

Barraclough was given the position of
operations coordinator/sales liaison for
Bonneville Telecommunications/Satellite Systems.

.

Tom Beams has joined Aurora Systems, taking on the new position of VP
and chief operating officer. Beams was
formerly with Ampex.
Ampex has announced international

Joseph O'Donnell has joined

management changes: corporate VP
Donald Kleffman has been appointed
president of Ampex International and

Conrac as a group executive reporting
to Paul Graf, executive VP and CEO
STC has named David Durand as
assistant VP, and Lawrence Brody as

David Chapman, also an Ampex corporate VP, has been named general mana-

technical operations.

.

.

.

.

director, broadcast engineering and

ger of the company's Americas -Far

The Gerstenslager Company an-

East Area, reporting to Kleffman.
Carl Turner has been named to head

nounced a number of staff promotions

the RCA Solid State Division in

Among them, Earl Daye has been promoted to sales and marketing manager

in the firm's custom body division.

The New TechSomerville, NJ .
nology Products Group of Panasonic
Industrial revealed the appointment of
Tom Bensen to the position of national
marketing manager for Professional
Audio Systems. Nick Hudak will hold
the position of national manager for
systems development and marketing.
John Delissio was recently named
VP of Systems and Service Operation
.

.

.

.

Economy Engineering's Polecat
elevating work platform is used by
KENS-TV, San Antonio, as a mobile
studio minicam and a lighting and
overhead work platform.

.

.

Bob Wincentsen will join

Dynair Electronics as director of engineering, heading the company's development of new products for wide band
video, audio, data switching and distribution, as well as for machine control
applications. . . Jack Breitenbucher
has been named by Hitachi as national
.

sales manager for the Broadcast and
Professional Division.

at Harris Broadcast Group. Also at

SALES OFFICES

BMIE
Broadcast Management/Engineering
295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017
Telex: 64-4001

The Video
Compression System With One Feature All
Others lack: Affordability.
Everyone today is being the budget squeeze one way
or another. Networks, affiliates
and independents. Cable companies. Production and past
production houses. One curious thing about budget
squeezes is that they have a
way of making equipment purchase decisions both easier
and harder. Easier when it's clear that a particular item

screen on command, crops any part of it to any size, and
puts a variable -sized border of any color around it on
request. It can even flip the image horizontally or freeze
the action. Exclusive dual joy stick controls make image
manipulation simple. And the
utility of its design makes The
Squeezer a versatile tool
whether rack mounted in a
production Facility or used in
mobile applications.

C

The Squeezer: An Affordable Alternative.

There's very little that you'll find on The Squeezer that
you couldn't find on an ADDA, Vital, or a Quanta syscosts too much for the times. But harder when you are
looking at equipment you know you need, but can't find tem. Except the price tag. Those other systems cost anywhere from $40,000 to $200,000. The Squeezer costs
the bucks for.
The Squeezer: MeetingYour Needs With A Unique under $20000 F,r hr adcast programming, news and
sports production,
Set of Special
cable TV educational
Effects Features.
and industrial applicaThe Squeezer, from
tions, nothing comes
Precision Echo, is a
close to the aka
programmable video
efficiency of The
compression and prisiSqueezer.
timing system that
The Squeezer from
compresses an image
Precision Echo. I high on
down to four selectable
quality and cast
sizes, places that image
efficiency.

anywhere within the

Eastern & Central States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320
James C. Maywalt

Gene Kinsella
Western States
5015 Birch Street, Office One
Newport Beach, CA 92660
714-851-1461
408-720-0222
Neal Wilder

United Kingdom/Europe
28 Eaton Row
London SW1W OJA, England
Telephone: 01 235 8431

Bronwyn Holmes
Derek Hopkins
Ruben Veksner
Japan/Far East

ra
FJ

PRECISION ECHO

3 105 Patrick Henry Drive Santa t Tara, CA 9505.4
910/ S58-2 5214
( 11141 088 OS 16 T \X'N
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Eiraku Building
1-13-9, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 562 4781
S. Yasui
K. Yamamoto
Y. Yozaki

Vidifont® Graphics V.

Performance that's picture perfect.
Picture crisp, clean, coordinate() graphics th at

capture attention, provide information and
create a distinct perspective that sets you apart.
Picture the Vic ifont Graohics V. Combining the
features and functions of chara :ter generation,
graphics animation and information displays
into a single integrated system. All the creative
tools yoi. need for news, dial -up serl ices such
as satellite weather anc sports, commercial
spots, promos elections and special p-ograns.

Vidifont Graphics V allows multiple-usier access
of up to eight channe s. On-line creatii ty is

combined with off-line input, making it easy to
update and display new information.

Vidifont. The picture of performar ce r over
500 TVand production studios aro _Inc :he world.
Call or write Thomson-CSF Broadcast,
37 Brownhouse Rd., S-amford, CT1)69J2.
Tel. (203) 965-7000. TVJX (710) 474-33L.6. Telex
6819035 -Answer Back 6819035 TCSB VW.

Q THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST, INC.
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Inspired Audio!
When the 5,000 seat Auditorium of the
Akron Baptist Temple was planned, a
console offering the ultimate in
performance and flexibility was required for
both sound reinforcement and broadcast
functions. At the same time an
unobstructed view forward of the
controls was essential.
Ward -Beck responded by creating this
unique low -profile mainframe design
featuring a satellite meter unit.
An inspired solution to an
interesting challenge!

;JG;4
[L1G-1-1-aia

WEI 9
First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada MIN 2X4
Tel: (416) 438-6550.
Tlx: 065-25399.

WBS Model
830695

